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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Indicative of the important and much-needed advances made
in recent years toward the over-all improvement of financial accounting and reporting for school districts was the inclusion into
The School

~

2! Illinois of 'the requirement that "each school

district shall, as of June 30 of each year, beginning with 1962
cause an audit of its accounts to be made by a person lawfully
qualified to practice public accounting."l
This audit law culminates many developments at the national, state, end local levels which have increased the reliability
of school :records, fostered a greater comparability of financial
data, and engendered a more professional approach to the stewardship of public funds for sohool purposes.
Ever sinoe the first audit reports of school districts
were filed, two oommittees of the Illinois Society of Certified
Public Acoountants, the Committee on Local Governmental Accounting
and the Committee on Standards of Reporting, have assisted the
Superintendent of Public Instnuction in providing direction for
lIllinois, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, The School Code of Illinois, Ciroular Serie,s A, No. 155
(Springfield: 196~p:-17.
1

2
~he

improvement of the audit reports for school districts.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of I11i-

~ois,

request.ed the Illinois Society of Certified Public Account-

ants to conduct a review of the audit reports for fiscal year ended
une 30, 1962 for the purpose of determining the compliance of such
reports with the standerds of

report~ng

formulated by the American

nstitute of Certified Public Accountants and with the regulations
~ertaining

to such reports under the provisions of Stat.e law. A

letai1ed review of this study will be presented in Chapter III.
The findings and

reco~~endations

Pound in the letter of the
~he

Co~~ittee

of this study are to be

on Standards of Reporting of

Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, dated Decem-

per 18, 1963, addressed to the Superintendent of Public Instruction
~nd

circulated to members of the Society. One of the five major

Pindings was this:
The scope and style of the reports varied to such a degree
as to pose a considerable review problem for any authority who
may be charged with the responsibility of appraising the quality of reports against any set of standards recognized by your
office (that of the Superintendent of Public Instruction1 as
a proper instrument of evaluation. 2
The recommendation of the Committee on Standards of Reportng of the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants in
Loerms of this finding was 'tthat a model report form be developed
2Letter trom-Harry I. Grossman, Chairman, Committee on

~tand8rds of Reporting, Illinois Society of Certified Public Ac-

pountants, to the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of
llinois, December 18, 1963, p. 4.

3

as a guide available to school district auditors in achieving the
reporting objectives of the Superintendent of Public Instruction."~
The draft of such a guide hes been prepared and circulated to the
members of the Society by the Committee on Local
counting on May 27, 1964. 4

Gover~~ental

Ac-

The work of these two cornmi ttees was begun subsequent to
the close of fiscal year ended June 30, 1963 and was concerned
only with the audit reports for fiscal year ended June 30, 1962.
The report of the study of the Committee on Standards of Reporting
and the draft of the model audit report of the

Con~ittee

on Local

Governmental Accounting were both circulated prior to the close of
fiscal year ended June 30, 1964. School district auditors, therefore, will have had the opportunity of reviewing and implementing
the suggestions made by these two committees before preparing
the audit reports for fiscal year ended June 30, 1964.
This study, of the independent auditors' reports of the
Tovmship School Treasurers of Cook County, Illinois for the fiscal
years ended June 30, 1963 and June 30, 1964, is quite timely
since the work of these two committees may affect the quality of
audit reports for the second year under study.
It should be noted also that, unlike all other school dis3Ibid., p. 5.
4Letter from hobert L. Coker; Chairman, Local Governmental
Accounting ~ommittee, Illinois Soci~ty of Certified Public Account8.nts to the Members of the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, May 27, 1964.

4

trict financial reports

te~uired

by the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, there is no st8ndard report form for the annual audit
report which is prepared by Illinois Certified Public Accountants
employed by the school districts, other than the standard form,
"17,uestionnaire to Be Completed by School District Auditors, tt which
is incorporated as part of the audit report.
PURl:'OS.u; OF THE S'rUDY

This lack of a standard report form and the recent work
of the two

co~~ittees

of the Illinois Society of Certified Public

Accountants provide the bases for the threefold purpose of this
study, which will be served by the answers to these questions:
1. Will a comparotive study of the eudit reports of the
financial records of the Township School Treasurers of Cook County
Illinois, for fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963-1964 indicate a uniformity or lack of uniformity in form, scope, and content?
2. What specific changes will occur in the form, scope,
and content of the audit reports for fiscal year 1963-1964 as the
result of the work of the Committee on Standards of Re90rting and
the Committee on Local Governmental Accounting of the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, as summarized and circulated by the Society in letters dated December 18, 1963 and May 27,
1964?
3. Will these changes produce greater uniformity in the
form, scope, and content of the audit reports for fiscal year

5

1963-1964 as compared with fiscal year 1962-19631
PROCEDURES
The data which is used as the basis of this study has been
collected from the independent auditors' reports of the records of
the Township School Treasurers of Cook County, Illinois and the
questionnaires which were completed by the school district auditors for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and June 30, 1964 as
filed in the Office of the County Superintendent of Schools, Chicago, Illinois.
An analysis of these audit reports s.nd questionnaires will
be presented under three major headings:
1. The form of the reports - in which the physical feature.
and the organizational structure of the reports will be studied.
2. The scope of the reports - in which the ffscope section"
of the audit reports and the over-all scope of the

repo~ts

will be

analysed, and
3. The content of the reports - in which an analysis of
the statements, schedules, exhibits, end summaries of the audit
reports will be presented.
Since the study will compare data for each of the two
years under review, it will highlight the major changes which have
resulted in the audit reports of the second year.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOR SCHOOLS: A DEFINITION
Accounting is well defined in terms of its threefold

6

function: (1) to analyse and record business tra.ns8ctions; (2) t,o
summarize recorded business transactions into periodic financial
reports; and (3) to interpret the results of these business transactions by an analysis of financial reports. Although accounting
may not be called a science, it is nonetheless an art based upon
principles, or fundamental propositions, and the rules which gover
acceptable accounting practice. 5
The principles of accounting which apply to commercial organizations apply generally to governmental units. But, since
governmental bodies have certain unique characteristics, these
principles are sometimes adjusted so as to apply to governmental
accounting as well, Governmental accounting, however, is so dependent upon the instructions, regulations, and decisions of legal
ly constituted authority, that whenever and wherever sound account
ing principles are in disagreement with legal requirements, these
requirements must prevail. 6
Financial accounting for schools differs from commercial
accounting and from governmental accounting as well. It differs
from the former since the concept of proprietary interest or owner's equity, characteristic of commercial enterprises, does not
apply. Moreover, the careful, manager ial influence Whi ch 'characterizes the individual proprietorship,

partnership~

or corporation

5Arthur W. Holmes et al., Elementary Accounting, (Homewood:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.~ 195617 p. 1.
6Arthur W-~~ Holmes and Robert A. Meier, Advanced Accounting,
(Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1950), p. 552.

7

is oftentimes found to be lacking in the
stee. d appe<:,r

governmentl~ll

govern~ental

unit. In its

resulc.tory ogenci es, legislatures, and

the general public. Financial accounting for schools

diffe~s,

to a

less er extent, fror.l govern:'H,3ntal accountin,z, :principally because
public education occupies, among all the many functions of govern]lent, l1a place Cluite as uniClue in the -soverruuental system of tha
United States as the courts. tt7 This uni\lue function of education
involves as well as creates, almost of necessity, certrin situations celling for en adept8tion of acceptrble governmerital 8CCOunting procedures A.nd the impleJ.entetion of many technLlues applicc.ble
only to school accounting.
James E. Gibbs prefers the term educational accounting
when he desoribes its importence:
The funotion of educationel Bocounting is to clessify, record, s~~8rize, end report informotion about aotivities end
conditions effeoting pupils, sohools, Gnd governmentsl agencies
responsible for educrtion needed by the public generrlly, perents, legislative and fiscel bodies, borrds of educrtion,
school e dr.1inistrr tors , Gnd terchers, to eneble the~n to :llcke
wise decisions about educrtion. Ade~uBte eduoetionrl accounting
then, is ~ funde-mentel brsis for plrnning, implementing, Bnd
evelup ting educetionel progr-nJns. 8
Hot all authorities ere rgreed on the distinction between
governmentel accounting rnd

(:Tev!

f~npnciel

rccounting for schools. This

7Paul R. Mort and ~81ter P. Reusser, Public School FincncG,
York: ;,fcGraw-Hill :3ool~ Co., 1951), p. 21.

8 J r:mes~.
." G·l bb s, tt"'·
• 1 AccountinG Principles and ProJ:llnenClG
cedures for Local and State 3chool 3yste.:.lls tit J choal Business ..iffairs t :O~IX (July~ 1963)t p. 3.

8

difference of opinion is well expressed by James ':/. Vlhitlock when
he writes!
There are differences of opinion on accounting for public
school funds. Some persons '1lainte in that the 6ccount ing system
of 8 school district, es ;] unit of local government, should
conform to recognized govern:u.entel accounting stendards. In
contrast, others maintain that certain princi~)les and procedures apply specifically to public school accounting.
Hetween these two opinions there are vrrious others. All,
however, revolve around the degree to which business and govcrnnlen~al ~ccour..ting principles should apply to public school
accountlne,.
School accounting can be further classified into two main
categories: statistical end financial. 10 Statistical accounting
would include all quantitative information which is essential to
the educational program other than financiel data. This form of
acco·,mting, in a sense, is practically identical with the internal
controls used within a business organization or goverruuentel unit
to insure the effectiveness of

~eneger:J.ent.

Specific examples of

statistical accounting which are indic8tive of sound business
management and the wise and prudent use of nonies are: pupil accounting; personnel accounting; inventorying! of textbooks and
other materials of instruction, of supplies, and of

e~uipment;

property control of land, buildings, and other assets; and related
9Jemes W. Whitlock, "Finr:::lciel A~;counting end Reporting!
Where to Improve?" School Life, XLIII (June, 1961), p. 21.
10Roe L. Johns end Edger L. Morphet, Financing the Public
Schools, (Englewood Cliffs; ?rentic8>~(11l,
Inc., 1960),P. 450.
. .
,

(,
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forms of record keeping. Financial accounting for schools, on the
other hand, is directly concerned with the recording of those
transactions which involve the receipt or expenditure of monies.
But financial accounting so depends on statistical accounting,
that,were an inadequate statistical accounting system in existence
an inadequate fztnancial accounting system would likewise be found.
It is impossible to state, in a single phrase, the many
and varied purposes or ends served by financial accounting. The
following selection does express the relationship of financial
aocounting to budgeting and reporting and defines the roles which
a sound financial accounting system performs.
Financial accounting is much more than bookkeeping. While,
budgeting, accounting, and reporting are different components
of fiscal administration, they are so closely interrelated
that each must be planned to be consistent with the other components. Financial accounting is not an end in itself. It is
for the purpose of enabling business management to be of maximum service to the educational program. Following are some of
the business management operetions in which financial accounting plays a vital part:
1. Budgets must be prepared annually. The information furnished from accounting records is essential for budget develop
ment and administration.
2. Boards of education have financial dealings with other
institutions and agencies • • • Financial records are essentia
for the orderly conduct of business with all these parties.
3. A method must be provided for authorizing expenditures.
The approved budget itself is a general authorization for
spending money. But budgetary controls are necessary and preaudits of expenditures must be provided for. Pre-audits of expenditures cannot be m8de unless cash and accrual accounting
records are'available.
4. In order for the schools to operate, purchases must be
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made and contracts must be let.. • • Authorized procedures
must be followed and forms developed for recording these trans'7
actions.
5. The board must pey for the obligations it has incurred.
Therefore the board must develop procedures by which it can
ascertain what it owes.
6. The payments made by the board must be recorded systematically, and the records must show at least to whom or to
what agency or organization the payment was made and for what
purpose.
7. The board must have revenue if it is to pay its obligations, so revenue must be procnre.d by local taxation, state
and federal appropriations, sale of property, insurance adjustments, loans or other sources. These receipts must be systematically recorded by source and by the fund or purpose for
which they can be used.
8. Many activities involving financial transactions are
carried on at individual schools. These activities may be supported entirely from non-tax funds or only in part from tax
funds. Some activities, such as cafeteria operation, a.re partially commercial in character. The board has responsibility
for general supervision over all of these activities even
though they may not be operated from the central office.
9. The board and its employees must be able to prove from
the records that all funds have been faithfully accounted for
and that no funds have been stolen, lost, or misused.
10. The board must make reports of its financial operations
to the public. Therefore account classification of the budget,
the accounting system, and the financial reports should be consistent and appropriate.
11. Reports are made to the State, to the U. S. Office of
Education and often to other agencies Bnd organizations. Therefore the accounting system must meet state reQuirements, and
the information provided should be comparable with that provided by other school systems.
12. Business management policies need to be evaluated.
Therefore the accounting system must provide the information
necessary for appropriate research. Cost analyses are of particular importance in evaluating certain policies • • • The
board cannot make decisions which result in real economy and

11

efficiency unless it has the financi?l records and other types
of records necessary to furnish essential inforruetion. 11
THE AUDITHTG

FlJNCTION~

1-1.. DSFI~TITlON

Auditing has been defined as the "type of work which the
Certified Public Accountant performs as the basis for an opinion
on the fairness with which financial position and the results of
operations are presented. lt12
This definition applies to the term auditing, as it is commonly understood. However, it is necessary to distinguish four
different types of audits, so that the term, as it is used in this
paper, will be delimited to encompass only those activities which
are involved in the post-eudit or external audit, as it is often
called.
Auditing may be classified into four types of audits: the
pre-audit, the current audit, the operational aud:Lt, and the postaudit. 13 Many writers use this classification,14 whereas others
simply distinguish internal auditing from external aUditing. 10
l~lbid., pp. 451-53.

l~American Institute of Accountants, Audits Ex Certified
rublie ~\.ecountants, (New York: .Arnarican Institute of Accountants,
1950) p. 8

l~-Arvid J. Burke, Fi:n.~ncing Public Schools in the United
States, (New York: Harper &nd Brothers, 1957) p. 55.-l4'Paul R. Mort, ','lalter C. Reusser, end John W. Polley, I'ubli(
§,ghooll!'inance, (New Yorl\:: 1vlcGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960), p. 486.
J.S Johns and Morphet, p. 500.

Internal auditing would include all the activities involved in the
pre-audit, the current audit, end the operational audit; and the
external audit would be considered as synonymous with the post-audit.

Arvid J. Burke defines the four classifications of auditing
as follows:
1. Pre-audits: ;v1 an['::ement is resl;onsible for making a preaudi t of all :proposed f::~lGncif.'l liabilities or commi ttments to
see that each expenditure is needed or justified, that the exDenditure is authorized) that it is legal, and that there are
unencumbered funds availeble to make the expenditure.

2. Current audits: Closely related to the pre-audit is the
current audit • • • which checks the pre-audit approval or authorization of an expenditure, the rendering of the service or
the receipt of the goods, the conformance with specifications,
the orders or agreements, the prices charged, and the presence
of errors or omissions in all documents or records involved.

3. Operational audits: The operational audit or work audit
aims to check performance during a given period with plans appearing in the budget or work program. It is a most important
function of management, requiring professional skill and techn:i!que.
4. Post-audits: The post-audit of all receipts and expenditures by outside auditors to check the legality, honesty, and
accuracy of all records and transactions and to suggest possible improvements in management is the fourth type of audit.
This audit may be detailed or it may follow a random sempling ]
:procedure. It may be done by private firms or state officials. -

As stated above, the term auditing will be understood in
this paper as synonymous with the term post-audit and its

def~ni

tion will be that proposed by the Americah Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. An audit, therefore, consists of:
a searching, analytical review of the books, VOUChers, and
16Burke, pp. 55-58.

,......
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other evidence supporting the information set forth in the financial statements, and contemplates the preparation of a written report in which the Certified Public Accountant states his
findings. In the course of his audit, he employs a variety of
techniques and tests, selecting the procedures which in his
judgment and experience are best suited to each engagement. 17 '
The manner in which the independent auditor is appointed

and his status in relation to the client are important considerations to those who rely on his findings. In this regard the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has stated:
In addition to professional skill and competence, his independence must be assured if his opinions are to possess the
impartiality necessary to make them dependable. To be independent he must be intellectually honest; to be recognized as independent he must be free from any obligation to or interest in
management, owners, creditors - or others entitled to rely on
his report - which might influence his judgment as to the fairness of the financial statements.
To emphasize his independence of management many corporations affected by public interest follow the practice of having
him engaged or nominated by the board of directors or elected
annually by the stockholders. Other corporations provide that
the stockholders be given a~8opportunity to ratify the selection made by t~e directors •.
Those who use financial statements look to the Certified
2ublic Accountant's report in determining the credibility of financial statements because they know that the auditor's report presents the conclusions of an independent expert in accounting and
auditing.
lflAudits

.2.1. Certified Public Accountants, p. 8.

le'American Institute of Accountants, Codification of Stateof Auditing Procedure, (New York: American Institute of Accountants, 1951), pg. 8.

~ents

-
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Howard M. Vlright applies this SEime em.phe.sis to the auditor's independence when he writes of the auditing of governmental
units:
An independent audit should be mede. The pudit may be performed by a firm of independent Certified Public Accountrnts
or by the governmental body's steff of internal auditors. In
the latter case the auditors must be so organizationally located as ~o be in fAct independent of the activity subject to
audit. l
A word concerning the importance of
should be inserted before

8.

accur~te

reporting

discussion of auditing standards, pro-

cedures ~ and techniques. Sa;n B. Tidwell speaks of the end-product
of financial accounting and auditing for schools as the financial
statements r and he stresses the four purposes served by these
statements:
Very few taxpayers, except those elected to serve on school
boards" ever examine the accounting documents - the fin8ncial
strtements. These tell not how you intend to spend the money,
but how in fact it has COille in and gone out. As used by school
boards, these stetements serve four purposeso
1. They help in controlling the use of the school district's money.
2. They clarify the finenci8l situation so that wise manage
ment is facilitated.
3. They assist trustees in accounting for special funds.
4. They help in reporting on the school board's stewardship to the state edUCAtion department and to the public. 20
19Howard W. Wright, "Tentntive Statement of Governmental Accounting," The .Accounting Review, X:XXIII (April, 1958), p. 213.

20Sa~ B. Tidwell, Chairman, COID.'11ittee on Public School Accounting, American Institute of Certified Public Accountrnts,
Public School Costs, (New York: Americ!;m Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, 1963), p. 21.

The auditing standards which guide the independent auditor
serve to acquaint the general public with the quality of the auditor's opinion. These standards, as enunciated by the Committee on
Auditing Procedure of the American Institute of Accountants, are
classified as follows:
General Standards:
1. The examination is to be performed by a person or persons having adequate technical training and proficiency as an
auditor.
2. In all matters relating to the assignment an independence in mental attitude is to be maintained by the auditor or
auditors.
3. Due professional care is to be exercised in the performance of the examination and the preparation of the report.
Standards of Field Work:
1. The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, if
any, are to be properly supervised.

2. There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal control as a basis for reliance thereon and for
the determination of the resultant extent of the tests to whicr
auditing procedures are to be restricted.
3. SUffieient competent evidential matter is to be obtainec
through inspection, observation, inquiries end confirmations tc
afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under exemination.
Standards of Reporting:
1. The report shall state whether the financial statements
are presented in accordance with generally accepted principles
of accounting.
2. The report shell state whether such principles have beer
consistently observed in the current period in relation to the
preceding period.
3. Informative di-closures in the finencial statements are

to be regarded as reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated
in the report.
4. ~he report shall either contain an expression of opinion regarding the finencial statements, taken as a whole, or
an assertion to the effect that an opinion cannot be expressed.
When an over-all opinion cannot be expressed, the reasons
therefor should be stated. in all cases where an auditor's
name is associated with financial state~nents the report should
contain a clear-cut indication of the character of the auditor's ?xamtHation, if any, and the degree of responsibility he
is tak~ng •. ,
The American institute of Certified Public .Accountants has,
in all its official pronouncements, clearly distinguished between
audi ting standards and audit procedures. 'l'he distinction is perhapS best expressed in this

state~ent:

Auditing stendards may be regarded as the underlying principles of auditing which control the nature and extent 022the
evidence to be obtained by means of auditing procedures.
A detailed listing and explanation of the audit procedures
which are normally employed in the conduct of an audit may be
found in any standard text in the field. These listings nonnally
are presented in detail for every account title which appears on
the financial statements. Descriptions of auditing procedures
which are often employed in the audits of small or medium-sized
companies engaged in industry are classified by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants under these major headings:
cash, notes receivable, accounts receivable, inventory, investillents,
aiAmerican Institute of Accountants, Generally Accepted Audi tins. Standards, (New York: American Institute of Accountants,
1954)" pp. 13-14.

2~Ibid'J pp. 12-13.

property, intangible assets, deferred charges and prepaid expenses,
other assets, liabilities, notes payeble, accounts payable" other
current liabilities, long-term liabilities, contingent liabilities,
estimated future liabilities and appropriations of retained income,
capital stock, other capital items and retained income, and income
and expense accounts. Specific audit procedures are described for
each of these accounts.2~
Detailed and comprehensive illustrations of the application
of auditing procedures may be found in the series of Case Studies
in Auditing Procedure, which the American Institute of Certified
Accountants has published since 1947. In these case studies may be
found descriptions of auditing procedures which were actually followed in a particular case.
Practically every audit procedure which is used could be
categorized into one or more of the following auditing techniques:
analysis and review, observation, inspection, confirmation, inquiry, or computation. 24 These techniques are characteristic of the
varied procedures which the auditor would employ in the conduct of
an audit. But in all his work, the auditor is guided by standards
which have been developed by the profession to assure the highest
degree of professional performance.
23Audits ~ Certified Public Accountants, pp. 31-51, in
which definitions and illustrations of auditing procedures are proposed.
~
24 Ibid ., pp. 28-29, wherein descriptions of each of these
techniques al';~ advanced.

PRESENT STATUS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS
An historical review of the advances made in the past several years in the standardization and unifor:ni ty of financial accounting for schools will indicate that the major impetus for such improvement was provided by the United States Office of Education.
Its four handbooks in the 'lState Educational Records and Report
Series" have exercised a profound influence in upgrading the CJ.uality of reporting end in standardizing terminology with the concomitant advantages to all who rely on the financial reports of
school districts.
The National Council of Chief State School Officers, having
recognized the importance of the comparability of all forms of educational data and the common understanding of basic terminology,
petitioned the United States Office of Education to conduct a cooperative project with the state departments of education to attain
these two objectives. This project was undertaken in July of 1951,
and it has involved the cooperative efforts of representatives of
the United States Office of Education and representatives of the
following associations: The American Association of School Administrators, the Association of School Business Officials of the United States and Canada, the National Council of Chief State School
Officers, the National Education Association, the National School
Boards Association, and the Non-public School Association. The
Foreword to each of these handbooks describes in detail the steps

~.

.'

Which were taken before their final form was approved. 2,:0
The first handbook to be developed from this project is
entitled: The Common Core of State Educational Information. Local,
regional, and national meetings, held between July, 1951 and June,
1953, actively involved representatives of each of the states and

territories as well as each of the participating groups. At its
'r'

annual meeting in June, 1953 the National Council of Chief State
School Officers officially accepted Handbook I with this resolution:
We recognize the importance of adequate educational accounting. Vie urge, therefore, that the State and Territorial
Departments of Education make prompt and complete use of the
coronIon-core terminology for compareble statistical information
developed cooperetively by the U. S. office of Education and
State and Territorial Departments to the end that information
in local, state, and federal reports will be more meaningful.
Vie urge also th8t the U. S. Office of Education continue
its importent VJork in developing an adeQ.uate system of financial, personnel, and property accounting for use in a~l States.
':le pledge our continued cooperation in this endeavor. 6
This handbook is divided into three

IllS

jor sections. CJjap-

ter One is a glossary of educational terminology which presents
definitions of basic terms which are used in information recorded
and reported each year by the school unit. Chapters Two through
~en

contain
descriptions of items which are to be recorded and
,

reported annually for the school year which has just been comple-

252aul L. Reason, The Co~non Core of State Educational Infor-

~on,

State Educational Records and Re}!ort Series) Handbook I,
21f'l ',Velfare, Office of Education,
(\lashington: U. S. GoverYll'1ent Printing Office, 1953), pp. xii-xvi.

iU

~

S. Dept. of Health, Education,

2oIbid .,

p. xi.
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ted. Chapter Eleven Conta.ins descriptions of items which are to be
reported in the Fell of the year for the current fiscal year.
From an accounting standpoint, the principal value of
this handbook lies in its concise definitions of terms which deal
with the financial aspects of a school system. Attesting to the
value that this handbook has served is the common acceptance by
writers in the field of school finance of such terms as: c.api tal
outlay, current expense, debt service, expenditures, fixed

che~-

ges, fund, and the like. But its major value is its contribution
to the standard and uniform meaning of educational terminology
which is the basis for the standardization and uniformity of financial record keeping and reporting.
He.ndbook II in this series, entitled: Financial Accounting
for Local and State School Systems, published in 1957, has had
far-reaching effects in the over-all improvement of financial accounting and reporting for school districts, State Departments of
Education, and the Office of Education. After three years of national, regional, and local conferences, the cooperating organizations officially approved the handbook as the basic guide for financial accounting for local and state school systems and recommended that "Federal, State, and local agencies effect its use
promptly and completely. n27
27Paul L. Reason, Financial Accounting for Local and State
School Systems, State Educational Records and Report Series, He.ndbook II, U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education, (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1957),
p. vii.
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'ilhat this handbook was intended to accomplish and has accomplished is expressed in the Introduction:
This handbook is a guide to receipt and expenditure accounting for local and state school systems. It contains standard receipt and expenditure acco~~ts, classified and defined,
and additional accounting terminology necessary to their effective use.
Standard accounts and terminology are the foundation for
accurate recording, reporting, and interpretation of financial
information. Only when basic items of financial' information
have the same meaning everywhere in the Nation, can they b~
used profitably for all purposes. 2e
The handbook does not develop a detailed accounting system for schools, but rather it concentrates on accounts and terminology which are acceptable to school districts of all sizes and
descriptions.
With minimum accounts recoIl1.'1lended for all school districts,
and additional accounts for those who wish to expand their accounting systems, the handbook offers answers to the recording
of just about any receipt or expenditure of money a school
district might have. Most of the common and not so common receipts and expenditures are treated specifically, but for
those which are Dot, the handling of similar items provides
expert guidance.~9
The Introduction to this handbook states the important
advantages which would follow its universal acceptance. The major
advances which have occured since its publication are adequate
testimony of the accurate statement of these nine benefits:
28Ibid., xvi.
29Elaine Exton, "Better Manageflent through Comparable School
Figures," The American School Board Journal, Volume 134, :March,
1957, p. 5g:-
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(a) help to insure appropriate initial recording of financial
data; (b) improve the accounting for school funds; (c) improve
school budgeting; (d) establish a sound basis for cost account
iug; (e) improve the accuracy of local, state, and national
sUmmaries; (f) facilitate comparisons of financial information
among communities and among states; (g) enable local and state
educational authorities to obtain more suitable needed information for policy determination; (h) improve the accuracy of
educational research; and (i) facilitate and improve reliable
reporti~R to the public on the condition and progress of education. 0
A supplementary volume to Handbook II was published in
1959 under the title: Financial Accounting for School Activities. 3 ;'
This supplement contains a standard classification and definition
of accounts for handling receipts and expenditures for school activities and, for illustrative purposes, presents a system of
accounting to show how these accounts may be used. The need for
this supplement parallels the increase and expansion in recent
years of school activity programs and the amount of money necessar
to finance these programs.
Handbook III: Property Accounting for Local and State
School Systems, published in 1959, classifies and defines specific
items of information regarding property. The recommended accounts
are adaptable to any school system regardless of size or program.
30Paul L. Reason, Financial Accounting for Looal and State
School Systems, p. xvi.
--3IEverett V. Samuelson, .E'inancialAocountin~ for School Activities, State Educational Records end Heports Series, Bulletin,
U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Vlelfare, Office of Education
(Washington: U. S. Governlllent Printing Office, 1959~.
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Items and terminology which are defined and classified in this
handbook are correlated with items and information contained in
Handbooks I and 11.32
The entire series, of the three handbooks and the supplement to Handbook II, should be regarded as a unified study intended to guide those charged with the responsibility of recording,
reporting, and analysing financial data for school. districts.
Indicative of the importance of these handbooks to the
over-all improvement of the accounting function are these two
statements which preface the list of acknowledgements in the Illi~

Financial Accounting Manual for Local School Systems:

It appears to be appropriate and almost mandatory to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Commissioner of Education
and the individuals from many professional education associations who conceived the idea of developing and publishing
Handbook II, Financial Accounting ~ Local and State School
Systems.
The concept of a more comprehensive and improved system of
financial accounting is unmistakably present in Handbook II.
Moreover, it has proved to be an incentive and an inspiration
to the staff of the Office of Public Instruction and the
state-wide committee who have been working to produce an accounting manual to meet the specific needs of schools in Illinois. 33
32Paul L. Reason, Property Accounting for Local and State
School Systems, State Educational necords and Beports Series,
Handbook III, U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and i;Yelfare, Office of Education, (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office,
1959).
.
33Illinois, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Illinois Financial Accountin~ Manual !.£!: Local School Sys~) Circular Series A, No. l38~ Springfield, 1961), p. iv.

"
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Prior to the publication of Handbook II, the School Problems Comnission, State of Illinois, initiated deliberations and
discussions toward the improvement of financial accounting at the
State, county, and local levels. In 1957, the Illinois General Assembly enacted legislation which provided for a new system of financial accounting for local school systems to become effective on
July 1, 1959. This date was changed by amendment to July 1, 1961,
principally because the task of revising the system of accounting
was so very complex.

34

Shortly after the pUblication of Handbook II, the Superintendent of Public Instruction formed a state-wide committee of
representatives of the Office of the 3uperintendent of Public Instruction, of County Superintendents of schools or their representatives" of representatives of large city school systems, and of
members of certified public accounting firms, to develop a manual
of accounting patterned after the suggestions contained in Handbook II and adapted to the needs of Illinois schools. 35 The Illi~

Financial Accounting Manual for Local School Systems is the

product of the cooperative efforts of the various members of this
committee. Its relationship to Handbook II is expressed in the
introduction to the manual:

3~Ibid., p. iii
35rbid., pp. iv-vi.
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Illinois Financisl Accounting for Local School Systems
is in many respects not an adeptation of Handbook II but rathe'r an accounting manual and chart of accounts devel;)ped to
meet the exact needs of Illinois schools. In order to conform
to the concept of standardization advocated so urgently by
school Officials on the national, State, and local levels~ the
committee and the consultants have retained as much of the
terminology, chart of accounts and other sign~ficant and im~
portent parts of Handbook II as was possible. 6
The manual aims to achieve uniformity in the accounting
function. A glossary of terLns, a decimal clas sification of all
possible accounts which a school district, under any circumstance,
Vlould be required to maintain, detailed explanations of the recording of all financial transactions, and instructions regarding
the preparation of the "Annual Financial Report" are the major
concerns of the manual.
The manual also discusses these important aspects of the
accounting function: the legal basis for school accounting, the
preparation of the "School District Budget Form" and the computation of per capita cost per student.
Since the manual serves to express the legal requirements
of the accounting function and the methods of implementing these
reqUirements, it likewise will serve as the source of summarizing
the present practices in school accounting for school districts in
the State of Illinois. These practices merit special consideration
1. The type of accounting system. - School districts are

free to choose either the cesh basis or the accrual basis of ac3 'B..:
-U-.,
p.
b•d

.. i •

v~~

-
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oounting. 52 Under the cash basis of accounting, revenues are re-

oorded as revenues only when cash or another asset (which can be
oonverted into cash) is actually received, and expenditures are
recorded as expenditures only when cash or another asset is actuallY disbursed. Under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues
are recorded when earned or when levies are made for these revenues, and expenditures are recorded as soon as the liability is in
curred, regardless of when the revenue:

is actually recei!ed or

when the payment is actuallY made. S8 Obviously, financial state~ents

under the accrual basis of accounting will not have any re-

lationship, for comparative purposes, with financial state;.11ents
under the cash basis of accounting. For this reason, separate formE
of the "School District Annual Financial Report!· are prepared by

Z~Illinois, The School Code of Illinois, p. 87:"In Class I or
Class II county school units the sChool board may use either a cas!
basis or accrual system of accounting; however, any board so electing to use the accrual system shall not change to a cash basis
without the permission of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 1t
Z8These definitions agree with those presented by the U. s.
Office of Education. The accrual basis is defined as "The basis of
accounting under which revenues are recorded when earned or when
levies are made, and expenditures are recorded as soon as they result in liabilities, reg8rdless when the revenue is actually recei ved or the payment is me de." The cash basis is defined as: !tthe
~asis of accounting under which revenues are recorded only when
actually received, and only cash disbursements are recorded as expenditures. 1t Paul L. Ree.son, Financial Accounting for Local and
~tate School Systems, p. 214,.219.
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the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction: one for
the use of cash basis school districts and the other for the use
bY the accrual basis school districts. In the "School District Annual Financial Report" forms provided by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction the cash basis school districts
ere

re~uired

to provide certain financial and statistical infor-

P.lation pertaining to items owed to and owed by the's chool district
This supplementary information enables the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to convert the cash basis report to
the accrual basis, so that comparative studies may be made of all
districts. 3 ,9
The proposed revision of the Illinois Financial Accounting
!,~anual

for Local School Systems, which is not yet completed but

which is intended to become effective for fiscal year 1965-1966,~O
will distinguish between the cash basis and the accrual basis to
such an extent thst separate, detailed eXl')lanations will be offered for each basis. As of this writing, only the cash basis,
39Illinois, Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local
School Systems, p. 16.
40'rhis information is contained in the instructional page of
the proposed revision of the Illinois Finencisl Accounting Manual
.f.2£ Local School Systems,. forv.'arded to the writer on August {;;,
1964 by Allen F. Dye, Assistant Director, Finance and Stetistics,
Office of the Superint0~dent of Public Instruction, State of Illinois. See also: Appendix II, Correspondence. Illinois, Office of
the Superintendent of :'ublic Ins truction, III inois Finencicl Accounting VIanual for Local SChool Systems) Revised Edition, Circular Series A, No:-r38~ (Springfield, no date), instructional page.
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section D, is completed. But an extensive ex]lanation of the accounting implications of this basis sharply distinguishes this basis from the accrual basis, which will be treated in section E of
the revised manual.
Included in the cash basis presentation, and the

sa~e

pat-

tern will be followed for the accrual basis, are these characteristics of the cash basis of accounting: the five types of accounts
assets, liabilities, fund balances, cash revenues and cash expenditures; the process of accounting, including the appropriate jour
nals needed; the double-entry method of bookkeeping; the coding of
transactions; the recording of transactions with illustrative entries in the cash receipts journal, the cash disbursements journal, postings to ledger accounts" and necessary adjusting entries;
the taking of

8

trial balance; the encumbering of cash expenditure

accounts; and the preparation of financial statements. The explanation likewise presents illustrative forms showing the relationship of expenditures as of a given date in a year in terms of the
budgeted appropriations and the "running" balances for each account in each fund. A minimum chart of accounts for the cash basis
school districts is presented, together with definitions of each
of these accounts.
It should be noted that the Am3rican Institute of Certified Public Accountants has taken a strong stand against the cash
basis of accounting. Indicative of the major reasons for this stan
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is that:
Cashl1basis statements ordinarily do not purport to present
either the financial position of an enterprise at a given date
or the results of its operation for a given period of time. A
statement of assets and liabilities on a cash basis (reflecting, as it fre~uently does, only assets and liabilities resulting from cash transactions and sometimes not even that) is
not, except by coincidence, an ade~uatestatement of financial
Dosition. A statement of revenues collected and expenses paid
is not, in most instances, the e~uivalent of a statement of
incoIDilor of operating results end should not be construed as
such.
But yet, of the 1607 school districts in the State of Illinois in 1961, 1450 districts were on the cash basis of accounting.a21'wo important reasons for this may well be: the absence of
a professional accountant responsible for the complexity of the
accrual basis of accounting in the small-sized school districts,43
end the non-profit form of financial activities which causes many
to feel that "true financial posi tion tt as of a given date is not
so important. 44

~lLetter from Harry I. Grossman, p. 3., which ~uotes a monograph published/under the auspices of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants in 1960, entitled "Special Reports."

~2Illinois, III inois E'inancial Accounting Manual for Local
School Systems, p. 3.
~ZIb'J.. d . ,

p.

...
vJ..J..J...

44.;/. Lynn Fluckiger, itA Philosophy of Fund Accounting," The
Journal of Accountancy, August, 1963, p. 67, in which the author
presents four dile~~as faced by the accountant in institutional
vs. commercial engagements: (1) the matching of receipts and outlays in any given period does not in any way correspond to operating efficiency; (2) the computing of costs is much less meaningful; (3) the reporting of financial performance is less meaningful; and (4) the fine.ncial statements cannot be considered a measure of efficiency.
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2. The method of bookkeeping. - All school dis tricts, regardless of

wh~ther

they use the cash basis or accrual basis of

accounting, are required to use the double-entry method of bookkeeping. 45 The main advantage of this method is that it contains
a constant, automBtic, arithmetic check on the bookkeeping function, end, if errors are made, they are quite readily detected. 46
3. The process of accounting. - What was heretofore implied in the Illinois Financial Accounting Manuel for Local School
systems is now expressed quite clearly in the proposed revision:
Each school district should provide itself with an appropriate set of journals (books of original entry) and ledgers
(books of final entry) for the recording, summe.rization, and
control of transActions. The form of: such books is a matter
of individual preference (the·re being many forms available),
as is the equipment utilized in keeping them, effective methods being available either manually or mechanically. The only
requirement is that such records be kept by the double-entry
method. 4 '1
4. The classification of accounts. - The revised manual
explains the coding system used in school accounting. The coding
of accounts is
, the assignment of account numbers to provide an orderly method of analysing each financial trensaction. The broad
classifications of assets, liabilities, fund balances, revenues,
or receipts, and expenditures, or disbursements, are subdivided
into many smaller classifications according to a planned coding

~hool

45Illinois, Illinois Financipl Accounting Manual for Local
Systems, p. 3.
---46Arthur W. Holmes et al., Elementary Accounting, p. 137.

. 47Illinois, Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local
School Systems, Revised ~dition, p. D-2.
---

-
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system which results in a chart of accounts. The proper coding of
transactions involves an analysis whereby the transaction is class ....
ified into a specific fund, account, function, and object.
The chart of accounts is the basic guide to the assignment
of account numbers in recording transactions within each fund.
Each district must adopt a chart of accounts for use in mainteining its accounting records. The "minimum chart of accounts
included herein presents the accounts which each district must
provide if it has transactions of the type intended to be included in any of these accounts. Eech district will be expected to be able to provide information for statistical purpose.s
as to eech of these accounts.
On the other hand, a district may desire, for its 0\\1Il purposes, additional information with respect to certain phases
of its operationso It may provide such additional accounts,
by expansion of the minimum accounts, as it feels may be de ... , ..
sired for its own purposes. 48
The manual illustrates the coding system by analysing a
specific account number, "1.-502.34. It The ttl It indicates the educational fund; the rt51t indicates An expenditure account; the 1102"
indicates the function, instruction; the 1t.3" indicetes the object
supplies; and the '14" might indicate a subject or special program
area, such as art, as determined by the local district. This last
digit serves to illustrate the expansion of the minimum chart of
accounts by e school district to suit its own purposes. 49
5. The financial reports. - The School Code of Illinois
stipulates three distinct forms of financial statements which must
be prepared by the local school district. Section 8-15 dictates
48Ibid., p. D-4.
49~., p. A-lO.
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that the school treasurer furnish a monthly reconciliation of accounts to the school board which he serves. 50 Section 10-17 requires the publication of the annual financial statement and other
statistical data prior to December. 1, "in a newspaper of general
circulation published in the respective school districts. n51 Section 3-15.1 requires each school district to prepare and forward
to the office of the county superintendent on or before October
15, annually, a statement which exhibits "the financial condition
of the school for the preceding year commencing on July 1 and ending June 30. tl02
This last statement, officially entitled: the "School District Annual Financial Report," is

9.

form prepared and printed by

the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and circulated to the school districts in Illinois with instructions for
its completion. As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, two separate forms are prepared: the "accrual basis" report for those
school districts on the accrual basis of accounting and the "cash
basis" report for those school districts on the cash basis of accounting. Although these report forms differ markedly, as would be
expected, they nonetheless have these similar charecteristics: (1)
both are pre-printed forms requiring only the insertion of the ap-

e~llinois, The School Code Q[ Illinois, p. 67.
61Ibid ., p. 87.
52Ibid ., p. 22.

."

.
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propriate dollar amounts for each account; (2) for each statement
luh e minimum chart of accounts appears followed by the proper codi~icetion

of that account; end (3) on each statement appear instruc-

uions regarding the necessary procedures of computation and presen~ation

of related data.
The preparation of the "School District Annual Financial

:ieport"demands the strict adherence to the reQuirements of the 11inois Financial Accounting Manual !2!. Local School Systems. This
~ype
~nd

of adherence will insure the standardization, the uniformity,
the resultant comparability of financial statements for all

school districts.
C4~S

I

~~D

CLASS II

COUlfl~

SCHOOL UNITS: A DISTINCTION

The School Code of Illinois provides the legal basis for
.uhe division of the State of Illinois into Class I county school
lnits and Class II county school units. Since the accounting and
uhe auditing reQuirements for school districts differe in terms of
~he

type of county school unit, it is necessary to discuss the ac-

pounting and auditing implications for each of these types of counvy units.
Section 5-1 of the code defines the Class I and the Class
I county school units and establishes the basis for the office of
~ownship

trustees for the Class II county school unit:

County school units of less than 1,000,000 inhabitants
shall be known as Class I county school units and the office of

-
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township trustees, where existing on July 1, 1962, in such
uni ts shall be abolished on that date and all books and record~
of such former township trustees shall be forthwith thereafter
transferred to the county board of school trustees. County
school units of 1,000,000 or more inhabitants Shall be known
as Class II county school units and shall retain the office of
township trustee. 53
Since the County of Cook is the only county in Illinois

~ith

more than 1,000,000 inhabitants, it is the only county which

is considered a Class II county school unit, and it' is, therefore,
the only county which has township school trustees, standing in a
middle position, as it were, between the County Board of Trustees
and the local school boards of the individual school districts. In
all other counties in Illinois, known as Class I county school
~nits,

the office of township trustee no longer axists.
THE COOK COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ORGANIZATION
Table 1 shows the organization of the Cook County Public

Schools in terms of tovmship description, numbers of elementary
~nd

high school districts with each township, and total districts

~or

fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963-1964. The only change in organ-

zation for the second year was the assignment of School District
~63

from Township 35 - Range 13 to Township 35 - Range 14. The

yotal number of school districts remained the same.
It should be noted that Township 41 - Range 9, Hanover
Pownship, has no school districts within Cook County, and is, for
vhis reason, to be excluded from this study.
53Illinois, The School Code £! Illinois, p. 28.

BLE l.--Orgenization of the Uook County ~ublic Schools by townnumber of elementary and high school districts within each
Sown~~iP'
and total districts for fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963t
1964

T~iP

,-Township
'.L'owns hin

lJescrintion

IR ange

Elementary
School
Districts

Name

High
School
Districts

Total
School
Districts

0

2
1
5

to-"

9

42
42
42
42
42
41
41
41
41
41
41
40
40

10
11
12
13
9

10
11
12
13
14
12
13
12
13
12
13
11
12
13
14
12
13
14
15
13
14
15

39
39
38
38
37
37
37
37

36
36
:)6

36
35
35
35

Barrington
Palatine
1;'ihee1ing
Northfield
New Trier
Hanover
SchaUinburg
Elk Grove
Meine
Niles
Evanston
Leyden
Jefferson
?roviso
Cicero
Lyons
Stickney
Lemont
Palos
W'orth
Call1i'1let
Orland
Bremen
Thornton
Thornton }I'"'rac
R~ch

Bloom
Bloom Frac
Total

2
1
4
6
5
0
1
2
17,
v

9
1
9

1
11
4
9
2

1
2
9

2
4
6
9

5
5, 4*
6, 7*
2
121

0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
2

1
,2
2
2

1
1
1
3

0
0
1
1
1
1
2

0
28

7

6
0
2
2
4

10
2
11
2
13
6
11
3
2

3
12
2
4
7

10
6

6, 5*

8,
2

0*
oJ

149

.,

~Represents change of School District 163 from T35-H13 to
tr35-R14, for fiscal year 1963-1964.
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The Cook County school system is divided into twenty-eight
toWIlship school districts. Twenty-seven of these township school
districts have a total of 121 elementary school districts and twen
ty-eight high school districts. frable 1 shows the range in the num
ber of local school districts within each of the township school
districts. The township school district of Palatine, T42-RIO, has
but one elementary school district, whereas the township school

district of Proviso,

T39~R12,

has eleven elementary school dis-

tricts and two high school districts. Regardless of the size or
the complexity of the township school district, the duties of the
township school treasurers are the same. 54
THE TOWNSHIP SCHOOL TRE.ASURER: RESPONSIBILITIES

A major difference between the Class II county school unit
and the Ulass I county school unit concerns the position and the
duties of the township school treasurer and the local school treasurer. In Class II county school units the trustees of schools appoint a treasurer, knovm as the township school treasurer, whereas
in Class I county school units each school board either elects one
of its members to serve as treasurer or appoints someone, not a
64'1 his information,. as well .as the data appearing in 'rable 1
1

t

is taken from two sources, and it has been arranged in this form
to indicate the slight change which has occured in the organization of the Cook County school districts. 'l'he sources are:
County of uook, Directory of Cook County Public Schools, 1962-~,
(Chicago, 1962).
- --County of Cook( ~irectory of Cook County Public Schools, 1963-~,
(Chicago, 1963).

~-~----------------------------------~3~~.
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member, to serve as treasurer. 55 In Class II county school units

~he

township treasurer performs the treasurer's function for each

~nd

every school district within the township school district. In

Jlass I county school units each school district has its own treasurer.
The functions of these treasurers is explained in 'l'he
3chool

-

~

of Illinois:

The township treasurer in Class II county school units or
the school treasurer in Class I county school units shall be
the only lawful custodian of all scho~l funds and shall demand,
receipt for and safely keep, according to law, all bonds, mortgages, notes, moneys, effects, books and papers belonging to
any school district ~ township, as the case may be, which he
serves as treasurer.
'I'he township treasurer in Class 11 county school units is

he chief accounting officer for all school districts within that
~ownship,

~hese

maintaining all required financial books and records for

districts. Moreover, he is obligated to keep the township

oanable fUnd loaned at interest at a rate not less than four per
ent per annum,5~ and he receives from the couuty superintendent
~he

apportioned share of the state school fund and distributes this

fOund to the school districts wi thin the township. 58School treasurers in Class I county school units perform
5!5Illinois, 'l'he School Code of Illinois:t p. 65.
56Ibid ., p. 64.
5'b lbid ., p. 64.
58Ibid ., p. 18.
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onlY two of the three functions described above: that of maintaining the required books and records for the school district and
that of receiving the apportioned share of the stnte school fund
distributed to the district by the county superintendent. The
third function, that of keeping the township loanable fund loaned
at interest, becomes the function of the township land commissioner
for Class I county school units. 59
Since this work is concerned only with the audit program
of Cook County, there will be no further discussion of the Class
I county school units or the school districts within such units.
other than to state that each school district in both units is
subject to the audit law for school districts which became effective on July 1, 1962. This audit law reads as follows:
Each school district shall, as of June 30 of each year,
beginning with 1962, cause an audit of its accounts to be made
by a person lawfully qualified to practice public accounting
as regulated by "an Act to regulate the practice of public
accounting and to repeal certain Acts therein named," approved
July 22, 1943, as amended. Such audit shall include financial
statements of the district applicable to the type of records
required by other sections of this Act and in addition shall
set forth the scope of audit nnd shall include the professional opinion signed by the auditor, or, if such an opinion is de
nied by the auditor, shall set forth the reasons for such denial, Each school district shall on or before October 15 of
each year submit an original and one copy of such audit to the
county superintendent of schools in the county having jurisdiction in which case the county superintendent of schools
shall be relieved of responsibility in regard to the accounts
of the school district • • • • The copy of the audit shall be
forwarded by the county superintendent to the Superintendent
of Public Instruction on or before November 15 of each year
and shall be filed by the Superintendent of Public Instruc59~., p. 54.

r
~
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t,ion. 60
This audit law pertains to all "financial statements of
the district applicable to the type of records required by other
sections~

of the school code. Chapter V of this study will present

a discussion of the specific statements which have been subject to
audit for fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963-1964.
60Th!.9.., p. l?
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CRAPTER II
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOR SCHOOLS
·.rhe publication of Handbook II: Financial Accounting for
Local Q.£.£ State School Systems is a major l8.ndmark in the history
of the efforts to achieve

8.

standard and uniform accounting sys:t7em

for public schools. A persistent problem through the years was a
lack of uniformity in the accounting function and in the reporting
of information by school systems.
Nearly one hundred years ago the need for some uniformity
in school financial accounting was recognized. Repeatedly
since that time, individuals, cOr.lLui tt ees forme d by the NEA,
the Association of School Business Officials, and the U. S. Office of Education have directed effortsltoward achieving more
uniformity in public school accounting.
As public education developed, all school systems were compelled to esta.blish some form of financial record-keeping. Local
school units, lacking direction from other sources, set up accounting systems which would serve their own purposes. It was not until
1899 that a committee of the National Education Association made

some broad general recommendations for uniformit.y in financial accounting by proposing that "school disbursements be divided into
the three broad areas of current expenditures, capital expendilChester W. Harris and Marie W. Liba, Encyclouedie of Educational Research, (New York: MacMillan Company, 1960), p. 165.
40
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~ures, and other expenditures."2

In 1909 the first

~\J.ational

Commi ttee on Uniform Records o.nd

Reports for Schools was organized. This committee was made up of
representatives of both governmental agencies and educational or~anizations.

~04:
~.

As a result of the work of this

cOnh~ittee,

Circular

Financial Accounting !££ Public Schools was issued by the U.

Bureau of Education in 1913. This committee Itdeveloped the prin-

cipal expenditure classifications which, with some modification,
still serve as the basis for most accounting systems. tt3
Other individual and local efforts were made to upgrade the
~inancial
~ost

accounting for municipalities and school systems, but the

significant of all of these was the work of Hiram C. Case, en-

~itled:

Handbook £t Instructions

~

Recording Disbursements for

School Purposes, published in 1916. This handbook was the result of
~he

cooperative efforts of the U. S. Office of Education, Teachers'

pollege Columbia University, and the Association of School Business
Officials of the United States and Canada. It set up a well-organized system for classifying and recording school expenditures:
general control, instructional service, operation of school plant,
maintenance of school plant, fixed charges, capital outlay, auxiliary services, and sundry activities. 4
2Henry H. Linn, (ed.)? School Business Administration, (New

~ork: The Ronald Press, 1956), p. +78.

3Harris and Liba, p. 165.
4Roe L. Johns and Edgar L. Morphet, p. 455.
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In the 1920's work was begun by various individuals to de~elop

complete systems of budgeting, accounting, and reporting on

school affairs. The aim of each of these efforts was to develop
systems of accounting which would render possible the statistical
comparisons of financial data through uniform budgeting, accounting, and reporting procedures.
N. L. Engelhardt and Fred Engelhardt set up deltailed accounting forms and records in their text, Public School Business
~ministration,

published in 1927. The sample forms exemplified

the typical accounting entries, and illustrations of various financial statements for schools presented a complete accounting system
which could be adapted to school districts of any size. Moreover,
the authors presented a very strong case for the major role served
by the financial accounting function in the educational program of

a school system and stressed the importance of accurate and complete record keeping as the basis for sound educational planning:
The financial accounting and the educational aspects of a
local school system are closely interrelated. This becomes morE
and more evident when the functions of accounting are clearly
understood. The educational service required of a school systen
must be related to the managerial plans for providing the service and to the funds 8vailable. Service performances must be
checked up with the expenditures made. An educational program
cannot be conceived without its financial plan, and the necessary machinery for its administration cannot be properly initiated and kept in motion without adequate accounting control.
Plans cannot be developed except on the basis of the facts
of past performance and present conditions. Such facts have
their source in the·accounting records. The statistical analyses of these make possible, withlnccertain limits of accura.cy,
the rnticipation of future needs. Financial control, accountin€
control, and administrative control are so inextricably inter-

r-------------~
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woven that the ultimate success of the sys tenl depends upon how
clearly and fully the accounting procedures are develope~ and
hoW well the financipl reports meet administrative need. o
In this same year Arthur H. Moehlm.an proposed an extensive
budgeting and accounting systen in his text, rublic School F'incnoe
B~th

the budgeting and accounting activities were patterned after

the coding system proposed by the U. S. Bureau of ~ducation both
as to coding numbers and definitions • .in the foreword to the work
he stressed the inherent values of his system:
The techniQue developed and r eco:1r:ended for use is extre:-llely practical. It has been tried experimentally under
field conditions over a period of seven years, and is therefore free from impractical or expensive procedure. The recent
legal adoption of the entire accounting and budget program. by
the State )f Michigan insures its flexibility, pre.cticslity,
and simElicity • .it may serve as a basis for procedure in other
states.
As fer back as 1933, the }\...-rneri can Council on Educat ion recosnized the need for improved finenoial accounting methods. 'rhe
lack of research in the field of financial aooountins and reporting was described as the most siBnificant factor for the ineffioiency then so widely prevalent in the acoounting function.
It would be of little avail to have well-qualified clerks
to keep the finencial accounts of the scnools if the olerks
were re~uired to use, or did use, i~effioient acoounting systems e._nd prooedures. l'here is considerable criticism of school
financial aocounti~g on this soore. It is generally believed

5r~. L. Engelhardt [JUd .l!Ted 311gelhardt, Public School BusiAcl..-rninistration, (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teochers'
College, Gol'lLYTl.bia University, 192'7} , p. 220.

~

~{cN8.11y

b.

6,Arthur B. Moehlman, Public School Finance, (Chicago: hsnd
and Company, 192'7), .p. xvii.
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that the fincnciel accounting syste:ns end Jrocedures used by
the schools are inefficient, but wherein they are inefficient
haS not been ascertained in a schole,rly end exheustive rnrnner.
In fact,. we do not yet know with any degree of definiteness
the status of school financicl accounting; and without knowledge of present practice we cannot surely indicate the needed
developments.?
in light of this finding, the Council stressed the cooperative research of a cumuletive nature which would tend to upgrade
financial accounting and reporting. These recommendations are
noteworthy in the light of the lag of nearly twenty years befor e
the U. S. Office of Education sponsored this form of cooperative
endeavor v;]hich he,s resulted in the public8tion of the four handbooks of the state educAtional records and reports series, referred to in Chapter I.
It is suggested, therefore, thB.t studies be made on school
financial reports and statements, and that recommend8tions be
made for revision where revision is needed. A large portion of
such research should be of a cumulative nature. It Vlould perhaps be advisable to organize a committee of state superintendents, local superintendents, and state auditing and accounting officers to appraise the research, to recommend policies
and procedures, and to devisesways and means of placing any
recommendations in operation.
in 1934 John Guy .lfowlkes devised a system of school accounting which had certain "distinctive Qualities which differentiate it from other works in this field. rr9 Although he enumerated
7 The American uouncil on Education, hesearch Problems in
School .l:t'inance, The National durvey of School :B'inance, u. S. Dept.
of the interior, lNew York: Teachers' College, uolumbia University, 1933), p. 106.

s

.

~.,

'Pi

110.

9John (Juy .J!'owlkes, .t'rinciples end Practi ces of Financial
f:,ccounting .f2r. Schools, (Milwaukee: E-:-:T. Hale and Company, 1934),
"D. v.
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twelve rtdistinctive qualities," only those specific characteristiCS of his system are presented which are indicative of the ad-

vances made over previous aooounting and budgeting systems. The
following oharacteristics represent his attempt to correct some of
the major shortcomings in sohool accounting as then preoticed:
1. Most of the volume has been mimeogrephed l§:nd all forms
have been blueprinted and used experimentally for three years
both in the classroom and in the field.

2. A general ledger which offers a simple and practioal
rtoontrol acoountinglJ device for small, as well as large,
schools.
3. ~rovision for acoounting for both expenditures and disbursements rather than providing for the accounting for expenditures only as is commonly the case in other works on school
account~ng.

4. I:>everal mechFlnical devioes such as size of ledger pages
numbered rows and columns, colors of ink used in ruling, rulin
arrangements, and indexing which facilitates the use of ledger
forms.
5. ~rovisions for the maximum segregetion of expenditures
by units of school organization and type of service rendered
with a minimum of coding.
6. Codfiormity to the recommendations of the city superintendents' annual financial report to the Uffice of ~ducation
in the ruling of· ledger sheets so that both federal and state
reports may be made largely by drAwinG" off footings from trB
cash receipts ledger and the various distribution ledgers •

.in summarizing the stetus of financial aocounting in
SChools as of 1934, .fohn l:i-uy

~'Oil>llkes

painted a picture which was

characteristic of school acoounting for the intervening twenty
years or more.

~he

amount of effort expended to achieve uniformity

in the accounting function at all levels was rewarded with inade-

lO~bid., pp. v-vi.
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auate results. Even within certain states, school districts of siroi1er size and organization had accounting systems and reporting
standrrds with no common cherpcteristics, thereby making valid financial comparisons impossible. He

s~~erized

his findings in this

roanner :
It is obvious thet with the exception of a very small grou,
of the larger cities it is impossible to make ,reliable studies
of school costs, budget2ry procedure, and other similar investigations of school systems scattered throughout the country.
Such a conditio:J. imposes a serious handicap upon local
school ad.."'Uinistretors within their O'vm comrnunities. Likewise,
the inadequacy a.nd uncertainty of financial statistics concern
ing public schools make possible many broadside indictments by
enemies of public education which, while 1erge1y untrue, never
the1ess 1erve the professional educator impotent to answer. ThE
need for sound financi81 accounting for schools is being considered more keenly than ever before and the dAY should soon
come when school accounting is conducted in a scientific fashion. 11
Through the years the various states heve prepared financia1 8ccounting manuals or finencia1 record forms in an effort to
achieve state-wide uniformity in the eccounting function. Typical
of the research which was conducted rt the state level was that of
Har1rm D. Beem who, in 1954, reviewed the status of financial accounting for schools in the State of Illinois and

sQ~~8rized

his

findings with these re:uarks:
These fev; illustretions point out the need for [1 gener21
study of school accounting :prectices, not to sf'fegu[',rd the
funds - present requirements seem ample for that - but to provide s~hoo1 boards with more de)end['ble information for p1anning. l
11Ibid., pp. 226-27.
12Har1en D. Beem, "Unsolved .A.ccountin,s, Problems, It Illinois
School Board Journal, XXI (July'""August, 1954), p. 32.
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Despite these efforts, studies conducted

8S

recently as

1956 offered these conclusions which point up a period of nearly
forty years of little, if any, progress in school accounting:
1. Despite constant attacks, veli d cri ti cisms, Dnd the exDendi tures of lArge Sll."'1S of money • • • no one in four decG des
hes succeeded in upsetting the originel [that of the Case Hpnd
book] and largely functional cl~ssificption of school expenditures with a more consistent system of accounts.
2. It is believed by those engaged in educ8,tionel res8r>rch
thet little, if any, progress hes been r:lc'1de in re is ing the
strnd8rds in school uccounting in a Quarter century despite thE
protests of many vv'I'iters th8t present accounting systems are
neither uniform nor adequate.

3. Observation lefids to the conclusion thpt school systens
in incrersing nu.eubers are only now cO:':11ing to feel the need for
the adoption of better methods of accounting end to apprecif'te
the values in 8. corrrr,lOnly accepted or uniform system of cost acco~~ts to the degree thrt they are willing to expend time and
money to acquire themo 13

Vlilliem E. Rosenstengel and Jefferson N. Eastmond, writing
irunediately prior to the publicstion of Handbook II:

Financi~l

Ac-

counting for Local end State School Syste:"1s, urged thet state reports be simple end called for "only those df:1ta which are essentin::'
for securing a true picture of the entire stete and at the same
time meeting the require;:nents of the State laws. tt14 In referring
to the cooperative program of the Chief State School Officers and
the U. S. Office of Education which was to result in the four hcndbool\:s of financial accounting, the aut;xlIDS lool\:ed for greater un itormi ty and more compare.ble statistical data as end-products of
this major undentaking.
J.

vL inn , p. 179.

.
l4William E. Rosenstengel and Jefferson N. Eastmond, School
Flnence, (New York: The RonAld Press Company, 1957), :po 252-53.
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In their 1960 study" lJaul R. Mort, Walter

o.

Reusser, and

John VI. Polley spoke of the work which relnained to be done wi thin
the states to implement the suggestions of the first tv;o handbooks:
There is need for further development among the states of
such accounting systems that incorporate enough com";lOn features
to make reporting to the U. S. Office of Education complete and
uniformo State report forms should be geored to the system of
financial accounting required from all local unitso If any modificRtion must be made for small school systems, it should be
by decreasing the amount of detail in the subdivisions of the
accounting classification, without changing the classificationo
At least i~e basic items of receipts and expenditures should be
the same.
Roe L. Johns end Edgar L. Morphet have outlined these specific guides for the inplementation of

8

uniform financial account-

ing system within the states:
The state should prescribe the mlnlmum. accounts which must
be kept by all districts. It should also publish manuals for
classifying receipts and expenditures end guides for recording
receipts and expenditures. ~oc81 school districts should h8ve
the authority to establish additional accounts os their needs
require, but uniform procedures should be followed in keeping
re~uired accounts.
Stntes should exercise great CGre in establishin8 uniform
minimum standards for financial accounting. Each state may
like to consider itself unique. • •• The sefest policy for a
state ,to use in establishing mini~um requirenents for basic
accounts is to follow the recoIl1'11endAtions of the U. S. Office
of Education insofar as practicable. It is only by this policy
that SUbstantial uniformity in school finencial accounting among the states can be achieved. ';{hen a state prescribes minimum. st~ndards for basic accounts which v~ry from national pr8Ctice, the verintions should not be so great as to make it imDossible to reconcile the financial statistics of that state
with the stetistics of other states. 16
l5r,l:ort, Reusser, Bnd Polley, p. 495.
16Johns and Morphet, p. 476.
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The present status of financial accounting for schools in
the State of Illinois, indicative of the progress made in the various states, since the publication of Handbook II: :F'inencial Acoounting fQ[ Local snd State School Systems, points up the efforts
de by the state departments of education to implement the suggestions made by the U. S. Office of Education in its various hand
books of the state educational records and reports series.

A study, initiated at this time, designed to determine the
present status of financial accounting in the fifty states might
ell serve to clarify the efficacy of the work of the

co~~ittees

responsible for the publicetion of these four handbooks and, more
importantly, to point up the necessary steps to achieve the uniformity and stendardization in the total complex of the school acoounting function.
AUDITING OF SCHOOL ACCOUNTS
The verification of finencial statements and the preparation of audi t reports grew naturally and logically from the development of a complex business structure at the close of the nmneteenth c:antury. Individuals, corporations, banks, creditors, and
finally the federal government began to rely more and more on the
accuracy of financial statements. In charting the growth of the
auditing function, Roy A. Foulke lists four major causes of the
increased emphasis on verified financial reports:

.r·
l

"

i' .

;;
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1. Commercial banking institutions, end later r~ercantile
creditors, began to insist upon receiving exact financial
statements as the basis for the extension of credit.
2. Investment bankers needed the verification of earnings
from a qualified source outside the management as a basis for
pricing and selling securities to the avid public.
3. The sixteenth amendment to the Federal Constitution became effective in 1913 and Congress was empowered to "lay and
collect taxes on income, from whatever sources derived." Officers of corporfltions who had never before realized the neceslsity for having a correct system of accounting now found themselves compelled to prepare statements of income and expenditures.
4. The passage of the Revenue Act of March 3, 1917, containing the first excess-profits tax, finally heightened this
emphasis as nothing else could possibly have done. 17
T. A. Wise explains the steadily expanding influence of
the auditor as deriving from two sources:
(1) the increasing complexity of the modern industrial world,
and (2) its greater emphasis on accountability, me~ning the
need of one men to refer his actions to judgment by standards
he shares with other men. The classical nineteenth-century entrepreneur had little need for an accountant in the modern
sense; he was accountable to the law of the land end his own
conscience, but beyond that he VIas the sole judge of whether
his performance was meritorious. A very different situation is
that of professional managers controlling the property of unknown stockholders, dealing with institutionalized creditors,
and entrusted with a host of social tasks from the generation
of taxable revenues to the production of essential weapons. 18
In 1917, the American Institute of Certified Public Acc.ount
ants prepared "a memorendum on balance-sheet audits" for the Federal Trade Commission which, in turn, reprinted and published
17Roy A. Foulke, Practical Financial Statement Analysis,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961), p. 23.
18T. A. Wise, !'The Auditors Have Arrived," Fortune, XLII

(November~ 1960), p. 152.
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this I'lemorandum under the title of Uniform Acc ount ina.:

-

Pro?osa1 Subr:1itted

.!21.

!=. Tent8ti va

the Eederol Reserve Board. In 1918 this Sa:1l8

p affiph1etwas reprinted under the title of

Ap~roved

Methods for the

PraDa.retion of Balance-Sheet Ststements, vii th no changes in the

-

content. Two revisions were subseQuently issued: (1) in 1929, un-

der the title of Verification of Financiel Statements, and C2) in
1936, under the title of .Excmination of Financiel Statements

-IndeDendent

EL

Public Accountants. This succession of titles is il1u3

trative of '1what the experience of three decao.es of auditing has
· bl e ana, .lmpre ctlca
. b1 e. 11 19
shown to b e :Drac t lca
The earliest ambition for t'uniform ace ount ine" was Quickly
realized to be un8ttairl8.ble as an objective, and the smne listed procedures were related insteed to "balance-sheet state~'nents;!! then, vlith the graduc11y greeter 8lnphasis on current
eernings, the earlier restrictive consideration of the balance
sheet was superseded in the 1929 appellation, Verification of
Financial ~tatements, by according the income account at least
equal status. When in turn the 1936 revision was undertelten,
there had culminated a growing realization tha.t with the complexity of modern business and the need of the accountentts
reliance on a syst~m of carefully devised testing, for his
justification in accepting the represente.tions of the examinee
such a word as "verification tt WaS' not an accurate portrayal
of the accountant's function. The bulletin of that year accordingly was s~5ted to couer an "examination" of the financial
statements.
Since 1936, the kl1erican Institute of Certified ?ublic Accountants has issued procedural bulletins applicable to specific
forms of business activities which guide the accountant in perforning the euditing function. Unfortunately, the audit of a local
19

' .. '
G'SneDally Accepted Audit mg Standards, pp. 7-8.

20 Ibid ., p. 8.

r
r,
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school district has not yet received the attention of the

Insti~

tute.
This brie:fi historical description of the growth and changes in the auditing profession is presented as a background for
the discussion of the development of the audit function wi thin
the school systems.
very little had been done toward studying the audit function within school systems prior to 1927 when M. L. Engelhardt
and Fred Engelhardt concluded

8S

the result of their study of the

status of school audits that there were many different practices
followed in the auditing of the affairs of 10C8l school systems.
Some of their more important conclusions were these:
1. The frequency of audits v8.ries from quarterly to once
every four years.
2. Some states do not require an audit of school districts.

30 Some states reQuire publication of the audit report,
whereas others demand filing of the report with a designated
official.
4. Auditors were appointed: (1) by school boards from
their own members; (2) by judges of local courts, or (3) by
state Officials. In some cases the auditor of the local government~! unit became the auditor of the school district exofficio.

In addition to these findines, the authors offered specific guidelines which should be followed in the entire auditing
function. Many of these suggestions are still being proposed by
writers in the field of school finance concerned with the over-all
2lEngelhardt and Engelhardt, pp. 84ID-42.
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i~provement

of school auditing. Each guide is indicative of the

IIl8jor shortcomings '/;hich the authors found in their study. Some of
their more important suggestions were:
1. The auditing of school accounts requires 8 familiarity
with school accounting procedure as well as educetional administration. • • • ~he true financial condition of the district
may be conce81~d from an expert accountant who is not familiar
with the fisccl menegement of public schools.

2. Unless the work is done by an unpre judiced and reliable
accounting fir';, f8milie.r with public school affairs, the results may not reflect true conditions.
3.'1'he r:-.:C;it must show clearly the financial conditions of
the district, point out the difficulties, and suggest possible
remedial measures.

4. A detailed audit should be made annually at the close
of the fiscal year.
5. The annual 1'8Uort. should contain but one final and complete financial report in the form conve~~ionally accepted for
reporting educational financial affairs.

In 1933 the American Council on Education, as part of the
National Survey of School Finance, discussed the issue of school
financial auditing and indicated five specific topics on which research was needed:
1. IV-hat are the laws of each state pertaining to the auditing of the financial accounts end business procedures of
boards of education? For example, what state or local department does the auditing or inspecting? How often? Who pays for
it? What are the conditions under which special audits are
made?
2. What are the charocteristics of the audits or inspections which are made? What authority has the auditor or inspector? To what extent, if any, do the Gudi tors or inspector's overstep their authority of good edministretion practices in insis
ting upon school policies ('nd -jJrpctices which school officials

22Ib · ,
--1:£.. , p. 845.
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do not favor?
3. What use is being made of these audits locally and by
the stete?
4. 'Hhat type of audit report is reQuired from, or is being
made by, the auditor?
5. What changes, is any, should be made in the auditing
procedure to make it more efficient'f What chenges I if any I are
needed in the laws?23
Research efforts in the ensuing years were concerned with
these and other questions related to the auditing of school accounts. Gordon

.N.

Ar1ett 24 sUITLrn.arized the findings of the most

significant of these efforts. 1I'i ve studies have been chosen for
brief com.'1lent for two reesons:

(1~

their applicability to the spe-

cific questions asked by the American
l2)

~ouncil

on

~ducation,

and

their historical significance in improving the school 8ccount-

ing process.
Haymond

1,7.

uampbell's study in 1935 concluded that:

1. .l:iegular independent audits must be made. Most authori-

ties agree that the audit should be performed by competent authorities not directly concerned vnth the a&'1linistration of public
funds.
2. 'l'he annual audit should be made either by the stete
department of education or by competent accountants approved by

~3The American Council on Education, p. 1110
24Gordon N. Arlett, ttThe Annual Audit Program in California
School Distriots,» (unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, University of
California, ~erkeley, 1962), pp. 23-39.
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the department.
3. A complete written report of the audit end the findings

should be filed in the office of the local board of education.

4. A comprehensive summary of the report should be published, and
5. Uopies of audit summaries should be filed with the coun
ty superintendent of schools and the state department of education.

25

In 1939 Charles K. Martin investigated the application of
state requirements to control exerted on local school accounting
systems. He contended that, to preserve local school control,
state supervision should remain a minor rather than a ma. jor factor
in the design of safeguards. He recommended that the state department of education furnish manuals and general directives for the
guidance of local school administrators and that the local school
board should be directly responsible for the external audit. 26
In an article published in 1941 V<!illiam E. Rosenstengel
discussed the many adventages which result from the auditing of
school accounts. He emphasized the assurance which an audit provides both to the public end to those entrusted with the custody
of public monies. He stressed the use of the audit report

8S

a

25Ibid ., p. 31; .citing Raymond G. Campbell, ttState Supervisdlon 8.nd Regulation of BUdgetary Procedures in l'ublic School
Systems," (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Columbia University,
1935).

26Ibid ., p. 32, citing Charles K. Ivlartin, "Control of School
Accounting Exercised by State Require:nents and Recommendetions,"
l J.mnublished Ph. D. dissertl?tion Yale Universitv 1939).
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pUblic information vehicle. He concluded, further, that definite
values are accrued

fro~

the expert advisory services provided by

competent auditors in developing newer business prectices and improved accounting systems. 27
In 1949 Vaughn D. Seidel examined public school fund accounting practices and found little uniformity in audit practices
either among the various states or among school districts in the
State of California. It should be noted th9t the conclusions and
recommendations of his study either have been incorporated into
the recently adopted audit law of the State of lllinois or are being proposed by the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants:
1. There should be a uniform accounting practice with

~ini-

mum standards for auditing.
2. There should be sufficient legal requirements, adequate
ly enforced, to assure a well-defined audit with minimum standards
and e qualified auditor, to approise the quality of reporting.
3. The audit should be an annual independent audit, in
harmony with the best practices developed in the business world.
4. The authority and responsibility for the audit should
be placed with the local school administration.
5. Internal auditing and a system of checks and controls

;

27Ibid., p. 23, citing William E. Rosenstengel, "The Annual
li1nencial"AUdi t, It The American .school Doerd Journal, May, 1941,
p. 42.
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Should be encouraged.
6. A penalty clause for non-compliance should become part
of the audit law.
'7. Proper legislation should be proposed to implement the

reQuirements of an effective audit program.
8. A handbook should be prepared to serve as a guide to

the 8udi tor ~md to the

[1

d:ninistretion of the local school unit. 28

In 1954 Loyal V. Norman investigated the legal requirements of the various states as established by statute for the 8udi
ting of public school districts. tie expressed concern over the inconsistencies in both the form of the audit legislation and the
wide variance in agencies responsible for audits in the various
state laws. He concluded that the appropriate state department of
education should establish standards and procedures for the mandatory audit, but that the local district should be made responsible
.

,f

for the actual performance of the eudit.
rie recommended that st8.te statutes should be adopted which
would:
1. Require annual audits of local school accounts by competent auditors.
2. Recognize that public school auditing is 8 distinct and
separate action from the auditing of other governmental units
and should be done by different auditors.
3. Suggest or require that the school edministrations
mhkalwide public use of the audit reports in public relations
activities.
28Ibid ., p. 33 , citing Vaughn D. Seidel,. tlAuditing }lublic
SChool .&!'unds in California, II (unpublished l;1;d. D. dissertation,
University of California, Herkeley, 1949).
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4. Include provision for state departments of education
to consolidate data from local reports and make an appropriate
annual report.
5. Exclude from the puditoris eX8mination curriculum matters, educetional policies, ano attendence records.

his study reported that ::!lost audit laws had these defects:
1. Provisions of the ststute are too general.
2. r1'he st8tute does not provide for a uniform audit of all
districts within the state.

3. l'-JO stipulation is made Vii th reference to qU8.lificotions
whi ch school auditors must possess , conditions governing t~1e ir
employment, nor the basis u~90n which they should be paid.
4. 'l'he school audit is silent regarding:

a. observance by school auditors of generclly accepte
auditing stnndcrds.
b. the furnishing of legal edvice to school auditors,
c. the requirements that school auditors must be independent.

5. The statute does not define the scnpe of the school eudi t.
6. No alternate agency or official has been designated to
conduct the audit in the event of the failure to do so by the
firs t name d.
7. There is no lirovls lons for the employment of school au
ditors on a written contractual basis with all points of agreement concerning the audit en~~er8ted therein.
8. No reference is made to relationships "between school
audi tors J their ','V"ork, end the state department of educetion.

9. Specifications with reference to type of eudi tare
vague and inadeQUate.

10. Necessary data have been omitted such as:
a. time the eudit is to begin,
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b. when and to whom a report of the audit is to be subm.itted.
c. when and in what manner the Dudit report is to be
published.
11. Insufficient spec~~ication of what is to be included in
the school audit report.
A

sum.~'1ary

of the trends in the practices of auditing school

runds adopted by the govermnents of the several states in the past
~ifteen

years will indicate the increased attention given to the

puditing function.
The information presented in Table 2 is designed to show
"hese trends on a atate by state basis. The data presented has
been derived from five sources: the three studies of the U. S. Ofrice of Education, in 1950,30 1954,31 and 1958;32 the study of Gor-

~on N. Arlett in 1962;33 and the Questionnaire prepared and circuated to the state aepartments of education in October, 1964 by
",he writer of this paper. A copy of this Questionnair e and
~f

8.

copy

the accompanying letter are presented in Appendix I, Correspon-

29Ibid., pp. 36-39, citing Loyal t'I. Norman, "Statutory Provifo:: .Public School Audi ~ing in the United States, tt (un~ublishei
~d. D. d~ssertation, George Peabody Teacher's College, 1954).
~ions

30Edgar L. Morphet, Public School Finance Programs of the _E.2r~
States, U. S. Office of J£ducation, CdC1shington: U. S. Go~er~~ent Printing Office, 1950).
~-Eight

3lClayton D. Hutchins and Albert R. iViunse, Public School FiPrograms of the Unite d States, U. S. Offic e of ~ducation,
I\Weshington: U.-S. Government ~rinting Office, no date).
~ance

32Albert R. Munse and ~ugene P. McLoone, Public School ~'i
of the United States, 1957-1958, U. S. Office of EdIUcation,WashingtOiiT U. S. Government .i?rinting Office, 1960}.
~ance Pro~rems
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Table 2.-- Trends in state provlsions for auditing public school
financial accounting records, indicAting number of stptes re~uired
to have school district audits, 1949 to 1964.

state
'fla.
Ariz.
Ark.
Calif.
Col.

conn.

Del.
Fla.
Gs.

Idaho
Ill.
Ind.
Iowa
Kans.
Kent.
ILa.

Me.
Md.
Mass.
Mich.
Minn.
Miss.
Mo.
Mont.
Nebr.
Nev.

1949-1950
tNone

~lltSome

x

1953-1954
All Some None
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

N. Y.
N. C.
N. D.

x

x

Ohio
Okla.
Orep..
Penn.

x
x
x

Tenn.

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

Tex.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

:x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x"

x

x

x

x

R. I.
S. C.
S. D.

:x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

Oct., 1964
All Some INone
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

N. H.

Utah

x

x

N. J.

N. H.

x

x
x

1957-1958
All Some None

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
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Table 2.-- Continued

-

;-

State
IVt.
Va.
Wash.
V.
Wisc.
Wyo.'
.Alaska
Hawaii

w.

1949-1950
All 'Some iNone
x
x
x
x
x
x

-

-

-

-

Totals 28

6

14

1953-1954
All :Some 'None
x
x

x
x
x
x

-

-

-

--

32

7

9

1957-1958
All ,Some fNone
x
x
x
x
x
x

-

-

--

-'

38

5

5

Oct •. 1964
All Some INone
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
41

x
8

1

dence. Alaska end Hawaii are not listed alphabetically because
these two states did not become states until 1959.
The 1950 study of the U. S. Office of Education, entitled:
Public School Finance Programs of the Forty-Eight States, indicate
that audits of local school financial accounts were required by
State law for all school districts in twenty-eight states. In six
other states such audits were required, but only for some of the
school districts. No audits were required of the remaining fourtee
states. 33
The second study of the U. S. Office of Education for fiscal years 1953-1954, entitled: Public School Finance Programs of
the United States, showed that the various State laws required audits for all school districts in thirty-two states. Seven states
required the audit for only certain districts, and the remaining
nine states required no audit. This study likewise stated:
33Morphet, Public School Finance Programs of the United
States, p. 100.

~
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Vvhere audits of school finance records are not required
annually, but are required at less frequent intervals or not
at all, boards of education usually arrange for eudits in addition to those required by law. Such additional audits may be
requested as bases for the reconsideratic:', of school finance
policies or as evidence that the accounts are in excellent
condition for acceptance by newly elected or appointed officials .34
The most recent study of the U. S. Office of Education relative to the public school finance programs showed a total of
thirty-eight states requiring the school district audit of all
districts. Five states required the audit of certain districts,
and five states had no specific audit requirements. 35
At this writing, forty-one states require the school district audit of all districts, eight states - Alaska, Colorado,
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, end Tennessee - require the audit of certain districts, and one state, South
"

Carolina, has no audit requirements.
Table 3 presents information on the status of the school
audit law for the various states. It indicates in column 2 the
frequency of the mandatory audit: annually, biennially, or less
frequently. Column 3 indicates the state, municipal, or other local agency responsible for the performance of the audit service.
Column 4 supplies the requirements of the individual practitioner
or accounting firm who, according to State law, is authorized to
perform the audit function.
34Hutchins and Munse, pp. 53-54.
35Munse and McLoone, p. 66.

Table 3.--Present status of the school audit law for the various
. states, indicating the frequency of audit, the governmental Bgency
and/or the individual prectitioner designated by law to perform
the audit function, October, 1964.

-

Frequency

State
-Alabama

I

i

IGoverlli~ental

Arizona

Annually
Annually

Examiner
Auditor

Arkansas;,

Annually

Comptroller

Annually

Agency

?ractltioner(s)
Legally Authorized

Public Accountant
Commercial Accountant
Commercial Accountant
Certified Public
Accountant
Public Accountant
!",'ublic Accountant

Department of
Finance
Annually
Auditor
Colorrdo
Annually ! Tax Comrnlssioner
oonnecticut
Auditor
Annually
Delaware
Auditing Depe.rtment Public Accountant
Annually
Florida
. j~
Auditing Departlnent ~.'.- ~,-.'
Annually
Georgia
4 vears
iPublic Accountant
Audi tor
IdahO
[Public Accountant
Annually I Illinois
2-4 years I board of Accountantsi- - Indiana
'Certified Public
Auditor
Annually
Iowa
Accountant
Licensed Municipal
Annually
Kansas
Public Accountant
I
Kentucky
Ann ue 11y , Department of
I Education
'I Annually
\ ::5upervisor of Public ,_ - Louisiana
i Funds
Annually
Department of Audits Public Accountant
Maine
IJ Annually
- - Approved Auditors
1-1:aryland
.
Massachusetts BienniallYI Bureau of
I
,
Accountants
I Annually 1- - ,Certified Public
Michigan
\ Accountants
!
I
'Certified 2ublic
. BienniallYl Public Examiner
Minnesota
Accountant
Public Accountant
Public Accountant
rlIis s iss ippi
Annually
Auditor
:i~issouri
!Public Accountant
BienniallylAuditor
Commercial AccountMontana
Annually iAuditor
ant
I~
Certified Public
i
I
Accountent
iRegistered Municipa
I Accountent
Nebreska
!Licensed Accountant
Annually
California

I

f

I

I

!

I
I

I
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Table 3.--Continued.
I-"

Frequency

State

Governmente,l Agency

Biennially Auditor
New Hampshire
New Jersey

Annually
Annually

Tax Co~nissioner
Co&~issioner of

J?racti,tioner(s)
Legally Authorized

I

Certified Public
Accountant
Public Accountant
Public Accountant
0ertified Fublic
Accountant

.:Education
Annually IAuditor
BienniallylDepartment of Audit - - and Control
North Carolina Annually
Public Accountant
Annually
Exam.iner
Public Accountant
North Dakota
BienniallY!bureau of Inspection - - Ohio
and Supervision
Annually
Board of Education
City end County
Oklahoma
and Examiners
Auditors
Oregon
Annually . - - 1Public .Accountant
iFennsylvania
~~nually
'IDepartment of 2UbliCICity or Township
Instruction
Auditors
Rhode Island
Annuolly IBureau of Audits
Certified Public
1
Accountant
South Carolina - - 1- - - - South Dakota
Biennially 1Controller
; Certified Public
!
1
Accountant
'Annually ~State Controller
jCertified Public
Tennessee
l\ :
' Accountpnt
Texas
!Annually t- - - ' C e r t i f i e d Public
•
i
i Accountant
:.':1 ','" or f." .::'
I Licensed Accountant
Utah
I Annually 'I Auditor
~ Public AccountBnt
Vermont
Annually
Audi tor
I Licensed Accountant
Public Accountant
Virginia
I Annually lAuditor
Public Accountpnt
V1ashington
I BiennicllylAuditor
,- - i"Jest Virgin.ia "Annuolly iTax Co~~issioner
- - 'Iliscons in
Annually
Auditor
F~blic Accountant
Wyoming
Annually
Examiner
- - Alaska
Annually
Auditor
Commercial Accountant
Hawaii
Annually
Department of
Education
New Mexico
New York

1- - -

·
I
I

I

II

I

I

I
i

The sources of information for

~able

3 are the same as

those for Table 2, as shown on page 59 of this study.

,--------------.
~
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The pattern which is gradually developing in the states is
toward the annual audit progrem for all school districts. Of the
forty-nine states requiring school audits, thiBty-nine states reQuire the annual audit; eight - Massachusetts, IHnnesota, I:Iissouri
Neve.da, New York, Ohio, SouLh Dakota, 8nd Ylashington - reo. .uire the
biennial audit; and two states - Idaho and Indiana - require the
audit less freQuently.
There are important differences in the mrnner in which the
st8te school audit programs are edministered. In sixteen of· the
forty-nine states requiring the eudit, the auditor is specifically
assigned by statute his responsibility and authority to perform
the audit. Twenty-five states designate the responsible state supervisory agency whihh is in charge I)f the au di t function. In only
five of these twenty-five states - Hawaii, Kentucky, New Jersey,
Oklahoma, and

Pennsylvani~

- the education agenoy of the state

performs this funotion. The eight remaining stetes make no provision for a state agency to participate in the audit service.
In thirty-six of the fmrty-nine states

re~uiring

the au-

dit, individual practitioners are designated by law to perform the
school district audit. In the re111aining thirteen states the laVi
does not specify a state regulatory agency responsible for the
service. Therefore, in each of the forty-nine states, either a
state regulatory body or a legally authorized practitioner, or
both, is prescribed by law. Twenty-eight states specify the state
regulatory agency and the requirements of the individual practi-
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tiO ner , thirteen states specify only the state regulatory agency,
end eight states specify only the individual prEctitioner.
This summary of the trends in the school audit progra.rn has
shJWn an ever-increasing number of states formulating laws designee
to upgrnde the business m.enegementfunction of the local school
units. The major writers in the field of school finence speak in
very strong terms of the growing need for even greeter progress in
the auditing service.
Their opinions ere in general agreement, and, for the
purpose of clarity, references ';'Jill be made to their major works
as regerds: (1) the purpose of the school audit and (2) the standards of a school audit program.
(1) The purpose of the school audit;
Just as the purpose of auditing, in general, has c:-lf.nged
over the years, as explBined earlier in this chapter, so too hes
the purpose of the school 8udit. The present thinking of the 8uthorities in the field of school finance is

8S

follows:

(a) Henry H. Linn lists six objectives of the school

a~dit

program::.
1. To safeguard money, property, and employees.

2. To determine the adeQuacy of the methods of internal
. check.
3. To meintain adherence to the est[:1blished stenderds, policies, and procedures - financial, accounting, and operating.
4. To check condition end use of property and eQuipment,
particularly from the standpoint of adeQuate return.

07

5. '1'0 maintain and coordinf-lte internl3l auditing procedures
with those of the public accountant.
6. To present 8ccurEte, complete, e!3~ unbiased statistics
with respect to the educetionel systerp..
(b 1. Williem E. Rosenstengel and Jefferson N. Eastmond
list ten reasons for meking an audit:
1. To give essurcnce of the correctness of ell finencird
reports mnde at the close of the year.
2. To prevent freud by the personnel's knowing that all
accounts will be audited.
3. To detect any fraud which might have taken place during
the past fiscal year.
4. To check on the consistency end accuracy of recordkeeping.
5. To protect the employed personnel concerned with the
business administration of the school.
6. 'ro assure the general public that the personnel of the
business department are honest.
7. To give the gener~l public a feeling of security concerning the public school money.
8. fo furnish unbiased finrmcial information concerning
the schools.

9. To assist the administration in installing newer business practices.
10. To secure expert professional services for improving
the accounting system. 57
(c). Arvid J. Burke s-pe8ks of the primery purpose of nuditing in the schools

8.S

the verificetion of the financial stf:ttus of

36Linn , pp. 219-20.
37Rosenstengel and Eestmond,

pi

279.

l
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~he

operating unit, pnd, in rddition, he lists these five purposes:
1. 'Io provide dote. required by reports.
2. To sefeguard funds from theft, waste, or misuse.
3. To promote budget control.
4. To provide, to manggement, needed information for decisions related to policy end operations, Bnd
5. '1'0 provide information to the public end governing
boards in the appreisal of management. 38
'
(d). Roe L. cTohns Gnd Edp:er L. Morphet list the following

~s

the principal purposes of the school Audit program:
1. To protect employees end the bor-rd.
2. To fUrnish 8ssuronce to the public that school funds and
property are being properly administered.
3. To furnish objective, complete, end ecc-u.rate finenciel
statistics on educational operations.
4. To determine the adequacy of internal checks.
5. To determine the rdeq,uacy of
records.

fin~mciel

procedures end

6. To determine the adequacy of property records and inventory procedures.

7. fl'o determine the adequ.acy of internal accounting procedures.
8= 'ro ~ssist in d~veloping irnprove~ bus~n~ss 5~inistr8tion
and fln8nclal accountlng procedures ena pollcles.
(e). Peul R. Mort , Welter C. Reusser, end cTohn

~N.

Polley

regr:rd the school e.udit as an rpprais.sl of the finenciel records
38Burke, p. 46.
39 cTohns and Morphet, p. 485.

l
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and financiel menpgement of e school district. Their statements
concerning the extension of the purpose of the auditing function
serve to summarize the chpnge which hF.s occured over the years in
the purpose of the school cudit:
In recent ~ecades there has been a signific~nt change in
the purpose for which audits are made. The early conception of
Gn auditing wes largely that of the detection of freud and error. This has been extended to encompass ascertainment of the
factuel conditions of the school's finences. In business the
audit would elso seek to determine the eornings of the enterprise. The knowledge of financial conditions is of impo:ct['nce
both to those interested in the enterprise and to those concerned directly with its rnanage:nent. In a school district the
information mede 2.v8ilsble by the audit serves as a basis for
prudential management and for giving the general public a
statement of the financial condition of the district.
To these purposes should be added the moral effect that an
audit hes upoij. those who handle the funds. There is likely to
be less fraud and error when those in che,rge know that a periodic statement will be mode public. Also the euditor is in a
position to recoIll.'Uend prectices end procedures that will result
in more efficient administration and protection of funds. 40
(2) The standArds of B school audit program:

Closely allied to the purpose of an audit program are the
values which are to be derived from it. The greater will be these
values if certain basic standards characterize the program. The
following authorities set high standards for the school audit, as
would be evident from the purposes which they would expect the audit program to accomplish.
(a) Henry H. Linn would expect the auditor to recorn.:rlend in
his report those changes in financial practice which would ensure
honest end accurate accounting. The greatest values of the audit
40
Mort, Reusser, and Polley, p. 485.
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lie in keeping financial Bnd accounting procedures from becoming
lex end in improving the methods e!!l.ployed. The auditor should not
be subject to the direction of eny person whose accounts he rudi ts,
end his report should therefore be submitted to the board and not
to the administration of the school unit. The

inde~endent

auditor

should be employed early in the fiscal year so as to permit him to
become fp.miliar with ell financiBl operations, to permit a continu. ing pudit, and to allow for interim reports. The audit report should
include the following:

1. A letter of trensmittal stating thet the audit has been
made in accordance vvith thE:: terms of the contract and that officially required procedures have been followed.
2. A statement of the scope and the limitation of the audit.
3 • .A SUlTllnarv of the findings of the audit.

4. Reco~~endations for changes in the general accounting
procedures and any other suggestions believed to be appropriate.
5. The 8udi tor's certificete or the reason why the 8udi tor
is unable to furnish 8 certificete.
6. Financial statements and schedules.

71 Statistical tables 8.nd inforrn.etion as :nay be agreed u-

pon. 4

(b) William E. Rosenstengel and Jefferson N• .East:n.ond claim
,i.

that an audit should develop many finencial facts into a forro. which
will make them useful to the administration and the board in making
decisions to adopt, to rett'in, or to reject certain procedures or
,

•

l

41L inn,

'P.

223 •
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progreos. In addition, the 8udit should serve as a besis for helping to evaluate the entire school program.
Budgetary procedures should be improved as a result of 8
good school audit. The f:1udit report should show in columnar array the actual expenditures elong with anticipeted expenditures
Bnd likewise actual receipts along with 8nticipated receipts ••
• • A good audit will offer suggest ions for the improvement of
the 6ccounting procedures. Auditors have opportunity to come
in contact with the newer P.nd more efficient pr8ctices used in
privete and other public business and can offer mEny suggestions which nwy be applied to bus iness management of 8. school
system. 42
(c) Arvid J. Burke s-pec,ks of the assurance which an audit
provides to those charged with the manegement of public monies,
but he claims that "the more important aspect of auditing is the
continuous improvement of business management." Careful to protect
the manageriel function of the local boards of education and their
administrative staffs, he states:
Detail and routine easily can be substituted for management or leave little time for management. Where procedures and
techniques become ends in themselves and management becomes
enslaved to them, the meking of wise expenditures is replaced
by detailed accounting for unwise expenditures. 43
He is equally concerned with the likelihood that the auditor might overstep the purpose for which the school board has employed him when he advises:
However, it must be recognized th8t auditors should only
recommend desirable changes in policies, procedures, or practice~4 they should not determine policy or manageriel methods.
42Rosenstengel and Eastmond, p. 271.
43Burke , p. 26.
44Ibid ., p. 55.
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(d) Roe L. Johns ['nd Edgar L.
viewpoint, 81 though for

p

I~orphet

express e similar

somevlhnt different re8son:

Auditors should perform only the services they are employed.
to render. It is not the function of the auditor to criticize
the educ8tionel policy or to recommend chnnges in the educetionf'l program ..Auditors 8re not educE>tione1 experts r:nd they
should not make reco~n.::n.endntions in eress in which they heve no
competence or for which they have no responsibi1ity.40
These authors likewise list the records and documents which
the auditor should examine during the conduct of the 8udit. These
ere:

1. The minutes of the board of education.
2. The school budget.
3. Original documents releting to the 8uthorization of expenditures.
4. Original docuInents releting to the mrldng of peYJlents.
5. Ledgers, registers, journ8ls ond other account books.
6. The interncl accounts of individual schools if that is a
pert of his employment contract.
7. Tax collections end delinquencies.
~.

~

'i

8. All revenue end non-revenue receipt records.
9. Bank accounts.

~

~

'.

10. Investments

11. Sinking funds, bond funds, copita1 ecc:)unts, trust funds
and all other special funds.
12. Deeds to property and property inventories including
stores inventoyy.
13. Insurance policies.
45Johns end Morphet, p. 501.
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14. Cash not deposited in banks.
15. Surety bonds carried. 46
(e) Poul R. Mort, Vialter C. Reusser, end John W. Polley
speak of their growing concern over the tendency of auditors, especielly in cases where the auditor represents enother state agen-

cy, to step beyond the limits of their responsibility end thereby
infringe upon the powers of the 10C81 school bOflrds.
Locally, school boards Bnd school o1'1'ici81s should be elert
to chrllenge 8uditors' recotr.unend8tions 'Nith respect to ultra
vires BctS. Presumably, the fiuditor's jud~:nent on such matters
is no better then that of other citizens.~7
.
The authors urge strongly thet the state auditing of
schools be eliminated and thet the school districts themselves be
~er:uired

to provide a cornmerciel 8udi t. It is the ir opinion thet

nthe certified public eccountont has generally been considered the
most efficient, capable auditor of school eccounts. n48
This brief review of the trends in school 8uditing should
point up the general agreement of those who hove been concerned
with the role of the audit in the business management 80tivities
of the loop.l school districts.
'l.'he posi ti ve contributions of ['. sound [-Judi t program to the
educationp.l end monagerial functions ere generally cgreed upon. The
audit does enhance the confidence of the cOmflunity in their schools
46 Ibid ., p. 501.
47Mort , Reusser, And Polley, p. 488.
48 Ibid ., p. 488.
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and does establish the controls viThich bOf:irds of educrtion cnd the
eroployees of school districts regard as essential to sound business
prActice.
Moreover" the :9osi ti ve control exerted by a cons tructi ve
audit program should not be disregarded, for:
It is extre,nely importsnt that citizens and taxpayers be
assured that full value is received for every dollBr s:gent cnd
th8t school funds are protected end safeguarded against loss,
']lisuse, cArelessness, end mismanagenent. rl'his s8feguard f8 ctor
is particularly importent et a time when public schools are
asking for additional tax money, cnd when local, state, and
federal taxei9are already higher than at any previous time in
our history.
49Loyel V. Norman, "Scope, Conduct and Report of the School
District Audit," The A!D.erican School Board Journal, CXXV:II (October
1953), pp. 44-45.-

CE:APTEH III
REVIZ,'1 OF RELATL:;D LITERATURE
The investigotions and research studies which have been cited in the previous chapter pertaining to the historical setting of
the major issues in school auditing have been included because of
the authors' contributions to upgreding the 8uditing, and hence the
accounting, function within the sohools.
Aside from the works already referred to, two studies will
be discussed here beoause of their recency and their applicability
to the present study. In addition, this chapter will lil\:ewise present a review of the recent work of the Illinois Society of Certified ?ublio Aooountants, functioning through its two oommittees:
the Committee on Standards of Reporting and the Looal Governmentcl
Accounting Committee.
A:NXUAL AUDIT ?ROGRAll1$ IN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Gordon N. Arlett' s 1962 study of "The Annual Audit Programs
in Cplifornia Sohool Districts" was designed to analyse end evaluate the eudit program for school districts in Californie. l Ten
years hrd passed since

C~lifornia

school districts were reQuired tc

IGordon N. Arlett, liThe Annuel Audit Program in California
School Distriots," (unpublished Bd. D. dissertation, University of
California, Berkeley, 1962).
75
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bruit en annuel audit report to the State Department of .Jducation.
pecificallY, this study attempted to: (l) analyse the procedur es
legally required by the

el~,dit

to determine their appro

iateness, (2) analySe deficiencies rnd exceptions cited by audis in the annual audit reports, (3) ascertain the costs of the
dit program, end (4) identify possible arees of duplication or
ecessary services. 2
Two different approaches were mede to the problem: first, a
was mede of

[J

five-year period of rudit reports from a repre-

se.mpling of school districts; secondly,

r;

study was mo.de

f the most recent yeer's audit reports from a ten per cent sampIing of school districts, supple:nented by r

geogr8~hic

sompling t

ensure that at least one school district of the fifty-eight counties of California was included. 3
From an analysis of the litereture relating to school auditing, the ['uthDr

deve~oped

eight criteria as to what constituted

the most desirable aspects of a school audit program. The suggeste
criterie v!ere then relsted to the findings of his study pertaining,
first, to the status of school audit

pr8ctice~

in the various

states, and, secondly, to audit practices in the State of California. The criteria which he proposed are indicative of such a thorough review of previous literature and of such
2Ibid., pp. 9-10.
3

Ibid., p. 16.

8

careful analysis

??

practices in the several states thet they are presentee
here in

8

rAther detailed form.

1. Auditing of public school records and accounts is good
adm.inistrf:\tive practice rnd should be reC1uired of all districts.
2. Best practice requires the esteblishment of one set of
audit standards within a given state end perheps ultimately
a~ong the states.
3. The post-eudit should concern itself with all funds,
public and ~u8si-piblic, under the control of the school district governing b08rd.
4. Audits should be regularly conducted, usually annuelly,
and should account for all transactions from the date of the
last previous audit. Special audits should be performed when
in the judgment of the governing board or a regulRtive agency
such an examination is appropriate.
5. In addition to verifying the 8ccurccy end propriety of
accounts and transactions, audits should constructively suggest improvements in menagerial operations and techniques, including the suggesting of appropriate instruction of personnel
incident to the implementation of these suggested improve:uents.
6 • .A.udi tors should be selected from among c:ualified persons particu18rly skilled in educ8tional agency eccounting and
school law. Eligibility standerds need to be established rnd a
substanti81 panel of eligibles recognized.
? Audit reports should be submitted to the district edministretion and governing board, to the intermediate edministrative agency (county) where applic8ble, as well 8S to the
responsible state supervising departments or puthorities.

8. The contract for audit services should specify conditions and terms of compensation, 8S well as restrictions to
and requirements of the eXl)minption of the audit report. 4

The findings of this study relative to its four purposes
m.ay be summarized as follows:
4 Ibid.,

pp. 60-64.
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(1) to analyse the procedures end records legally required
the audit to

deter~ine

their approprieteness:

In the examination of materials supplied by other states,
a considerable number of aUditor's menuels was reviewed. California's manuals provide similar assistance. ';{hile the practice is not standGrd, California is one of the states which
does not supply standardized forms, reporting sheets, or ledger summary sheets. As a conseCluence the format of Cl3l ifornia
audits does not facilitete audit comparisons or analysis.
The Oalifornia audit program is found to be in general agreement with most audit standards as reported in the literature and as practiced in a SUbstantial number of states. There
appears to be a need to investigate all possible avenues that
might produce an annual audit report more timely than the end
of December. 5
(2) to analyse deficiencies and exceptions cited by audiin the annual audit reports:

The audit report reviews showed similar patterns of deficiencies. The absence or inadequacy of historical property records was 'noted in a preponderance (80 per cent) of the audits
Exception has been taken to accepting as a local school district matter the responsibility for this aspect of record
maintenance. Exceptions pertaining to the management and records of cafeteria and student body activities indicated a
need for incree.sed attention in these areas by some districts.
(3) to ascertain the costs of the audit program:
The cost of the school district audit program needs more
interpretation than is provided by a tabular listing of cost
data. The payment for audit services rendered implies full
compliance with existing state minimum standards for acceptable audit reporting - nothing more. Because of unequal local
conditions and differences in educational policy and philosophy among Oalifornia school districts, comparison of true cost
data is difficult, even between and among school units having
common geography, a~~inistrative patterns of organization, and
like number of pupils.
5Ibid., pp. 79-80.
6Ibid., pp. 106-7.

'19

In enelyzing cost dete, deter:::J.ining the <luelity of the au.-,i
di t service and the use of the Budi t product is not ee sily [-ehieved ••>Ul fiudi t iJerfor:ued to comply with amende. tory provision of I? law may be inex:pensi ve [lnd r t the S81:1e time pe perfunctorily performed. 'l'he rer)ort, when completed, TIley heve been
prepared from secondary sources and have little to offer of
greeter usefulness • • • • There mry be 8 need to relete the
educetional values of the program to the m~net8ry costs, if tl1&
8cceptsnce of the audit proSr8ill is to continue to improve. 7
(4) to identify possible arees of duplicetion of unneces-

sery services:
This study suggests the following:
a. Consolidetion of the ['udi t report with the Annusl ]'ine.ncial Statement.
b. Est8blishment of e continuous post-r:udit.
c. Withdrewing of pre-fuditing responsibilities fro;:r). County
officers for lerger school districts.
d. Assigning to County officers the post-audit responsibility for small districts • • • •
e. IncreAsed utilization of the professioncl competence of
the licensed accountant, with special attention to advising the
governing boerd. 8
The following ere recommendrtions for improving the rnnuel
audit progrem in Celifornir School Districts:
1. Representatives of the recounting ~rofessiorr, public
school business officiGls, ,~nd f)propriate agencies of the
State goverILllent should study the edvis8bi1i ty of ed ..)pting c
more str.ndsrd fornwt for the ennUE 1 cudi t report.

2. Formrl contr8ctuGI documents should be drr;wn up for 'the
of ~udit services by sctoo1 districts to &nsure cdherence to minimum standards of professional performence, cornpensation, audit scope rnd form, nnd be specific ebout working
eng~gement

7Ibid ., pp. 137-8.
,i

l

8

Ibid., pp. 117-8.
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conditions and relationships.
3. The present Annual Financial Report should be audited
and later combined with the complete audit report.
40 Extend the normal oudit period for small school districts whose odministr8tive activities 2re supervised by the
county Superintendent of Schools to a period of more than one
fiscal year. :,Iore frequent Gudi ts shoul d not be precluded,
however, should they be considered desirable by a governing
board or a regulative BBency.9

Of particular importance to this present study is the
..j- r" ~- ~,

t~t~m.ent of Gordon N. Arlett that California is one of the states
'/hich does not supply standardized forms, reporting sheets, or
edger summary sheets, and, as a consequence, "the format of C81iornia audits does not facilitate audit comparisons or analysis."
rlett made no attempt to demonstrate this finding, thouBh he obiously had adequate reason to justify such a conclusion. 10
In terms of this finding, he proposed as his first recom.endetion the.t "representr-tives of the accounting profession, pubio school business officials, end appropriate agencies of state
overn~ent

should study the

advisa~ility

of adopting a more. stan-

dard format for the annual audit report. ,,11
.Al{ALYSIS OF AUDIT REPORTS IN LOS Al'JG.uES COUNTY, C.ALIFOR:;'UA

Robert iVa Zondler's 1962 study was concerned with "An Ana9 Ibid., pp. 148-9.

10Ibid., p. 79.
llIbid., p. 148.
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Audit Reports in Los Angeles County~ California.,,12 It
to determine the auditing practices of certain Los AngeCounty school districts as related to state legislation affect
the auditing of school funds.
The study was limited to selected scl1.001 districts in Los
County of over 1,000 pupils in average daily attendance.
However, Los Angeles City .school District wes not included since
its size causes it to be too unique. The study was also limited to
the evaluation and examination of annual external audit reports
for fiscal year ended June 30, 1961.
After reviev'ling the legl'll requirements which affect the
auditing of public school funds and the changes in the California
school Audit law since its adoption in 1951, the author set up c
tain criteria for the audit report. These criteria were based on
reco~~endetions

made by VAUghn D. Seidel in his 1949 study entitle

"Audi ting rublic School Funds in California. It The criteria" as sts.
ted by the author, were these:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
7.
8.

Letter of transmittal
Statenent of scope
An opinion or disclaimer of oplnlon
Evidence of a budget control check
Evidence of cash verification
Inclusion of various financial statements
Inclusion of statistical table
Recommendations. 1Z

l2Robert TJi. Zondler, flAn Anplys is of Audit Reports in Los
Angeles County, California, (unpublished M. S. thesis, The University of Southern California, 1952).
l3Ibid ., p. 46.
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In addition, the writer set up these three criteria: (1)
the report should be vITitten in an understandable manner; (2)
the report should be submitted as promptly as possible to enits usefulness; and (3) that the auditor should be aveilable
to the district to explain recommendations end findings.
The seventy-six 13udit reports which were reviewed shm:'led
he following: all seventy-six contained

8.

statem.ent of the scope

of the IJudit and the auditor's opinion; seventy-five re.ports presented a statement of operations; seventy-four contained a belance
sheet; sixty-eight presented evidence thrt cash had been verified;
s~xty-three

made reference to a check of the budget control system;

sixty-one commented on certain transactions and accounting procedures;. thirty-nine indicated some recol1lu'1.endations; and thirty-one
presented some data in strtistical form. 14
The study of the promptness in filing the 8.udi t reports for
the seventy-six school districts indicated thet, although school
districts were allowed six months fil10m the close of the fiscal year
to file the audit report, five districts had submitted their report
in the first three months; twenty in the fourth month; twenty-three
in the fifth month, twenty-five in the sixth month; and three were
submitted after the deadline date. 15
No information was presented relAtive to the degree of un14Ibid., p. 40.
15Ibid ., p. 42.
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derst['nding inherent in the 8udi t reports; nor was any data discussed reIn ti ve to the aveilabili ty of the auditor to explain recommend?tions and findings.
'1'he final section of the study was reserved for a discussion on the costs involved in the annual school district eudit.
fhe audits of the Los Angeles County school districts cost nineteen districts no m.ore then ;;j:l, 000; thirty-four districts peid
more than $1,000 but no more than ~2,000; fourteen paid more than
$2,000 but no more than

~;3, 000;

four paid more than

.~i3, 000

but no

more than $4,000; and five paid more than :i)4,000. The retio of
cost of audits to current expense of education followed the statewide even'ge with the greet rna jori ty of dis tricts spending .04 per
cent to .06 per cent of their current expense of educetion for the
required eudit. However, there appeared to be

8

wide variation in

the costs of the 8.udit to school districts of compar8ble size Gnd
type, without any significant relationship between the amount paid
end the quality of the written report. 16
The 2uthor listed the following as some of the m.ost significent weaknesses observed in the exrunination of the audit reports
of Los Angeles County:
1. The large number of reports with no r ecolU:.'nendations,
2. The routine and minor nature of many of the recemmendations that were included in the reports,

3. The absence of statistical tables from most oi\::)the reports examined, and
16Ibid., pp. 51-53.
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4. The excessive length of time between the closing of the
books end records and the sUbmission of the audit report. 17

Five recommendations were proposed as the result of this
study:

"

1. That the State DeDartcient of Finence continue its leadership in the audit program with increasing emphasis placed on:

a. Inclusion of recomnend2tions for the improvement of
the business procedures [nd forms.
b. Inclusion of statisticpl tables.

c. ProfJ.yt subnission of the rG~)orts to ensure the greetest effectiveness of the recolliJ'::lendptions.
2. That classes be re-established, possibly in the universities, on the laws end strtutes 8y)lic8ble in an rudit of
school funds , with t::J.8 future possibility of s:?8cial C12.ssificetion for auditors h2ving co~pleted such a course.

3. That the scope of the annual audit be contr0cted to limit the eXaminrtions, on B bienrlial basis, to the minimum ~nd
to lilni t the Budi tor T s sUJtlission to 3. statew.ent of the limi tee
scope and his opinion.

4. That the sco'oe Gnd rel~uired content of the Gudi t [nd t;:lC
sudi t report on &n ;1 tor-nate "biem 1 iel besis, with the eInpl'lc sis
of the 8udi t on reco r :1:nendations end co:npereti ve st8tistics, be
exppnded.
5. That greeter use bemf'de of the eudit re)ort in the
field of public relo.tions by publishing en edited version of
the report in the local newsp8per. 18
Zondler T s study of the

conter~t

of the ['udi t

re'~)orts

which

he r8viev'.Jed was concerned only with the nu.llber of school district
cudi t reports which conteinsd inforl118tion relative to the eiGht
cri teris of an audit re)ort indicpted sbove. No information vv[',S
,resented es to the cluelity of the ouditors T presentations nor were
l7Ibid., p. 66.
l8Ibid ., pp. 67-03.
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differences of such ]resentstions an01ysed or discussed, either
ter~ns

of the eieht criteria or in teras of the oV3r-all

the individual audit

for~11at

re~orts.

At the request of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
of Illinois, the

CO~littee

on Standcrds of Reporting of the

Society of Certified Public Accountants undertook a review'
reports of school districts in the State of Illinois for
fis col year ended June 30, 1962. ':::hi8 reviev'l was desicned to
termine the corrplinnce with standards of re')orting as enul1ciGted
the Americen Institute of Certified :Public Accountents and with
ations pertaining to the issuance of such reports under the
ovisions of state law. 19
Twenty-seven menbers of the Illinois Society, experienced
n the audit of governmentel subdivisions, l)articularly school disicts~

ised a

revievred e total of 222 audit re}lorts. These reDorts COIrl~ide

geographic representation of the approximately 1500

rorts filed for the year. They included at least one reyort of
0:1.

accounting firm or pr3 cti tioner invol vad in the Gudi t of schoo

st:;"icts in Illinois during the year under review.
The check-list which was developed for the use of the ree,lers is reproduced in .I\.PJendixtr. This check-list indicates the
or non-compliance of the 222 reports on eech of the
19Letter from Harry I. Grossman, p. 1.
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thirty-four specific criteria selected by the committee.
When the generel review of the 222 reports wes completed,
a special committee of three supervising reviewers was appointed
to assimilate and SUIlr:1ar ize the fi:n.dings. The re)ort of this s:pecicl cOnL'1littee folloV1S;
1. A sclbstpntial nu:nber of the reports reviewwd in the tes
reveal a failure to com.ply with some of the reporting stand8rd~
although reletively few reveal noncompliance with all'of the
reporting standerds.

2. Aside from the matter of generally accepted standards
of reporting, a number of reports reviewed appeared to lack in
forr~tion required to be presented under the rules and regulations of your ethe Superintendent of Public InstructionJ .office.
3. A nu.'1lber of reports failed to prese,nt other information
which is deemed import~mt to the officials responsible for the
administration of the financial affairs of school districts.
4. Tije scbpe and style of the reports varied to such a degree as to pose a considerable review problem for any authority who may be charged with the responsibility of appraising
the q.uali ty of reports against any set of standards recognized
by your [the SUperintendent of Public InstructionJ office as a
proper instrument of evaluation.
5. In a few cases we observed that audit reports were issued by persons not qualified to render oP,inions on financial
stete~ents under the laws of this State. 20
It should be noted that a review of the check-list used in
the Society's study fails to indicate any specific questions Ivhich
are designed to justify the fourth finding. It is for this precise
reason that this present study is concerned with the uniformity or
lack of uniformity in form, scope, and content of audit reports
20Ibid., p. 4.

tor fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963-1964.
The Committee on Standards of Reporting included the following recommendations in the report of their study to the Superintendent of Public Instruction:
1. That the findings of this report be disseminated among
public accountants authorized to engage in the audits of schoo
districts in the State of Illinois and among members at large
of the Illinois Society of CPA's.
2. That the eudit instructions for school districts in Illinois issued out of the office of the Superintendent of ~ub~
lic Instruction be revised to include information, guidelines
and requirements designed to promote compliance with reporting
stendards and uniformity in the presentation of dpta deemed
essential for the purposes of school district officials and
the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
3. That a model report form be developed as a guide available to school district auditors in achieving the reporting
objectives sought by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
(Such a suggested model report is presently being drafted by
the Illinois Society Comrlittee on Local Gover~nental Accounting. )
4. That there be added to the steff of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction one, or more, certified public accounteants knowledgeable and experienced in the matter of school dis
trict auditing who would be responsible for administering a
progrAm of continuous review of school district audit reports
to determine compliance with the law, professional standrrds,
and the rules of your [the Superintendent of Public Instruction] office pertaining thereto. 2l
AUDIT GUIDELINES AND MODEL AUDIT REPORTS
In compliance with the third recommendation, the Illinois
of Certified Public Accountants circulated to its

membe~s

1964 the drafts of the audit guidelines for Illin-ois
21Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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school districts and of the model audit reports both for the cash
as well as the accrual basis of accounting. The cover letter accompanying these drafts. which appears in Appendix III, included
these important remarks.
It should, of course, be recognized that these guidelines
and statements are only guides and that of necessity individual judgment will be required in individual cases • • • • The
Committee would welcome your comments relative to experience
in using the attached drafts and your suggestions for improvement. Our present thinking is that a final draft will be prepared in the future giving consideration to comments received. 22
Since these drafts of the audit guidelines and the model
audit reports were received by members of the Society prior to the
olose of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, school district auditors will have had the opportunity of reviewing and implementing
suggestions contained therein prior to the completion of the audit
reports for fiscal year ended June 30, 1964.
It is necessary to stress, once again, the tentative natureof these drafts. In forwarding these drafts to the writer of
this paper, the Executive Secretary of the Illinois Society of
Certified Public Accountants wrote:
We are glad to enclose a copy of our letter of December
18, 1963 to Superintendent Ray Page and a copy of our audit
guidelines and model reports for school districts. I must caution you that the latter are wholly tentative first drafts and
that we have limited distribution of them to our own members,
wi th the request· that our members forward to us any suggestions they have for improvement. • .• • I assume that any quotation which you might make in your dissertation would be properly annotated to indicate the tentative draft status of
22Letter from Robert L. Coker, p. 1.
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these reports at this time. 23
The three distinct drcfts which Viere prepared by the Local
vern:":1ental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society are enGuidelines of Financial
(2) ~Illinois

Stata~ents

of Illinois

School District No. 100,

for the cash basis of accounting, end (3)

~udit

~Illinois

Schoo

No. 100 , Audit Rel)Ort, It for the accrual ba'sis of account-

The "..4.udit Guidelines of Financial Statements of Illinois
Districts tt outlines the more importent and typical audit
an independent auditor would undertake in the c
8

school district audit within the State of Illinois. 24

For each account which would be maintained by the school
district, the internal controls which should characterize the stewardship fUnction are reviewed. Specific q,uestions are asked of the
auditor to assure himself that en adeq,uete appraisal of the internel controls for ee.ch account has been made. The reco!l1>nended audit
precedures are then listed for each account. The accounts which
23
Letter from Jeannette ?.1. Conhrane, Executive Secretary,
Illinois Society of Certified ?ublic Accountents,to Patrick F.
hern, August 10, 1964, p. 1. This letter is repDoduced in Append
I.

24I l l inois Society of Certified :Public Accountants, "Audit
GUidelines of Finencial Statements of Illinois School Districts, It
l.1:ay, 1964.

,
t'

\l·.
..
.'

)

discussed are these: cash on hand and in banks, investments, receivables, inventories, insurcnce and surety bonds, property and
e0uipment, accounts payable, accruals, tax anticipation warrents,
bonded debt, deferred revenue, revenue, expenditures, speciel accounts, and student activity accounts.
In addition to the review of internol controls and the
listings of specific 8udi t procedures for each acc'ount, the follovling important characteristics of these guidelines should be men
tioned:
1. The 'program, as outlined, is not to be used as a substitute for the judgment and initietive of the
~ents

euditor~

Adjust-

will have to be made in the program in terlns of the condi-

tions encountered in the various school districts.
2. The auditor should be familinr with the statutory regulations governing the accounting and auditing function as outlined
in The School Codeof Illinois end the Illinois Financial Accountin<3 Manual !.QL Local School Systems. Specific attention is directed to the definition of a fund and the classification of funds as
fixed by

st~tute.

3. Sampling, or test-checking, which is an approved auditing technique must be prudently employed, for:
The extent to which the auditor may rely on test-checking
will, in general, depend upon the effectiveness of his system
of internal control. If the auditor finds that internal control is week in some or all respects, or is not properly or
comp:ibetely functioning, he should not only make a more extensive verification but he should also make such recommendations

I""""
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as appear to be practicable and necessary to strengthen, improve or simplify the existing system. 25
The two other drafts of the "Illinois School District No.

100 Audit Report," both for the cash besis of accounting 26 and the
accrual basis of accounting,27 are organized along similar lines,
and variations appear only in terms of the inherent differences in
the nature of these two bases of accounting.
The index to each draft lists the contents of the recommen
ded audit report for the school district. Each draft begins with
a sample of the statement of the auditor's opinion. The only difference in the samples is that the statement titles vary for the
cash and the accrual basis of accounting.
The draft for the cash basis of accounting contains a
"Statement of Assets and Liabilities Arising from Cash Transactions," whereas the draft for the accrual basis of accounting contains a "Balance Sheet." Moreover, for eAch of the funds meintaine
by a school district, there is also a difference in the form as
well as the title of the stetements for the cash and the accrual
basis. For the cash basis, a "Statement of Receipts and Disburse- ,
ments tt and a separate, detailed "Stetement of Disbursements" is
presented for each fund. For the accrual basis, a "Stateme.nt of Re
25Ibid., p. 2.
26Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, A Draft,
entitled: "Illinois School District No. 100 Audit Report" Cash
BaSis, May, 1964.
27Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, A Draft,
entitled: ttIllinois School District No. 100 Audi t Report" Accrual
Basis, May. 1964.
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venue and Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances," and a separate, detailed "Statement of Expenditures Tf is presented for each
fund. In both instances, the Statements of Receipts and Disbursements and the Statements of Revenue and Expenditures show the actual account totals as related to the budgeted account totals.
For each basis, identical supplementary data schedules are
presented. These include:
1. A "Bonded Debt Daten schedule which includes a study of

the "Legal Debt Margin."
2. A schedule showing "Bond Maturities and Interest Requira~ents

in Future Years."

3. A schedule showing "Tax Rates, Extensions, and

Col~ect

ions," and
4. A "Statement of Assessed Valuation, as EQualized."
Further reference will be made to these drafts in the following three chapters when the audit reports of the township schoo
treasurers of Cook County for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and
June 30, 1964 are analysed.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the extent to which
the audit guidelines and the two model audit reports have been
used by the independent auditors for the audit reports for fiscal
year ended June 30, 1964.

CHAPTER

IV

THE FORM OF AUDIT ImpORTS
HJTRODUCTION

In this and the following two chapters will be presented
findings of this study. In this chapter the physical features
and the organizational structure of the audit reports will be
studied. In Chapter V the scope of the audit reports will be analysed. Chapter VI will present a study of the analyses, details,
exhibits, schedules, statements, and

stL~aries

contained in the

audit reports.
Under the caption, "Audits Are Not Uniform," the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants explains the various
reasons for the lack of uniformity in the conduct of audits and in
the audit reports themselves. Many of these reasons find justification in the audit reports which were analysed as part of this
study.
Each audit dis closes circum.stonc es which require differences to a greater or lesser degree in the auditing procedures
that should be employed, the manner in which they should be
used, and the extent to which they should be applied. Among
the reasons for these differences in requirements are that:
(1) significant variptions exist in the nature and scope of
the operations of com~anies in different industrial or CO~ller
cial groups, or even of companies within the same group or
classification; (2) the degree of effectiveness of the internal control varies a::n.ong companies; (3) even within a single
93
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company the operating and acc O1mting problems frequently
change from year to year; and (4) the amount of detail to be
included in the financial statem.ents varies ~ I
But yet" as stated in Chapter III, the Committee on Standards of Reporting of the Illinois Society of Certified Public
ccountants found, as a result of its study of the 1962 fiscal
er eudit reports of school districts of the State of Illinois,
that "the scope !lnd style of the reports varied to'such a degree
I'S

to pose a considereble review problem for ony authority charged
tIl the responsibility of appraising the Quality of reports. tt2
is C0111111i ttee recommended !'that a model report form be developed

as

8.

guide available to school district auditors in achieving the

reporting objectives sought by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. :it3
When the audit guidelines end the model audit report
were forwarded to the members of the Illinois Society, a
d of caution was inserted by the chairman of the Local Governtal Accounting COrllrai ttee :" it should, of course" be recognized
t these guidelines and stetements are only guides and that of
individual judgment will be required in individual

IAudits

£z

Certified Public Accountants, p~ 22.

2Letter from Harry I. Grossman, p. 4.
3Ibid ., p. 5.
4Letter from Robert L. Coker,. p. 1.
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Throughout the next three chapters, comparative studies
will be presented in an effort to

~ighlight

the changes which have

occured in the form, scope, and content of the audit reports for
the two fiscal yeers under review. The recurring question which
will have to be answered is this: have the audit reports for the
second year under study shown a greater degree of uniformity then
did the audit reports for the first year, as regaras their form,
scope, and content?
TI-IE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT .Alm THE TOW.YSHIP SCHOOL TREASURER AUDI

As explained in Chapter I, Cook County is the only county
in the State of Illinois which is a Class II County school unit,
the township school trustees standing in a middle position
between the County Board. of Trustees and the local school boards.
school audit law of the State of Illinois applies not only to
local school district bos.rds but equally to the township
school trustees and the records maintained by the township school
treasurer employed by these trustees.
Although Cook County is divided into twenty-eight tOl:Vllship
districts, only twenty-seven of these districts contain
local school districts

Vii thin

Cook County. Hanover Township,. To'WTl-

- Range 9, has no school districts within the County of

Table 4 shows the name of the auditing firm. and the nu.rnber
township school tres.surers f records which each of these firms

bas audited for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and June 30, 19640
Table 4.--Names of auditing firms and number of tovmship school
treasurers' records audited by epch of these firms for fiscal years
ended June 30, 1963 and June 30, 1964.

~8me

of Auditing Firm

~unber

of 't0wnshi-o School
lreasurers rtecorns aUQlted
for Fiscal Year ..8nded June 30,
1963

1964

Laurin, Schul ties , and Givens

4

3

Alfred C. Hayles and Co.

3

3

Cer1 G. Schmidt

2

2

Pearce and Granata

2

2

Erns t and Erns t

2

2

James T co Vii1kes and Company

2

3

Arthur Anderson & Co.

1

1

Crouch, Renberg, & Schneider

1

1

Arthur F. Frank & Co.

1

1

Alexander Grant & Co.

1

2

David J. Hearne, Jr.

1

o

Lybr and, Ross Bros. & Montgomery

1

1

Alfred S. Mac Far1ane

1

1

Olson and Abney

1

1

Price Vvaterhouse & Co.

1

1

J. J. Rausch & Co.

1

1

Donald P. Roth

1

1

1
27

1
27

Arthur Young and Co.
Totals

9'1
,~~

,

..... :,~'.

,:>,
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•

'
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'
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Table 5.--Totol number of school districts within each to.~shi~t nu~ber of school
district audits performed by township auditor and by other auditors for fiscal
ye8rs ended June 30, 1963 And 1964.
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
TownshiplTotal Number
of School
stricts
IWithin
.?
fT1 mms hip

Number of
District
Audits by
110vmship
Auditor
-2

1
5

6
2
2

T41-Rll
T41-R12
T41-R13
T41-R14

2

1

4
10

4

2
2

13

3
2
2
3
1
1
2

~

12
2

1

10
6
6

~

8

1

1

10
6
5

';";

.....

'

~

-.

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964

Number of Total Number
of School
District
AU(tl ts by .Distric ts :,
Other
within
Township "
1l.uditors
"

"';;'

,

0
0
0
·1
4
0
1
0

2

1
, 5
'. '1 "

:

-" 6
2
2

4
10

'1

0
4
0
10
5

8
8
1

"

1

.
.,

'
.'

5

7~'

2'
2

1
4
3
2

11

11

13
6
11
3
1

~

1

10

6
5

"

'. 2

I

2
2

10
1
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,

Nu,nber of l'Jumber of
District
District
Audits by Audits by
Other.
Township
Auditor, Auditors

2

3
1
1
3 '
~'

Ig1
4

'.

"0
,.
::: 0
. . ... 0
'

.~..-

.. U ':

1
0
'1

0
0
0
10
5

10
0

8
8
£1

. .-

..I

-

!I'

...

r

:".n of the twenty-seven townships. In the remaining ten tovms::ps,

~.
[,

"'arty-four local

schooldistri~?t

audits were performed by auditors

pther than those performing the to\'lIl,ship district audit. As in the
previous year, thetovmship'district auditor performed at least one
ooal school district. audi t. Of the 149 local school districts t 105
t3. udi ts,
~hip

or 70.47 per cent of the total, were performed by the tovm-

auditor and forty-four , or 29.53 per cent, were 'performed by

pther auditors.
Table 6 shows the number of township audit reports which
Nere submitted in a combined form: the audit report for the tOVln~hip
~n

treasurer and for each school district within the township; or

a separate form: either with a separate report-for the township

~reasurer

and separate reports for each school district within the

lVownship,. or a separate report for the township treasurer and a
pombined report for all school districts within the township.
treble 6.--Auditors' method of filing, either in combined or separ~te form, the audit reports for township school treasurers and for
local school districts.
1963

1964

21

22

Separate report for each school district

5

4

... Ot?mblned_~,epor.~ for all school districts

1

1

27

27

"Tethod
Oo~bined

report for township and all school
districts

peparate report for township, and:

Totals

~

!

. For fiscal year ended" JuneZOj 1963, twenty-one township·
'J

district audit reports .,"and the individual school district
..

c.:'

'l'

'0

,

dit reports were combined'in'the one report. In five townships;
a
.
~

audit report was s:ubmitted for the township treasurer and
township~

school district wi thin the

In only' one cO.se was

separate'audit report submitted for the township treasurer and a
ombined audit report for al;t. school districts within thetownship.i
For the second year under study, twenty-two township audit

t

~i

and the iildividual school' district audits were combined in
report •.c:~l four townships, a separate audit report was sub.

.

I

t:t

,..
:'1"

tted for the to'/;nship school treasurer and for each school disict within the township. As in the previous year, there was only

c.

'L~

~

;~
~

··c..:

e case of a separate report for the township treasurer and a c
for all school districts wi thin the

township~

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AUDIT REPORTS
The suggested title of the audit report, as recommended by
Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois So
of Oertified Public Accountants is simply naudit report. n
Table 7 illustrates the various titles of audit reports
assigned by the auditors. These titles appear either on the cover
of the report.; on the frontispage of the report '. or on both.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, fifteen distinct titles were'used for

thetwenty-s~ve~

township treasurer audits. The

most frequently used title; audit report, appeared on seven report

~:J
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Table 7.--Titles of audit reports, as cssigned by 8uditing firms,
as title appears either on cover, frontispage, or both, for fiscal
years ended Ju'ne 30, 1963 and 1964.
II-

P-963

1964

1

1

1

1

.7

7

.Audited Statements of Cash Receipts and Disbursements and Other Financial Information

2

2

Auditor's Report

1

2

ConsolidAted Annual Audit Report - Cnsh Basis

0

1

Finencial Statements and Supplementary Information

1

1

Fin8ncial Statements with Auditor's Opinion

1

1

Report and Cash Basis Statements of
School Treasurer

1

1

Report of Auditor

1

0

Report of Examination

1

0

Report on Examination of Accounts

0

1

Report on Examination of Treasurer's Books

1

1

Report on Township Treasurer

3

3

Tre8surer of Schools

4

1

1

3

1

1

27

27

Title of Audit Report

i-

Accountant's Report
.Annual Audit Report - Cash

B8sis~

.Audit Report

Treasurer of Schools, Township
Tovmshiu School Treasurer Year ..
Totals

~,

Township

~,

Range

Exa~ination

x

for the

102

For fiscal year ended· June 30, 1964, the same total of fifdistinct titles was used for the twenty-seven audit reports,

u66n

~lthough

two new titles were used. Once again, the title, audit

r-eport, appearing on seven reports, was the most frequently used.
The model audit report prepared by the Local Governmental
~ccounting
~escription

Committee of the Illinois Society indicates the t the
of the school district and the date of the close of the

riseal period should be included on the frontispage of the report.5
The descriptive deta appearing on the cover, frontispage,
pr both is shown in Table 8. All audit reports had some

inform~tion

pn the cover of the report for both years. However, only twenty reports presented some information on the frontispage for year ended
une 30, 1963, as opposed to only eighteen for the second year.
~able

8.-- Descriptive data appearing on cover, frontispgae, or
poth, of the audit reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963
and 1964.

Descriptive Data

1963

1964

Cover

Frontispege

Cover

25

11

26

11

Description of Township
School District

22

18

26

18

~eriod

18

15

16

13

Date of Report

9

5

11

8

IT ame

5

2

6

3

5

2

o

1

:i

~8me

of CPA ~ Auditor

of Report

of ToV'mship Treasurer

~chool District Numbers

Frontispage

5Draft, "Illinois School District No. 100," p. l-c or l-a.
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For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963) the naIlle of the independent auditing firm appeared on twenty-five covers and eleven
frontispeges. 'fhe tov;l1ship school district was described on twenty
tWO covers and eighteen fr-ontispages. Eighteen covers and fifteen
frontispages showed the period of the report. Nine covers end five
frontis,ages showed the dete of the report. ·The name of the tovmship treasurer and the local school district

nlli~bers

within the

;i

I

township district a:ppeared on five covers and two frontispages.
For the second year t the ne.me of the auditing firm epperre"

on tv/enty-six covers snd eighteen front is pages. The tovmship schoo
district was described on the cover of twenty-six reports and
eighteen frontispages. The period of the report was noted on sixteen covers and thirteen frontispages. The date of the report was
noted on eleven covers and eight frontispages. The

na~ne

of the

tovmship school treasurer appeared on six covers end three frontis
pages. Local school district numbers appeared on no covers and on
only one frontispage.
The National
r~unicipalFinance

Co~~ittee

on Governmental Accounting of the

Officers Association of the United States Gnd

Canada recommends that the body of the report contain a letter of
transmittal, a financial section, snd a statistical section. The
content of the letter of transmittal is clearly stated:
The letter of
(8)

tr~nsmittal

should include the following:

A statement of the scope and limitations of the audit.

(b) A su...'U...'1lary of the findings of the audit.

r

•
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(c) Reconmendations for changes in the general accounting
procedures and suggestions made during the course of the audit.
(d) Auditor's opinion. The form of the opinion would, of
course, be modified to conform with the type and scope of the
audit or investigation. In connection with certain types of audits or investigations, details of the specific work covered
might properly be included, or certain qualifications ~ight be
necessary_ In any case, where the auditor feels that it is impossible to give an unqualified opinion he should set forth his
findings in his report so as to indicate clearly why an un\iuo.lified opinion is impossible. In general, the form of opinion
should follow as closely as possible the standard form of opinion in use in audit reports, making due allowance for the special conditions being dealt with. 6
The report form suggested to be used by the Local Governmental Accounting Committee is reprinted in Chapter V with explanal.JOry notes relative to such a report. The approved short-form report of the Committee on Auditing Procedure of the American Instivute of Accountants is likewise included in Chapter V) to show the
~ariations

~he

from the standard short-form report as recommended by

Illinois Society for school district audits.
It should be noted that the

reco~mended

report of the 11-

linois Society is printed in letter form addressed to the Board of
Education of the local school district. The letter is signed by the
independent auditor, is dated, and bears the address of the audivor.
Since the auditor is responsible for his opinion on the fipancial statements included in his report, he must have the free6National Committee on Gove,rnmental Accounting, 111unicipal
.nnance Officers Association of the United States flild Cana da, ~;i:uni
cipal Accounting and Auditing, \ Chicago: ?,1unicipal F'inonce Officers
A.ssocietion of theunited States and Canada, 1951), pp. 210-211.
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dom to express his opinion as he sees fit.
If, in his judg~ent, it is necessary or desirable to include explanations of his findinGs or, to take exception to
some as:pect of the finBnciel st8te:::nents, those Tn.[\tters are usu
ally included in a separate paragraph of the report. The CPA
is responsible for re)orting any exceptions clearly and unequi vocally, whether they involve the scope of the audit vfOrlc,
particular items in the financial state~;].ents, the soundness of
the company's accouLting prl1ctices (as regerds either the book~
or the financial str te:ilents) or lack of consistency in the application of account~ng practices.

It bears repetition that the financial statements, with all
supplemental descriptive and exple.natory date, including footnotes, are regarded 8S representations of the company. It is
upon all these representations that the CPA exercises his independent, considered judgment and renders his opinion. If ex:planations are essenti3l or desirable, and they are not incorporated in a manner he considers satisfactory, he makes oppropriate explanations in his reporto7
Table 9 shows information concerning the actual form of
the reports for the two yoars under review o
Trble 9.--The forms of report selected by the independent auditors
for audit reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964 ..
Form of Report

1963

1964

21

20

6

7

27

27

23

26

Township TreAsurer

1

0

Board of EdUcation

1

0

Board of Directors

1

1

1

0

27

27

Short Form
Lone:, Form
Totals
Letter Form: Addressed to: Trustees of Schools

Report Form
Totals
'imdi ts ..Qx. Certified Public Accountants, p. 160
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For fi scsl yenr ended June 2,0, 1964, the stnndard short
of report was used in t;,1}enty-one reports and the long form

WijS

in six reports. l-:Ioreover, only one report of the t'Nenty-seven
s presented in a report form, rnd all the others were in a letter
other twenty-six audit reports, the letter form. was
the trustees of schools in twenty-three cases, 8na to
tovillship school treasurer, to the

B~ard

of Education, 8nd to

board of directors in one instance each.
For the second year, twenty reports were prepared in the
tandard short form and seven in the long form. All twenty-seven
s were presented in letter form as opposed to the report
Twenty-six letters were addressed to the trustees of schools,
was addressed to the board of directors.
In discussing the form end content of the audit report, the
e.tional Com.m.ittee on Govern...'"D.ental Accounting of the Munici}?el Finee Officers Association of the United States and Canada states

t "the body of the report should be preceded by a table of conthe Local Govern...'"D.entsl Accounting Committee of
Illinois Society,. in its Dodel audit report drafts, sugeests the
an index which would precede the letter of transmittal.
Carl H. Chatters pnd Irving Tenner clearly distjnguish the
of contents from an index when they write:
Every re~ort should be preceded by 8 table of contents in
which each statement is listed in the order in which it appears
~f.unicipal ~ccounting and Auditing, p. 210.
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~"

i

in the report. The table of contents should shoil; for eE\.ch stetelment the follovving information: (1) statel1wnt number, (2) l1G:::1e
of statement, and (3) page n~~ber of the report. A table of
contents is important not only because it enables the reader to
find statem.ents reedily but also because it shows the entire
structure of the report at a glance.
A distinction should be m.ade betvleen D. table of contents
and. an index. The tc1.ble of contents should appear at the beginning of the report. If an index is desired in addition, it
should be nlaced at the end of the renort. An index differs
from a table of contents in the folloviing respects, among :118ny
others: (1) references are arranged alphabetically rather than
in the order in which the state~ellts appear in the report, and
(2) statement numbers are not shovvno 9
"'1,

Ylhether the title of such a guide should be a table of contents or an index is a matter of discussion, but it is important
that interested parties have a guide to indicate the page numbers
where information is to be found. The 8udi tor like'wise will find
such a guide helpful if it is necessary to refer in the letter of
tr3nsmittal to any specific schedule, statement,

su~~ary,

exhibit,

or analysis included in the report.
Table 10 shows the nu..llber of township school treasurer's
audit reports which contained a table of contents or an index for
both year sunder study. It likeyIise indicptes the position of this
information in the audit report.
9Carl H. Chatters and Irving Tenner, Municipal end Governmental Accountinp" (New York: Prentice-H811, Inc. 1946;:-P. 4520
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of table of contents or index in audit reports
for fiscal year ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.

10.--Place~ent

ecedes Scope and Opinion Section
ncluded in Letter of Transmittal Prior to the
Scope Section
uded in Scope Section
Opinion Section

1963

1964

17

18

3

2

3

4

2

2

of Contents or Index
Totals

1
27

27

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, only twenty-five res contained a table of contents or an index. In seventeen cases
information was presented prior to the scope p8T8graph as a
In three additional cases the inform.ation was
sented prior to the scope pcregraph, but in a letter of transIn three cases the infonnation was contained in the scope
of the report, and in two cases the information followed
scope and the opinion perrgreph.
For the second year, all but one audit re"l)ort contained

8

of contents or an index. In eighteen cases the information
the scope paree,raph. In two additional cases the informapresented in the letter of trensilli ttal. In four cases the
ornation was contained in the scope s8ction, end in two cpses it
lowed the scope and the opinion parr graph.
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,.

A.uditors oftentimes use the standard re-oortform for their
and,

addition, they include special comments re18ti ve
",
wor:.:'" during the audit 'investigation or some special fea~

the audit which will affect the reader's interpretation
of the

report~

Table 11 shows the positions of the special comment

section of the audit report for the two years under study.
of special comnents section in ~he audit reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.

ll~--Position

1963'

1964

Included within Scope Section

8

12

Included within Opinion Section

o

o

12

9

27

27

Separate from Scope and Opinion Sections
Comments Section
Totals

For fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, twenty audit reports.
some speoial COlD..'Uents. In twelve instanoes these special comnents were set apart from the scope end the opinion paragraph of
the report; In eight cases these special comments were included
the scope section of the report.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, twenty-one audit recontained a special comments section. In nine cases the special comments were set apart from the scope and the opinion paragraph. In twelve cases the special comments were included in the
scope section.
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Table 12 is designed to show the variations of the forms
in terms of the total number of pages of the reports as
the number of pages devoted to the scope, opinion, special
commerits, and other analyses, details, exhibits, schedules, statets, and. summaries presented in the reports.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963; one audit report con;

a total of only seven pages, whereas the most lengthy repor
pages in length. The median report contained twenty-six

For the second year under study, the briefest· report cononly seven

pages~

whereas the most lengthy report contained

pages •. The median report contained forty.pages.
Another interesting feature of the audit reports: under review which highlights the complexity of some reports is the total

.

analyses, o.ete.ils, exhibits, schedules,. sta.tements, end
sUInrllaries contained in the audit reports.
information for the

tvIO

T~ble

13 presents this

year study ~

For·fisoal j::;.r ended June 30" 1963, two reports had only
such presentations, whereas one audit report contained nine
The median numbsr of such statements was fifteen; the mean,22
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, the briefest report
contained only four

S"..:,:!h

presentations, wherea1f one audit report

contained 102. The median number of such presentations was twenty.
The mean was 26.11.

o

Table l2.--Total number of pages devoted to scope, opinion, comments, and other
analyses, 'details,. exhibits, schedules,' statements, and sum.rn.aries, and total number of pages of audit reports for fiscal years ended June 50, 1965 and 1964.
FiscalYear Ended June 50, 1965
Township IScope Ol>inion Comments Other Total
T42-R9
T42-RIO
T42-Rl1
T42-R12
T42-R15
T41-RI0
T41-Rl1
T41-R12
T41-R13
T41-R14
'l'40-H12
T40-R13
T39-R12
T59-R13
T58-R12
T58-H15
T57-Rl1
T37-R12
T37-R15
T57-R14
T36-R12
T36-R13
T36-R14
T36-R15
T35-R15
T55-R14
T55-R15

t tt
2

2.;.

t
2

1
4

*

2

!f
!

"

·1

", i
1

i

t
-;
~

~

~

~

r

:
2i

i

15
2
6

~

t

10
0
0
0
1
0

1"

"1~
<... :2:

1
2i.

t2"

0
0
1
1
1
0
6
0
I"

3·

Ii

!2

2
1

17
11
45
50
53
22
19
39
33
38
68
17
37
:31
95
53
55
43
22.
9

25
18
12
7
14
51
5

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Scope
Opinion Comments Other Total
,
..

..... Y-

.J..

i
i

18
12
.47
54
55
23
26
41
39
40
86
20
44
52
97
44 .
56
'44
25
11
26
20
1'7
12
19
54

I

.1

2
4

It
!

t
~
l2

1
5
1

i

2

.~.
.

i

.~

1

_

t

lL

t

t

~6

t

'"

10
2
0
0

1

!

-0

1
'--_._

~:2

·18

2"

l~;'

1~

;:..l.
·2
:.1
':;:2

i

Ii
Ii

.:'i:

i!

·1

1

5
2
18
·1
2
0

t·
2 ...

1
3

..12
16
2
~:L

17
11
71
52
63
23
44
26
54
13
68
15
58
51
97
29
53
47
55
9
26
57
188
113
67
49
5

23
14
92
38
66
24
46
28
41
17
87
18
45
33
99
40
37
48
34
11
27
59
193
128
86
52
7

I-'"

I--'
I--'
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Table 13.--Tota1 number' of analyses, details, exhibits, schedules,
statements, and sum1Jlsries contained in audit reports - though not
necessarily contained in table of contents or index - for fiscal
years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.

42- 9
T42-R10
T42-Rll
T42-R12
T42-R13
4l-- 10
T4l-R11
T41-R12
T41-R13
T4l-R14
T40-R12
T40-R13
T39-R12
T39-R13
T38-R12
T38-R13
T37-R11
, T37-R12
T37-1i13
T37-R14
36-H12
T36-R13
T36-R14.
T36-R15
T35-R13
T35-H14
T35-H15
Tot~3,ls

ORG:"~~IZATION

1963

1964

13,
8
13
28
16
12
17
11
34
14
39
8
17
17
54
15
13
28
19
5
30
25
100
6
45
15
5

13
30'
29
20
18
22
11
34
8
40
9
18
17
71
17
16
31
2.9
5
26
36
102
42
40
15
4

607

705

8

\

OF DATA PRESENTED

The Local Govsrnmental Account,ing C.ommittee of the Illinoi
of Certified

';}lic Accountants included in the draft of

model audit reports, both for the cash and the accrual basis of accounting, certain statements which' should appear in the au,dit re-

11
of each school district in the State of Illinois. lO In this
ction, reference will be made to these sample statements, to
organization of the data which should appear in the audit refor the two, years. A detailed analysis of the contents of
statements will be presented in Chapter VI.
The .first such sample statement is entitled: Statement of
and Liabiliti"

':~'ising from Cash TransactiOns. ll Table 14

tltl·.~.

the various statements on which, the in-

recommend£~

"be contained in this statement, is pre-

11ustrates the

indicates

frequency of

~se

of each statement for

years under rev'
Forfisca.l. yi

:lded June 30, 1963, this information was

esented on stateme','

:.'ecring twenty-fblm different titles. One

ovmshipdistrict aue

,'aport had some of the necessary informa.-

ion presented on ttl'.

'lifferent statements. Six township distric

udit reports had so

, the required information presented on tw

statements.

·~;'e

remaining t'wenty districts used one state

for the information.
l0Draft, "Illinois School District No. l.00 Audit Report,"
• 1-0. or l-a~
llIbid., p~·l-i~. It. :s obvious that this statement is used
only wheii"the aCCOU::,'" :: ,:cords are maintained on the cash basis.
For schooldistrict,~ ,'si.
the accrual basis of accounting, the
statement would be: 0' ie. clce Sheet - All Funds." Ibid., p. l-a,/
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ble 14.-Titles of statements containing information,.which the
91 G6verILllental Accounting COrn.:r:1i ttee of the Illinois Society
eCorD."'1ends to appear on the Statement of A.ssets and Liabilities
ising from Cash Transactions, 8S the information appears .in the
audit reports for fisc8.1 years ended June 30,. 1963 and 1964.
of Statements

FreQuency
1963

1964

2

1

Fund Balances

Assets and Fund

end.

°
°

1
1
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Table 14.--Continued.
Titles of Statements

Frequency

SUIl1."Uary of Receipts and DisbuI'senents
summary Stetement of Cash and Investments
3unuuery Statement of Cash Receipts and
Disbursements
Summary Statement of School District Cash
and Securities Balances by Funds
,J Treasurer's BAlence Sheet

1963

1964

1
1

3
1

0

1

\ 1
1

1

1

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, the information appe~red

~

on statements bearing thirty-three different titles. Only

One report presented a statement entitled as recommended by the
Local

Governmenta~

Accounting Committee. Three township district

audit reports had some of the

ne~essary

information presented on

three different statements. Seven reports had some of the required
information presented on two separate statements. The remaining
seventeen district reports used one statement for the information.
The sample Statement of Assets and Liabilities Arising
c.

from Cash Transactions presents the required asset, liability, and
fund balance accounts for each fund which is used in the local
school district. In explaining this arrangement of data, the Comt

~:

mittee states that "the use of a separate statement for each fund
is suggested if the combined form does not adequately set forth
the financial position of each fund."12

k
f'
iY

p.

12Draft J "Illinois School District No. 100 Audit Report, 'It

5-c~
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This explanation opplies to the audit reports of the individual school districts, but it is evidently not intended for the
audits of the township school treasurers' records in the Class II
county school unit organization. In this form of organization, an,
edditional problem presents itself: that the twenty-seven township
school districts are composed of local school districts, ranging
in number from one to thirteen. In presenting the required information, therefore, the auditor has four 81 terna ti ves: (l.,} to,-organ
ize the data for all funds for all local districts; (2) to organiz
the data for all funds for each of the local districts; (3) to or--

ganize the data for each fund for all local districts; and (4) to
organize the data for each fund for each of the local districts.
Table 15 illustrates the organization of data selected by the independent auditors for the various districts for the two years under study.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, three audit reports
used all four forms of organization of data; three reports used
form one and two; three reports used form two and four; ten report
used only form one; five reports used only form two; and three reports used only form fouro
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, four audit reports
used all four forms of organization of data; four reports used
forms one, two, and four; seven reports used forms one and two; on
repqrt used forms two and three; three reports used forms two -and
four; three reports-used only form one; three reports used only

Table l5.--Forll of organization of data selected by the independent auditor in
presenting information recoll'l1ended to appear on the Statement of Assets and
Liabilities Arising frOll Cash Transactions, for fiscal years ended June 30,
1963 and 1964.
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
.. Data for De,ta for Data for Pata for
Township All Fundf: ~ll Funds Each Fune Each Fund
for All for Each for All for Each
District:: District Districts iDistrict

T42-R9
T42-RIO
T42-Rll
T42-R12
T42-R13
T41-RIO
T4l"':Rll
T4l-Rl2
T41-R13
T4l-R14
T40-Rl2
T40-R13
T39-R12
T39-R13
T38-R12
T38-R13
,T37-Rll
T37-R12
T37-R13
T37-R14
T36-R12
T36-R13
T36-R14
T36-R15
T35-R13
T~g:fa5

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

::x:

x

::x:

x

::x:

x

x

x
::x:

x

x
::x:
::x:
::x:

::x:

x

::x:

.

x

x

x

x
x

::x:

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

::x:
::x:

x
x
x
x

::x:

i

i

x
x

x
x

x
x

::x:
x

x
x
x

x

::x:
::x:
::x:

x
x

x

x
x

x
::x:

x
..

x
::x:
'x

x

x
x
,x

x

x
x

x

x

::x:

x

x
x

Data for Data for Data for pata for
1..11 Funds .A:ll:,Flinds Es.ch Fund :l:ach Fund
for All for Each -for 'All 'Por Each
Districts ;District Districts pistrict

x

x

::x:

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964

"

./

x
t-'
X

x

x
x

t-'

....::1
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>1

two; and two reports used only form. four.
i

.

}

The model aU!ii t re,ort drafts pres ent one sf.mple of the
"tatement of Cash Receipts and Disburs6::1ents and Comparison with
the Budget for each of the funds which

8

school district should

,aintain, provided that the school district is on the cash basis of
accounting. The corresponding statement for the accrual basis of
,

accounting is the Statement of Revenue and Expenditures and Compari
son with the Budget. A detailed presentation of the content of
these statements will be presented in Chapter VI, and the present
discussion will concern only the organizational form of the statenents. Table 16 indicates the various titles of statements which
contain the required

information~

For fiscel year ended June 30" 1963, fifteen differenttiwere used for these statements, although the words, receipts
end disbursements,. appeared in a total of twenty-three stf3tement
titles. Three reports used two different statements for the data.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, twenty-one different
titles were used for the statements, although the words, receipts
and disbursements, appeared in a total of twenty-five different titles. One report had four different statements which contained the
reQuired information. Eleven reports had two different

~tatements

for the require d ini:ormation. The remaining fifteen audit reports
had one statement each. Only two district audit reports had statements bearing the title as recommended" by the Local Governmental
Accounting Committee.

,

~,

,....
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Table l6.--Titles of statements containing infonnation which the
Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society
recommends to appear on the Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements and Comparison with the Budget, as the information appears in the audit reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963
and 1964.
Titles of ?tatements

Frequency
1963
,

.A.nalysis of Cash Receipts end Disbursements
AnntIa~::;Fdl:ttan.cialiBeport - Cash Basis
Bank Reconciliation
Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Cash Receipts and Disbursements and Balances
Cash Receipts and Disbursements an,d Fund
Balances
C8sh Report
Combined Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
Consolidated Disbursements by Districts Cash Basis
Consolidated Receipts - By Districts - Cash
Basis
Operat1ng D1sbursements - Cash Basis - Budget
vs. Actual
Receipts and Disbursements
Receipts and Disbursements - Budget vs. Actual
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements'All Funds
, Statement of Gash Receipts and Disbursements Board Funds
Statement of Current Expenses Disbursed
f
Statement of Disbursements and Comparison with
~.
:3udget
Statement of Receipts and Disburse~ents and
Comparison 'Ni th Budget
" Statement of Fund Transections e,nd Fund
Balances
Surrtn8ry of Cash .Keceipts and Bisbursements
Su~nary of Cash Receipts and Disbursements All Funds
~ S~~ary of Receipts and Disbursements
S~ary Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements and Change in Cash and Security
Balances
Sum.rnary Statement of Cash Receipts and Dis
bursements

o
o

'1.

4.

1964
1
-;0
1
2

2

o

1.
4

2
3

1

o

o

1

o
o

1

2

1
1
1
5

2

o

1

1
1

o
o

1

1 '
5

1

2

'1

2

o

o

o

2
5
1

1.

1.

1

2
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Although the semple audit report contains a separate state
ment .for each fund maintoinea in. the school district, the Local
Governmental Acoounting Committee does not prohibit the one combined statement for all funds. Moreover, in the Class II county
school unit distriots t additionel combinations of data presentatio
found: (1) for all funds for all districts; (2) .for all
funds for each district; (3) for each ftmd for all \districts; and
(4) for eaoh tund for each district. Table 17 indicates the form
of presentation chosen by the auditors of the various township
districts relative to the Statement of Cash Receipts and Disburseand Comparison with the Budget for the two years under re-

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, four township audit
used all four forms of presentation; one report used forms
one, two, and four; one report used forms one .and two; fifteen
reports used forms two and four; three reports used only form two;
three reports used only form four.
For fiscal year ended June 30,1964, ten township audit
used all four forms oforganizetion of data; four reports
used forms one, two,. and four; twelve reports used forms two and
four; and one report used only form four.

e indeDendent auditor in
to aDpear on the SteteL.l.ent of Cash ReceiDts
Comparison with the Budget, for fiscal years ended June 30,
1963 and 1964.
I

Township

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Data for Data for Data for Data for
Funds A.ll Fund:: Each FuncEach Fund
for All for Each for All for Eech
Districts pistrict ~)istrict:: District

~ll Fund~ll Fund~Each Fun~EachFundlAll

x
x
x
x
X
X

I

X

I

x
x

x
x
x
x
X

x
x

x
x

I

I
I

x

x

X

X

~~,x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

·'/x

X

X
X

X

X
X

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X

X

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

X

X

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x·
X

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x'

,,-

'"X
X

,

x

T36-R13
T36-R14
T36-R15
T35-R13

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

I

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Moreover, the Coromi ttee reconJ..'Tlends the use of

fl

Detailed'

Statement of Disbursements, for the ce.sh.basis of accounting, and
a Detailed Statement of Expenditures, for the accrual basis. These
statements appear as separate statements in the model audit report
drafts. 13 The subsidiary accounts under each major account title,
such as administre.tion, instruction, health, end so forth, are
shovvn in detail on these separete statements with actus.l and budgeted figures.
Table 18 illustrates for the two years under review the
number of township school treasurer audit reports which conteined
these Detailed Statements of Disbursements, either as part of the
Statement of Cash Receipts and Bisbursements or as a

supplelt~ent

to

it.
Table 18.-~Number of tovmship school treasurer audit reports which
contained Detailed Statement of Disbursements and form of presentation of such statements for.fiscal years, ended June 30,
Fonn of Presentation
Included within Statement of Cash Receipts and
Disbursements
.
Presented as a separate statement
Totals

1963

1964

6

5

14

16

20

21

For fiscal year ended June 30,·1963, twenty audit reports
presented the Detailed Statement of Disbursements. Six reports ineluded the detailed accounts within the Statement of Cash Receipts
13!£!£., p. 1-c and I-a.
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Disbursements~and

fourteen reports used a separate statement

the information.
For the second year under study, twenty-one audit reports
presented the detailed statement. Five reports
ailed subsidiary disbursement accounts within
'ash Receipts and Disbursements; end.

sixt~en

pr~sented
th~

the de-

Statement of

re.ports used a separ-

statement.
The Local Governmental Accounting Committee recommends the
two distinct schedules to disclose information relative to
debt~

The first of these schedules is entitled Bonded Debt

second is entitled Bond Me.turi ties and Interest Requirements in Future Years. 14 The contents of these schedules will
e presented in Chapter VI. Table 19 illustrates the various titles
statements which contain some information as to bonded debt.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, fifteen different tiwere used. One township school treasurer's audit report had
of the required information presented on three

d~stinct

state-

one township school treasurer's audit report used two
for the information. Twenty-four audit reports used but
One 8.udi t report presented no information on bonde d

For the second year under review, seventeen different tiwere used. Three township school treasurer's audit reports
two statements for theinforniation •. The remainin~twenty-fotir
reports used but one statement.
and 19-0; p. l6-a and

l7~a.
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Table 19.--Titles of statements containing information which the
Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society
recommends to appear on the statement of Bonded Debt Date~ as the
information appears' in the audit reports for fiscal years ended
June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Frequency

of Statements

1963
na ys s 0
utstanding
Analysis ot Obligations Outstanding
Bond and Interest Funds
Bond and Interest Transactions
Bond ~·.1:aturi ties·.,- Interest Requirements in
Future Years
'
ond nterest ayable
Bond Principal Payable
Bonded Indebtedness
Bonds Outstanding as of June 30. 19__
Bonds Fa able
Sc~edule of
ecorded ObJ,igations utstanding
School District Bonds Outstanding
Statement of Bonded Deb~'
Statament of Bonds Outstanding
Summar of Bond Issues
Stwmery of ond aturlties and
ald
Summary of Bond Maturities and Interest Payable
Sum:n.a.ry ot Bonde,d Indebtedness by School
District
S~~ry of Bonds Outstanding

1964

o

'\ 1

o
o

1
1
1

1

1
2

o

2
5
1
2
1
2

5
1
1
1
1
3

3
4

3

a

1

1

1
3

1
3

Table 20 illustrates the manner in which the Bonded Debt
was presented on the audit reports. There are four combinations for presenting the information: (1) for all issues for all
districts; (2Y tor all issues for each district; (3) tor each issue
for all districts; and (4) tor each issue for each district.
For fiscal year .ended Jun'e 30,. 1963,. one report

use~;.'~orms

.~,·::t,~ .

one and two; eleven, reports us'ed forms two and four; nine reports

'.

Table 20.--Form of' orgrnization of' dato selt3cted by the independent auditor in
presenting inf'ormation recom.mended to eppear on the Supple::nentary Schedule; Bonded
Debt Data, for f'iscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Fiscal Tear Ended June 30, 1963
Data for Data for Da.ta for Data for
All
Each.
lEach
Township Issues
Issues
Issue
IIssue
for All for Each for All for Each
Districts District Districts District

All

~;

T42-R9
T42-RIO
T42-RIl
T42-R12
T42-R13
T41-RIO
T41-RII
T41-R12
T41-R13
T41-R14
T40-R12
T40-:R13
T39-R12
T39-R13
T38-R12
T38-R13
T37-Rll
T37-R12
T37-R13
T37-R14
T36-R12

x

x.

X

x
x
x

x
x
x'

x

x
x

Fiscal

x

Ended June 30, 1964

Data for Data for
All
fAll
Issues
Issues
for All for Each
Districtf District

Data for Data for
Each
Each
Issue
Issue
for- All for Each
Districts District

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x.
x.

x
x

Y~ar

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
:x:
x

x.

x
x
x
x'

x
x

'x

x
x

x
x

X

x

x

,

~

"

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

T36~R13

x

T36-R14
T36-R15
T35-R13
T35-R14
T35-R15

x

x
x
x

x
x

,

x
x
x

1

x

x

x.

x
x

X

x
x

t-'

l.\:)

01
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used only form two; and five reports used only form four; ohe re-:.

port presented no information relative to bonded debt.
For the second year under review, one report used forms

<-

r
:

,

one, two, and tour; fourteen reports used forms two and four; nine
reports used only form tvlO; two reports used only form four; and
one report used only form one.
Table 21 illustI'>:3.tes for the two years under. review the
number of township school tree.surer audit reports which contained
information on Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements in Future
Years. The Committee suggests that this information appear as a
separate schedule.
Table 21.--Number of township school treasurer audit reports which
contBined information on Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements
in Future Years for fisc9l years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Form .of Presentation
Presented as a separate schedule
Included wi thin Bonded Debt Da.ta Schedule
Totals
Bond Maturity Data only
.Bond Maturity and Interest Requirements
Totals

1963

1964

3

4

17

15

20

19

19

16

1

3

20

19

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, a total of twenty
audi t reports contained some information. Nine.teen reports

p;:~

sented information on Bond Maturities and one report presented in-
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formation on Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements. Only three
such presentations appeared as separate schedules. In all other
cases the information was included with the Bonded Debt Data.
For the second year under review,
tained some

information~

ninete~n

reports con-

Sixteen reports presented information on

Bond Maturities and three reports presented information on Bond
Maturities and Interest Requirements. Four presentations appeared
as separate schedules. In the fifteen other reports the information
was included with the Bonded Debt Data Schedule •
.Two additional schedules which present information concerning taxation are suggested by the Committee: Tax Rates, Extensions,
and

Collect~ons,

and a Statement of Assessed Valuation as Equal-

ized. 15 The contents of these schedules will be discussed in Chapter VI. Table 22 indicates the various titles of statements containing the information which is recommended to appear on the supl?lementary

schedule'~

Tax Rates, Extensions. and Collections.

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, sixteen audit reports
presented the required

information~

Thirteen of these were separate

schedules, and three appeared as part of another statement; either
in the comments section of the audit report, as in two instances,
or as part of the Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements.
For the second year under review, eighteen reports presented the required information. Sixteen of these contained separate
schedules, and two contained the information as part of other
l5Ibid., p. 20-0 and 21-0, end p. l8-a and 19-a~
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ble 22.--Titles of statements containing information which the
al Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society
coa~ends to appear on the Supplementery Schedule: Tax Rates, Exensions, and Collections, as the information appears in the audit
reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 196'3 and 1964..
Frequency

itles of Statements

1963

1964

0
2

1
I

0
1
1

1
1
0

o

1
1
3

and
Disbursements
s

and Fund
ax
a
ax Rates, Extensions, and Collections
axes Recei vahle
erification of Data

1

o

statements: Details of Cash Receipts and in the comments section
f the report. Two reports used two separate statements for the information. Only one statement followed the recommended title.
Table 23 shows the number of township treasurer audit rewhich contained information on Assessed Valuation, as Equal-

For fiscal year ended J'une 30 t 1963, only one audit report
the required information.

9

able 23.--Number of tovmship school treasurer 8udi t reports which
ontained information on Assessed Valuation, as Equalized, for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
of Presentation

1963

esented as a separate statement

~

2

o

o

\~

2

other statements
Totals

1964

For fiscal year ended June 30,. 1964, two statements conthe. information,,' and both used the recommended title for
statement.
METHOD OF FILING

~UESTIONNAIRE

As previously stated, ,he School Code

~

Illinois demands

completion of. the four-page "Q,uestionnaire to Be Oompleted by
chool District Auditors," for 1963, and its revised form for 1964,
"Q,uestionnaire to Be Completed by Auditors of the Township Treasur
ers of School Districts." Aocording to the instructions on these
forms,. which are reproduced in Appendix IV, "the person or firm
performing auditing servioes for school districts

. . .. must attac

one copy of this questionnaire to eDch of the two audit reports
the County Superintendent of

Schools~

Tvw

additional

furnished herewith, one for the school district and one
the auditor. "lei
l6Illinois, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc"Q,uestionnaire to be Completed by School District Auditors, tt
ield; 1963)~ p. 1.

13
Despite the'se clearly worded instructions regarding the
d of submi tt.ing the questionnaire, the method of filing was'
found.to be uniform. Table 24 illustrates the method of filing
questionnaire for the two years under review~
b1e 24~--Method of filing questionnaire, showing with which retthe questionnaire was forwarded and filed in the Office of the
ounty Superintendent of Schools, for fiscal years ended June 30,
.
1963 and 1964.
;
\

od of tiling

196.3

1964

2

5

,.

i1ed with ToWnship School Treasurer's Audit
One q,uestionnaire for Township
One Q;uestionnaire for Each School. Distruct
SUbtotal
i1ed with Local Sahool District .A.ucUt
One Questio~"l.aire for Township-.
.
One Q,uestionnaire for Bach School ,'".J:
District
'.

1

o

6

1

2.'

27

27

27

j.

Subtotal.

..

. Filed wi thEBch School District Annual Financial Report
Total Filed
Filed
Total.
For· fiscal year ::;]ded June 30;
.

1963~

only twenty-four of
-,

twenty-seven townsh:!... 3chooldistricts were found to have the
quired questionnaire

0[<

fi1e~

Of these twenty-four distri cts,

were' fo1.U" oeses in \lhich the questionnaires were fi1ed.wi th
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township school treasurer's audit reports, seven cases in which
he questionnaires were filed with the local school district audit)
thirteen cases in which the questionnaires were filed with
. eachlocal·t?chool district rmnualfinancial report. Moreover, of
he four cases in which the questionnaire was filed. with the township sOhooL treasurer's re::;ort, there were twocas.es in which 'only
ne combin~c:r questioI:J.Ilsire was ,fl1edtor thetownsh~P end all
'

"

"

"

school districts within the to'l,'mshipand. two; cases in whd.ch there
YaS one q:uestionnairefor each school .district within the townships
,

.

.

~ ~.

",,71>

_,

f the seven 'cases in which the questionnaire was ·filed With the

.

,~.

,

aced school district 'audit, there:fwaso.ne· case in which only one,
~

A

.' )

wasfil~d f.or the townshipartd all looal .school dis-

ricts within 'the township, and s'lx)cEises in which there wasons

't ;. .,;\ '-',1.\:1':;.',;
uestionnaire for each school dTst~i()t 'within the township.'
1

~: '

F?r.fiscalyear ended June '~O;1964, all twenty-seven townschool<d.lstrlcts had the requ.ired questionnaire:oll,' file~ There
.1

were eight",~asesin which the questionnafre was filed with the
8uqit report of ., the 'township school treasurer; of these 'eight cases
, .
here were' fi:ve ··cases in which .one. Q.,uestionnaire was filed for the
" ' , - '

,

,<' ~_ •• ~., >0\

:(

\

\

,::

ownship, and timee cases in which'a., separate questionnaire was
iled for each local school district~ The.re was' one"base in whiOh a

q~~s;tionnaire was prepared for. each~~hool.:district within

separate

he township'and. ifiled with the local school district, a'Uditreport.
,

'

"

.,'.

n all other eighteen cases the separate ques.tionnaire.:f'oreach
ocal school.distriot .was filed with each local school district.
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annual finanoial ·report,.

TEE TOWNSHIP DISTRIBUTIVE AND LO.iNABLE roNDS
The duties of the tovmship sohool treasurer regarding the
township distributive and the township loanable funds have been
disoussed in Chapter ,I. Sinoe these funds are o1'so subjeot to au,

' .

-

;

.

'

.

~

dit" as required .by Seotion
3-7 otthe Sohool CodeOf Illinois" .
.
,

the audit.reports of the township sohool treasurers should oontain
information releti ve to both funds~. '"

Tab~e :~fi' presents

/:

a study otfthe number
~'.

;-".,)

Of''t0W~ship

"

school

treasurer .audit
,reports whioh oon:tain
information
relative to the
..
..
.
..
",'

-

",

township' distributi ve f'U:ndfor the .two yearsundet- revie'W~'
Table 25.":'NUmberof township sohoo~treasurerst audit reports
whioh oontalninfbrmation concerning the township distributive
fund with explanation of the form of'presentation for tiscal years
. :ended June 30" 1963 :attd 1964.
•.
Form of Presentation
Presented as a' separate

1963

-1964

20

24

l'
"'1

2
·····1

5

0

27

27

Included within:
Summ:aryofCash.and Investments
Treasurer's Ba~ance Sheet
No mention
Total
"

For ~is·Oal.. year ended June 30, 1963; twenty' suoh Budi t.
,.

reports oontained a separate sohedule of the audit of this fund,
.

' .

reports presented the information as part of ot:p.er sta.tements,
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For the second yeer under review,. all but one audit report
?resented some informati:)n on the township loenable fund: eighteen
~eports

contained a separate schedule; and eight reports presented

Jhe information as part of other statements.

\

CHAPTER V
THE SCOPE OF AUDIT REPORTS
INTRODUCTION
The scope of an audit report represents the nature of the
auditor's examination which preoeded the actual

rep~rt~

The scope

of the auditor's work,. prior to the preparation of his opinion on
the audited financial statements, serves as the basis of the auditor's opinion.
In speaking of the scope of an audit report, the American
Institute of Certified Publio Acoountants, in its Codifioation of
Statements,

~AuditinB

Prooedure, expresses the relationship of

the soope section of the audit report to the opinion section.
The ooncept that management is primarily· responsible· for
the acouraoy of the finanoial statements and that the independent auditor oan only express his opinion on them is fundemental to an understanding of the oontent and wording of his report.
This report varies in form. Sometimes it inoludes partioulars as to the soope of the work, prooedures followed, detail~
of important items in the financial statements, and other material of interest. Sometimes it is limited to a ooncise
statement of the soope of the examination. and the independent
auditor's opinion, based on suoh examination, as to the fairness of the finanoial statements it aooompanies. l
The form of the report will vary in terms of the purpose

ot the

~udit

and the type of business enterprise being audited.

1oodifioation

2t Statements

2UAuditing Prooedure, p. 15.
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Erie L. Kohler distinguishes four types of reports:
The first of these is the highly stnadardized rtshort-formrt
report. Another is the "long-forml1 re.port, the style and content of which ties in only very generally with common standards. A third type containing "system comments" often supplements a short-form report but may be consolidated with other
findings in a long-form report. Finally there are many system.
examinations, reviews of internal .controls, and credit investigations. 2
Norman J. Lenhart and PhilIp L. Defliese c.aution against
\.

~he

indiscriminate use of the

short-fo~

report without adapting

its wording to the circumstances appropriate to a given audit.
It is not expected that any form of report can be used in
e.very situation. The Institute's recommended short-form report
is intended as a carefully worded framework upon which can be
buil~ an understandable report appropriate to the circumstances.
Through the years committees of the American Institute of
pertified Public Accountants have modified and revised the recom~ended

fonn of the standard short-form report. The Institute does

allow for modifications in the actual wording of the report, as
well.
While this short-form report is not always appropriate verbatim, it is recommended that the substance of its phrases be
used unless inappropriate in the particular case. 4
In 1947 the Committee on Auditing Procedure of the American
~nstitute

~954),

of Certified Public Accountants made its latest revision

2Eri~ L. Kohler~ Auditing, (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
p. 581.

.

.

3Norman J. Lenhart and Philip L. Defliese, Montgomery's Au9iting, (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1957)~ p. 68. . --4codification 2! Statements Ell Audi tin€{ Procedure, p. 17 ~
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of the standard short-form report. In 1964 the Looal Governmental
Acc'ounting Connnittee of the Illinois Sooiety proposed a statement
of the auditor's opinion for a local sohool distriot. o Both
are presented below to

~ighlight

fOFmS

the modifioations suggested in.

the short form report when used for a looal sohool distriot:
Standard short-form report
Soope Paragraph
We have examined the ba1anoe
sheet of X Company as of Deoember 31 19
and the statement(s~ of-rnoome and surplus·
for the year then ended.

School distriot short-form report
Soope Paragraph
We have examined the statement of
assets and liabilities arising
from cash transactions of the fund
indicated in the preceding table 0
contents of Illinois SchOOl. Dist,rict Nq. x of _
County, Illinois, as oT7une 30, 19
and the
related statements of oash reoeiptf
and disbursements and ohanges in
fund ba1ancets) for the year then
ended.

Our examination was made in ac- Our examination was made in accorcordance with generally acoept- danoe with generally aooepted
e.d auditing standards and acoor-audi tins standards and aooordingly inoluded suoh tests of . dingly ino1uded suoh tests of
the aooounting reoords and suoh theacoount ing reoords and suoh
other auditing prooedures as we other auditing prooedures as we
considered necessary fn the
oonsidered neoessary in the
ciroumstanoes.
o.iroumstences.
Opinion Paragraph
In our opinion the acoompanying
balance sheet and statement(s)
of inoome and surplus present
fairly the financial position
of X Company at December 31,
19 ,and the results of its
operations for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-

p.

2-c~

Opinion Paragraph
In our opinion the aocompanying
statement of assets and liabilitiel
arising from oash transaotions, an(
the related statements of cesh reoeipts and disbursements and changes in fund ba.1ances present fairly the assets and liebi1i ties of
the various funds of Illinois:;
School District No. ~ at June 30

0Draft, "Illinois Sohool Distriot No. 100 Audit Report,"
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ciples applied on a basis consis- 19 ,. arising from cash transaotions and the results of oash re
tent ~ith that of the preceding
year.
oeipts and disbursement transaotions for the year then ended on
a basis oonsistent with that of
the preoeding year.
The aooompanying oomments and
sohedules, though not oonsidered
neoessary for a fair presentatiol
of the finanoial position and re
suIts. of operations, are prese.nt
ed mainly for supplementary analysis purposes and to give infor
mation as to the soope of the audit work. While our examination
was made primarily for the purpose of formulrting our opinion
on the current year(sfinancial
statements, the additional data
have been subjeoted to the same
audit prooedures and, in our opinion, are stated feirly in.all
material respeots when oonsidere<
in oonjunotion with the finanoia~
statements taken as a whole.?
These two reoommended short-form reports will serve as a
guide for further olarifioation'of the notion of the soope of an
audit. The major oharacteristios of the soope of an audit are oontained in these two forms. Moreover, the audit reports whioh were
reviewed in this study make referenoe to oertain other oriteria or
standards whioh affeot the soope of the audit reports •.
In an effort to set forth in detail the major propositions
whioh should oharaoterize the scope of a sohool district audit,
three distinot souroes will, therefore, be referred to: (I) the
6Codifioation of Statements ~ Auditing Procedure, p. 16.
7Draft,. "Illinois Sohool District No. 100 Audit Report,"
p. 2-c.
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standard short-torm report; (2) the school distriot short-torm report; and (3) eertain audit reports which are part ot this s,tudy.
!Phe: propositions which have been culled tron these S.ources are, prein numerical order, source by sour,ce.

~ented

In the wording ot the standard short-form report, it is implied that:
~.

An audit investigation preceded the preparation ot the

r-eport.
2. Customary audit procedures were observed.
3. The procedures of the audit were those which the auditor
ponsidered necessary_
4. The audit was on a test basis and did not include an ana·
ysis ot every transaction.

S. The accountant's conclusion was an opinion on the tinan~ial

position.
6. The statements fairly presented financial position and

:>perating results.
7. The statements were based on accepted principles of ac~ounting.

8. Thue was a oonsistent application ot accounting principles in terms of those applied in the preceding year. 8
From the wording of the recommended

short~form

report for

ooal school: distriots, it is further required that:
, 9. The specific titles ot the statements on which the opiaKohl:er. p.

584~

!

. • :'

:
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ion was rendered should be named. This is particularly important
n the audit at a school district, tor the titles ot certain stateents indicate whether the sohool district is on the cash or the
basis ot accounting. 9
10. The school district should be tully described.
11. Comments and s,ta.tistical data should be set

independent accountant's report. or they

should~e

apar~

:from

specifically

entioned as being a part ot the report and as having been subjeote
same aUditing procedures as the rest at the statements.
The analysis ot the audit reports, which have been reviewed
study, points up these additional propositions which many
uditors consider to be essential to the scope ot the audit:
12. The scope and the' opinion sections ot the report should
ke specitic mention at the audit ot the township loanable and dis
ributive tunds.
13. Reterence should be made! to the compliance with
~== ~ ~

~

Illinois.

14. Further reference should be made to the requirements of
Illinois Financial Aooountins Manual tor Looal Sohool Systems.
1.5.Speoifio mention ot the oash basis. oracorual basis ot
ooount.ing should be inoluded in the report.
9As an illustration, it should be obvious that the short-tor
udit report, reprinted above, applies to the cash ba~is school dis
riots. A separate short-torm report is suggested tor the accrua1
asis school distriot. The only difference is in the titles ot the
tatements~which are mentioned in the short-torm reports.
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In presenting the results 01' the review 01' the township
school treasurer audit reports. tor the two years under study,
reterence will be made to-these titteen major propositions. The
numbers which are inserted parenthetically in the tollowing tables
and text material reter to the number previously ascribed to the
proposition under study.
\

DATA ON WHICH OPINION WAS RENDERED

Table 2' summarizes the descriptive wording chosen by the
independent auditors tor the tinanci'al statements (9 and 11) on
which they rendered their opinion.
For tiscal. year ended June 30, 1963, titteen ditt"erent
wordings were chosen tor the twenty-seven township school treasurer
audit reports. Two wordings were used tour times, six wordings were
used twice, and the remaining seven wordings were used onca.
For tiscal year ended June 30, 1964, seventeen ditferent
wordings appeared in the opinion section to describe the statements
)

on which the opinion was rendered. One wording wes used tour times;
another was used three times; tive wordings were used twice; and
the remaining ten wordings were used once. Five wordings, which
were used the previous- year, were not used the tollowing year.
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Table 27·.--Audi tors' descripti va wording of the financial statements (9 and 11) on which opinion was rendered, as contained in the
opinion section of the auditors' reports tor fiscal years ended
June 30. 1963 and 1964.
Descriptive Wording

1963

1964

exhibits
2
2
balanoe sheet and statement ot
oash reoeipts and disbursements
2
2
Accompanying exhibits and sohedules
,4
o
Accompanying exhibits and supporting sohedules
\1
1
Aocompanying financiel statements
1
1
Accompanying statements
2
2
Aocompanying statements of assets and liabilities
arising from oash transactions
0
1
~ooompanying statement of assets and liabilities
arising from oash transaotions and the related
statements of cash reoeipts and disbursements
and changes in fund balanoes.
0
1
~ccompanying statement of oash receipts and disbursements
2
2
Aooompanying statement of oash receipts and disbursements and deteils of disbursements
2
2
Accompanying statement;;; of income and expense
~
1
Accompanying statement U:,' township school treasu1
rer's cash receipts anQ disbursements
2
Appended exhibits
2
2
Cash reports and supporting schedules including
3
the comments which tollow
0
Consolidatad summary of assets and tund equities
(cash basis) arising from receipts and disbursements and related consolidated statements
of receipts and disbursements, taxes receivable,
summary of bonds outstanding, summary ot tax
anticipation warrants outstanding, township
distributive, exchange, and loanable funds
(cash basis).
Q
1
Financial statements end related eXhibits
~
0
l
Following statements
1
Statements listed in the attaohed index
1
1
Statements mentioned above
~_l__~___l______~
~cc:ompanying
~ooompanying

Total

27

27

Table 28 summarizes certain general oharacteristics (1, 5,
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6, 10, 11, 12, and 15) which should characterize the audit of the
township sohool treasurer's office.
Table 28.--Number of township school treasurer audit reports whioh
included certain general characteristios (1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, and
5) considered appropriate- for the sudi t report of the township
school treasurer for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
pharaoteristics

1963

1964

14

22

16

19

2'1

2'1

27

27

13

14

?tatement of opinion (5 and 6)

27

27

[rownship distributive fund audit (12)

12

13

~ownship

12

13

Comments and statistical c..Dta included in the
report (11)
Description of

Schoo~

District Numbers (10)

Description of Township School District (10)
~tatement

of audit investigation prior to the
audi t report (1.)-

~tatement

of cash or accrual basis of
accounting (15)

loanable fund audit (12)

For fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, every audit report
~xpressly

stated that an examination preceded the actual preparatio

Df the report (1). Every audit report stated that an opinion on the
~inancial

statements (5 and 6) was rendered. Every audit report

~dequately

~it,

described the township school district subjected to au-

but only sixteen reports described the local school districts

~ithin the township (10). Fourteen reports presented comments and
~tatistical

data (11). 'rwelve reports presented data on the town-
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ship loanable fund and the township distributive tund (12).

Thir~

teen reports expressly stated that the aooounting reoords are maintained on the oash basis ot aooounting (15).
For the seoond year under review, every audit report state
that an examination preoeded the audit report (1). Every audit reuort expressed an opinion (5 and 6). Every audit report desoribed
the township sohool .distriot whioh was audited

(10)~

Nineteen re-

ports desoribed the looal school districts (10). Twenty-two report
oontained oomments and statistioal data (11). Thirteen reports pre
sented data on the township loanable and distributive tund (12).
Fourteen reports stated that the accounting reoords are maintained
on the cash basis of accounting.
AUDIT PROOEDURES
Table 2g presents a detailed analysis of the more importan
and usual basio procedures pertormed in the audit investigation (1)
prior to the preparation ot the audit report.and specifically mentioned by the auditor in his report. As mentioned earlier, in Ohap
ter III, these procedures are those suggestad by the Local Governmental Accounting Committee ot the Illinois Society in the "Audit
Guidelines ot Financial Statements ot Illinois School Districts."
The data is presented under three major headings: General
Procedures, Internal Controls, and Audit Procedures. It is to be
noted that not every audit report contained a "Oomments" section.
Table

2~,

therefore, simply analyses the comments whioh were made
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Table 29.--De.scription of comments pertaining to the more important
and usual basic procedures performed during the audit investigation
(l) mentioned in a total of twenty audit reports for fiscal year
ended J"une 30, 1963·and in twenty-three reports for fiscal year ended June 30, 1964 of a total of twenty-seven reports.
comments
Genera~

Prooedures

Examination of Basic Accounting Paper
Examination of Recorded Transactions and
Documents
Periodic Review by Visitation during Fisoal
Year
. .
Proration of Expenses of Treasurer's Offioe
Review of Minutes of B~ard
Testing or Sampling (4
Township Treasurer's Bondedness

1963

1964

,

\6

7

10

12

5
3
9
2

6
5
10
12
3

14
9
9

16
12
10

7

Internal Controls
Cash Reoeipts
Cash Disbursements
Reconciliation of Bank Accounts
Imprest Systam of Petty Cash
Investments
Receivables
Tax Antioipation Warrants
Bonded Debt
Revenue
Expenditures
Special and Student Activity· Funds

6

10
3
2
2
12
12
1

7

13
1
4
7

10
10
1

Audit Procedures
Cash Receipts
Cash Disbursements
Reconoiliation of Bank Accounts
Imprest System of Petty Cash
Investments
Recei vables .
Tax Anticipation Warrants
Bonde.d Debt
Revenue
Expenditures
Speoial and Student Aotivity Funds

12
9
4
5
12
1
5

11
9
7

3

~4

10
10
4

12
1
3
12
,9
.'
:

·7

2

",
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by the auditors"relative to their investigation. No conclusions
should be proposed for those reports wherein the auditor was silen
about specific procedures employed in his investigation.
For fiscal year ended June 30,. 1963, twenty audit reports
contained comments relative to the more

~portant

and usual basic

procedures performed during the audit investigation. These com- .
ments are summarized in Table 29.

\

For the second year under review, twenty-three audit reports contained comments concerning the more

~portant

and usual

basic procedures performed during the audit investigation.
NORMATIVE CRITERIA
As stated and explained earlier, the independent auditor
has many criteria which guide his work and influence his opinion
on the financial statements. These oriteria have been developed by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the two
committees of the Illinois Sooiety previously referred to, and the
committee functioning within the State of Illinois which has prepared the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual

~

Local School

S stems. Tables 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 present various studies on
the statements made by the auditors in their reports concerning
the compliance with these [standards as determined through their
audit investigation.
The following selection explains the desirability of the
auditor's referenoe to the criteria provided by speoial regulatory

"

"
.'
. t~
,

,

,
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,. -

bodies, such as proposed in l'he Se-hool

~

2! Illinois and the

Illinois Financia.l Accounting Manual !2!:. Local School Systems:
Another type of problem arises with respect to nonprofit
organizations, such as municipalities, educational institutions, and hospitals, which may follow special accounting
practices evolved and recommended by representative bodies in
those fields. As indicated previously, ngenerally accepted accounting principles," as used in the short-form report, apply
to business enterprises organized for profit. Accordingly,
when the independent auditor is asked to report on financial
statements of nonprofit organizations, and if the statements
have been prepared in accordance with special practices promulgated by an authoritative body in that field which deviate
in important respect's from generally accepted accounting principles for business organizations, he should report that the
statements have been prepared in accordance with generally .
accepted accounting principles for universities, hospitals,
etc. However, in the authors' opinion the auditor's report or
the statements themselves should include explanations of the
character of the deviations trom generfoly aocepted·accounting
principles tor business organizations.
Table 30 presents information concerning the statements
made by the auditors in the scope section of their reports. Six
standards are analysed for the two years.
Table 30.--Auditors' references to normative criteria as stated in
the scope section ot the f:!uditreports for fiscal years ended June
30~ 1963 and 1964.
1963

Normative Criteria

1964
,-

,

Auditing Standards (2)
Tests of Accounting Records (4)
Auditing Procedures (3)
Specific Procedures (3)
The School Code of Illi!l(~·_ts (13)
The: Illinoi'SFInancial ;',;;-Z:ounting Manua1 for
Local School Systems T.I:4}
. 10r,enhart and D~.f'lies&, p. 89.

, 24
22
22

'3·
8

'I

25
' 26
23
3
6
7

:I'r' '~~", .
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For fiscal year ended June 30, 1953, twenty-four audit re~orts

made mention of auditing standards (2). In twenty-two cases

rtests of acoounting records (4) and general auditing procedurestZ~
were mentioned. In three oases specitic auditing procedures (3)
were 4escribed. The School

~

r:.:t,\~.!

£! Illinois (15) was ret'erred'to it

eight cases. The Illinois Financial Aocounting Manual
,

~

Local

~c-hool Systems (14) was mentioned in. seven reports.;,

For the second year under review, twenty-tive audit reportl
referred to auditing standards (2). Twenty-six reports mentioned
tests of acoounting records (4). In twenty-three cases general audi ting procedures (3) were mentioned. 'In three cases certain speci!tic procedures (3) were:described. The School Code S?!.. 'Illinois (13)
was referred to in six cases, and the Illinois Financiel Accountin.c
Manual !2!: Local School Systems (14) was mentioned in seven reports. ,
Table 31 presents intormation concerning the

s~atements

made by the auditors in the opinion section ot their reports. Four
standards are analysed for the two year study.
Table 3l.--Auditors' ref'erenoes to normative criteria as stated in
the opinion section of' the audit reports for tis cal years ended
June 30, 1953 and 1954.
Normative Criteria
A.ccounting Prinoiples (7)
.'
Consistenoy with Preceding Year (8)
The School Code of Illinois (15)"
.
~ Illinois-Frnencial Accounting Manual !2!.
Local ~chool Systems.. (14)
.

1965

1954

8
9
5

8

6
.,

7
4'

11

,.'

,
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For

risca~

.'~

-,'

year ended June 30. 1963. eight reports men-

tioned accounting principles (7}.,Nine reports stated that these
principles were applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year (8). Five reports made mention of !he School

~

£! Illinois (13). Six reports referred to the Illinois Financial
Accountins Manual !2!:. Local School Systems (14).
For the second year under review, seven reports referred
'.'J

to accounting principles (7). Eight reports stated that these principles were applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year (8). Four reports referred to the School Code of Illinois
(13) and eleven referred to the Illinois Financial Accountins Manu-

!!l

for Local School Systems (14).
As stated earlier, certain audit reports for both years

under study contained special comments relative to the

i~vestiga

tion which preceded the preparation of the audit report., In these
special comments, certain auditors included statements pertaining
to specific standards. Table 32 summarizes the comments made.
Table 32.--Auditors' references to normative criteria as stated in
the comments ,section of the audit reports for fiscal years ended
June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Normative Criteria
~

School Code

~ ~11inois

(13)

The Illinois Financial Accounting Manual
Local School Sy;stems (14)

1963

1964

5

4

3

5

~
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For fiscal year ended June 30. 1963, five reports made
~

.r.u.O.u.-1

School Code of Illinois (13) and three reports·made

of the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual !2! Looal
r:;.;;;;.;;....o_l Sys te!!S (14).
For the second year under review, four reports

men~loned

. School Code of Illinois (13) and five reports made mention of

===;;;;0,;.

I

Financial Accounting Manual for Local Sohool Systems.

Tables 33 and 34 have been prepared to highlight the trend
mentioning 'IDle School Code !r!. Illinois (13) and the Illinois
~=-

__~Aocounting Manual for Local School Systems (14) as norma
criteria •.
Table 33 indicates the number of township school treasurer
reports whioh mentioned

~

School

~

2! Illinois and

in which seotion of the report mention was made.
able 33.--Audi tors' reference to the School Code ot Illinois as a
t~ve criteri~nas stated in the-icope, opInIOn:-and comments
ection of the township school treasurer audit reports for fiscal
years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
of mention
Section·
pinion Section

1963

1964

8

6

5*

4*

~olude one report which mentions the SohoolCode of Illiboth in opUjion seotion and in comments sectlon.- --:- i

~5l

For

t'is:ca~

year ended June 30, 1963 ,ihe School

~

ot' .

Illinois was mentioned in seventee. distinct reports, and in one
ot the reports it Was mentioned twice. In eight reports it was
mentioned in the scope section; in tour reports it appeared in the
opinion section, and in tour reports it appeared in the comments
section. In one audit

re~ort,

it was mentioned in both the opinion

and the comments section.
For t'iscal year ended June 30, 1964,

\

fha

School

~

ot

/

Illinois was mentioned in thirteen reports, and in oneot the reports it was mentioned twice. In six reports it was mentioned in
the scope section. In three reports it appeared in the opinion
section and in the comments section. In one audit report, it was,
~entioned

in both the opinion section and in the comments section.

Table 34 summarize.s the number ot' audit reports which mentioned the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual ![£ Local Sehool
Systems and shows in which section ot the report the mention was
made.
For tiscal year ended June 30, 1963, the Illinois FinanciaJ
~c'counting

Manual ill Local School Systems was mentioned in titteeI

township school treasurer audit reports, and in one ot the reports
it was mentioned twice. In seven reports it was ment ioned in the
scope section; in tive reports it appeared in the opinion section,
:t",

and in two reports it'appeared in the comments section. In one audit report, it wes mentioned in both the opinion section and in th
comments section.
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Table 34.--,Auditors' reterence to the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual tor Local School Systems as a normative criterion as
stated in the scope, opinion, and comments'section 01' the township
school treasurer audit reports tor tis cal years ended June 30,
1963 and 1964.
'
Place 01' mention

1963

1964

,.

Scope Section

7

in*

Opinion Section
Comments Section

5*

*Include one report which mentions the Illinois Financial
Acoounting Manual tor Local School Systems in both the opinion
section and in the-COmments section
For the second year under review, the Illinois Financial
Accounting Manual !2!:. Locai Scho01 Systems was mentioned in twenty-two reports, and in one report it was mentioned twice. In seven
reports it appeared in the scope section; in ten reports it was
mentioned in the opinion section, and in tour reports it appeared
in the comments section. In one report, it appeared in both the
opinion section and in the comments se:ction.
Which township school treasurer's records are maintained
on the oash basis or the accrual basis ot accounting oan be readily ascertained from the titles ot the statements which are part ot
the individual

a~dit

reports. Nonetheless, an interesting part 01'

this study is a consideration of· the number 01' school district audi tors which mention the oash basis or the accrual
.

P"'~*8 01'

Jil,;'.~/.·."~';?" "-' .. /[,i

ac-

counting (9) explicitly in their audit reports. Prevlous"disous-

:

ion ot these two bases has been presented in Chapter I, Wii th the.
trong recommendation tor the accrual basis ot accounting voiced
the Committee on Standards ot Reporting ot the Illinois Society
Certitied Public Accountants.
Reterence to Table 16, Chapter IV, will indica~e that in
but two reports for tiscal year ended June 30, 1063 the terms,
or receipts and disbursements,were used in th8\titles ot sta
ts which contained intormation recommended to app':~ on the
tatement ot Receipts and Disbursements tor the cash basis ot acounting or on the Statement ot Revenue and Expenditures tor the'
crual basis ot accounting. One statement was entitled Statement
Fund Transaotions and Fund Balances. An analysis ot this statet disclosed the use ot the terms,receipts and expenditures, inbasis ot accounting was used. In the other
en~itled

Combined Statement of Revenues and Expendi-

the auditor clearly indicated that the township school
fS

records were maintained on the cash basis ot account-

, but that certain adjusting entries were made by the auditor
convert these records to the accrual basis ot accounting.
Table 16 also indicates tor tiscal year ended June 30,
that every audit report used the terms, cash or receipts and
disbursements, in the titles ot statements which contained intormtion recommended to appear on the Statement ot Receipts and Dis.~g~~c~ts

tor the cash basis ot

a~counting.
/'

Table 35 summarizes the number ot township school treasur-

,

(
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reports which make explioit mention ot the oash or the
accrual basisot accounting. (,)'~
Table 35.--Auditors' comments on the oash or the acorual :basis ot
accounting (9) as stated in the scope, opinion, or oomments seotion or the. township school treasurer audit reports for tiscal
years ended June 30, 1963 and ,1964~
or mention
oope Seotion,"
Opinion Section
Comments" Section
*Only one distriot audit report was presented on the accrua
basis o~ acoounting. j,lthoughthe books and records were maintaine
on the oashbasis, :the auditor adjusted the oash basis so as to
render his report on the accrual basis ot acoounting~
Fortisoal year ended June 30, 1963, there were sixteen
,

, . , ' ,

;,

audi t reports "i th suoh a oomment! The comment appeare' in the
scope seotion intbree reports; in the opinion seotion in twelve
reports, and in the comments seotion in one report •
..•..:

'

For the .econd year under review, eighteen audit reports
contained such a,

c~ent:

five in the scope section; eleven in the

and·two'in the comments section.
,;,'

'

LIMITATIONS, EXOEPTIONS It EXPLANATIONS It AND REOOMMENDATIONS
,An
analysis
.
.
,

or the audit'reports
tor the two years under
..
-

"

discloses certain comments made by ,the auditor which: (1)

lim1t~he

scope ot his investigation and report;

OS;'"
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describe failures,

ahor~-comings,

or exceptions to accepted prin- .

cipl.&s of accoUnting; (3) explain certain aspects of the audit inlnter~al

vestigation; or (4) recommend specitic changes in

eon-

troIs, in accounting praotioes. or in the reporting tunction. The
speCific comments mada by the' auditors in their reports 'are reoorded below. A~indicated in. Table' 36, tourteen audit raports con-'
tained a tota1 ot twenty-seven such comments tor ti~al year ended

f

'>,

June 30. 1963, 'and thirteen. reports oontained a total. otrthirty-

"

.

suoh oomments tor tiscal year ended lune 30, 1.964. :

~

:-

.,

"

Eight 11mi tations were reoorded tor tisoal year en~ed luna
1963, and eleyen were recorded tor the tollowing year.
"

;.'

The eight limitations Which appeared on seven ditterent/au.' ,>

dit report. in 1963 were these:
1 •. Deta11ed supporting vouohers and other dooumen ts support
oash 4isbu.rsements of Sch~ol,])iltriot No. ~ .ere uamined b1
another cpA, who haa issued an unqualified opinion and report.
2. We d1dnot examine reoorj. ot non-distriot tunds such'~a
Student Activities, Credit Unions, etc., as we did not consi4er
such

aot~viti~a

'3~

to be within the. scope of this

engagsaen~.

W. did not reter to payrolls, invoices, and other sup-·
,<'

"

,

porting data in the files ot th'e 8ohoo~ diatricts·~'~xc.Pt ~s to
_

Element'Uy . School District No.

~,

as to whioh we have made.

an audit&t that distriot's raquest. As to the examination 01t' sup,.

porting datareterred to aboy. in raspeot to the othe.r districts.
i

:

~:

.'"

.:

.

we haverelie4.oD. reports ot eXaminations ot other independent ao-

Table 56.--Summary of the number of township school treasurer audit reports which
oontained comments concerning limitations, exceptions, explanations, and recommendations for fiscal years ended June 50, 1965 and 1964.
c"

1

. Flsoal Year Ended June 30, 1964

,iscal Year Ended June 30, 1963.

i

Township
c

;

."

_

. ~4Z-H9 .
. ··T42-BIO
.. T42-R11
T42-B1.2
T42-B1.3
T41-RIO
T41-B11.
T41.-Rl.2
TG-1U3
T4l-Rl.4
T40-R1.2
T 4O-R 1.3
T39-R12
T39-B1.3
T38-B12
. T38-H13
T37-Bll
'f37-R12
I T37-R13
'f5'1-B14
I
T36-H1.2
T36-B13
: T36-B14
T36-R15
T35-R13
T35-R14
T35-R15
Totals

,.

iLimita- Excep- Explana- Becommenda- L1mita- Exoep- Explana- Becommenda:
; tiona. tions tlQns
. tions
-tiona
tions t'ions
tiona
~

].-

..

].

1

2

:r.

1
"

1

1

1

. .-

i.

~.

.1

.-

,

I

:1

I

2

~

"

2

"

].

...

~c

.. ,

3

1.

1
].

l.
1

1
'1

1.

'1

.,

l.
,.

!.i
c~

.;

':
.

....

c··

2

].
~>
«

,

2

-" " .

,>",>

,"

.

.

, '""'

J.

~

"."

..

'-~

-- ..

..

..-

,

5

~.-.

,,~

.-

. .-.

,,",

.

1

1

6

2

11

11

9

..

-

...,
Of
~

...

e

.

...

7

10

submitted to the Sohool

Treasurer~

4. W. did not examine reoorda ot non-distriot tunds such
"Student Aotivities" 'as we did not consider such activities to
ot our engagement.

5. A report ot our examination ot the Activity Fund. is beseparate cover.
6~

/

Our soope was limited in that we did not\verlty begin,

'

:

balances at July 1,1960 and prior, either-by tund
1';

in

total~

.,. We did not verity the District State Aid Claims because
examination providad by the State ot Illinois 'under Article
, Section a.;.:5~32 ot the Illinois School Code, as revised.
a.Beyond assuring ourselves that all liabUities accruing
year tor bond redemptions and coupons were paid to the
uthorizedPaying Agents tor the respeotive issues, we did not unan accounting tor payments made by the latter trom

The eleven limitations which appeared on seven. township'
treasurer audit reports in 1964 were these:
1. A separate examination was madeot the Aotivi ties and
Separate reports ot these examinations have been
ded to the School District.
'Z.Detailed supporting vouehers and. other documents supo'ash disbursements ot District

No~
.

who issued

~

-x
I.

were examined by

unqualitiedopinion and report,

exc.p~

,'158

aocountabi11ty ot tixed assets.'
3. No examination was made ot the tax rolls ot.the respeo- '
districts.
4. Attent10n is direoted to the taot that the township

chool treasurer maintains his books' on a ~ilah bas1a'andthat the
....,.,..,''"ts payable reported to the school treasurer-are, the,repres

ot the individual 80hool 41sctrictsand were'not.veritied'
, ,"5~We did not reter to payrona. invoices, and other supng data in the tiles ot the

s~hool

districts exoept :,as to _

U:U_':lI~'C'utary Sohool Distriot No • ...!.-. as to which we have made an

'au

at that"istrict's request. As to the examination ot support...

..

data re:terred to above in respect to the other dist1'1<;t8, we'
,-,::"'

.'

":.'.

.

,

'

·t~,

,:

reliedon'J:ep4trta ot examinat10ns by other independent ac.

ountants submit"d to the School ~asur.r.
/,

6~

-

-1""-"

Ouracope was limited in that we dtA not ,atistr our-

that the district balances attected by transactions prior
".

.

.

July I, l~USO were. tairly 8tated either by tund or in total.
.

".-.

7 .'!edid not verity the di8trict's State AidCa.1m.s be.

,"

e ot the examination provided by the B:tate otIllinois under

1. Section 2-3.32 ot the Illinois'School 00de,,8s revised~
8~ We did, not yerif1 the Imprest Fund of Diatricts.A.. and

nordid"everi1Y the Student Activity Fund ot District .L.
of. which.ere audited
~

by

other , 1ndependezi.t
CPA'.:
1"',
.
..
,,~

9. We did not eX8lJline the underlying 'docum~nts relating to
j

'j

1.59 ,:
the cash transactions in Distriot -lL, which was conducted by another independent CPA, whose report has been reviewed by us;
lO. We did not verity the budgets appearing on the districtts detailed reports.
11. Beyond assuring ourselves that all liabilities accruind during the year for bond redemptions and coupons were paid to
the authorized Paying Agents for the respective

i~sues,

we did not

undertake to make an accounting for payments,made by the latter
from such funds.
Only six exceptions were 'recorded for 'fiscal year ended
June 30, 1963, whereas nine were recorded for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1964.
The six exceptions which appeared on five different audit
reports in 1963 were these:
1.~

It was noted that in Dis,trict N9. -!... deposits of

$728.91 from sources other than Board Reimbursements were made to
the Imprest Fund. This practice is contrary to the Illinois School
Financial Manual.
2~

The internal control of cash, securities, and expendi-

tures maintained in the Office of the Township Tree.surer was found
to be satisfactory with the exception that the prescribed biennial
audits of the individual school' districts were not performed. We
"

have been assured by the Township Treasurer that these audits will
be made during the current year.
3. Cash receipts of school and student acti vi ties and lunc}

originate trmmnumerous sources and generally ,are not
aocoWiltiq control prior to recording in the acoounts.
possible, therefore, to determine independently that
amounts received had been recorded.
4~

With
the exception of District
.

x,
----..

.all
Working Cash
.
~

,

ot the several districts were at their respect.ive establishe
at June 30, 1963.
5~

\

Provision of the School Code (Chapter '"122, Section lO-

In our examination, we have found in many of the districts
,.

~

~

t the provisions
are not being carried out~ .,The
.
.. monthl7 report
d annual summary are not submitted to the Treasurer and the perto whom the expenditures are made' are not disclo~ed.
6~

The Imprest Funds of eaoh school district wer.e examined

d tound to be handled properly, exoepting certain school discta whioh did not return the funds to
The districts'. •
II

..L, 'and

the.Tr_urer·a.o:rtice~

~;

.-, ..

are' as; :tollows :...!..,

.~.

The nine' exceptions'w.hich·appeared in seven dirterent aui

t;

.

reports in 1.964 were these:
.f

i~

In returning the above (imprest) :tunds to the Treasur,

. ,..

,

~

"'J~':':"''l~'

s prior to June 30, 1.964 the $22,675 .was incorrectlyael1ted to
><'

.'

,;i .

Special, Activities,'account
instead .ot to the Treaaui-cn"'s
ac.
.
~

~

.

These tundS have now been transferred' to the Treasurer's
i

.

"(,

,"',", 1

Oaehreceipts
ot activities and lunch programs' origi::.'."

trom numero.us sources and generally are not subjeot· to 8.0.inS oontro1 prior to recording in the acoounts. It Was not
ssible, theretore, to determine independently' that all amounts
ceived had bean recorded.
3. Contr.ol over and intormation in support ot tixed'
Distriot No.

~

as~ets

and prior to July I, 1947 in District No. -!I

not been maintained since the creation

ot

th~ districts.

4; In our opinion, exoept tor acoountability over tixed
the statements are fairly

r.presentative~

S.'. Oash receipts ot school and student activities'811d
progfams originate trom numerous souroes and generally are
subject to

accountingc~ntrol

prior to recording in the'ao-

not poas.ible, the.retore" to determine· independentl,all· amounts' reoeived had been reoorded.
6.' Provision at the School Co'de (Ohapter 122, Seotion 10.~'.'
N '

In our exam.inat,ion, 'fle have tound in many ot the districts
t these previous provisions are not being oarried,

out.~

The

thly report and annual summary are not submitted to the Tr ...·,""'~LL
persons to whom the expenditures are 'made are not dis-

7. During the course

ot

our examination, we noted that the

..L

not returned to the full

was

at the tund to the Treasurer's ottice at the end ot the
8. School Distriot ·No • .L bs not handled the Imprest

I'

"
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correotlj~. The tund

haa not been clos:ed out tor more than one

9~ During the year under review, the County TreaslUer ot

ook County made an erroneous payment to the 'township Treasurer in
he amount ot$46,322.71. Thos'amount is being held in.reserve
sett1emeD.t~

.I. total ot two

eXPlan~tions were recorded

t&r

tisoal year

June 30. 1963, and a total ot seven were reoorded' tor the
econi

year~

/

The two explanations which appeared on two diiferent audit
in 1963 were these:
..'"

:~

,

1. In accordance with the treasurer's consistent practice

t reoording interest inoome at the time investments 'are purchased,
:: .t'

nterest.income ill the amount ot $'13,800 not yet received/at June
~

!t

"

'

0, 1962 was included in cash receipts tor the yearended.Tune 3'0,
,

,

"

962 and is not inoluded in the year ended June 30, 1963 •.
~.

.

.

2. Our e:xeminatiG>n ot the cash disbursements made ,by the
.
.
.
.
.
.
ownship School Treasurer
tor Sohool District Nos.' i ~·..
x,'
:
.
.
'

x,

~~,~

. '

.

and

-x

High School • •.

~

consisted ot tests to determine tha

disbursements' and the accounting distribution thereot wer's
upported by orders issued by the respective 8choolboard8~
The seven explanations' which appeared on ,.'ix dlttelrent aureports in 1954 were theae:
1; It will be noted on'Schedule .111-1
that the III illO is.
.
-.
unioipal.lletirement and Bond Fund tax rates deTeloped by Oook and
. .~ ~'~.. ,

",

~

.,,'

"

'

'

"\~ ~

' .

'
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cHery counties appear high~ These counties apparently overlooked

he assessei valuation otmerged District No.

-x

in their computa

2. The accounting reoords are maintained on a oash receipt

disbursements basis. InterimEsta.tements tor operating purposes
re prepared on a· cash basis. However, supplemental records were

.

,

utticient to enabla us to prepare theiaccrual Balence Sheet in·luded herewith! as .Exhibi t A.~
·3. Fixed asset values shoWn on the balance sheet have been
'..~

"

,

..

A

,

uilt up by' accumulating oosts since July 1, 1946, excluslve ot' •
... ,

,I

-

under the Sfate Bental Program;
" r,·

. ,.:

4~ Bec~use. the Seh~ol DiStriot Funds ~•.~ maintained by the
reEl-surer· sr'. kept on a cash basia, the statements

presente~

here-

do notretlectany accrued income or 'accrued expenses;
5. Inaceordance with the treasurer's consistent practice
recording interest income at'the time investments ere purchased,
nterest inoome in the amountot $4,526 not yet received'.t June
0, 1964 was included in cash receipts tor the year endect:June 30,
.'

6~

Because the School District Funds as maintained by the

reasurer are kept on a cash baSis, the statements presented herenot retleotany
a.ccrued income .or accrued expenses.·
. "'
",-

7'~

;Our examination

ot the oash disbursements made by the

ownship Schoel· Treasurer tor School Districts No., ..L,:iX ,. ..L,.
"'

,,'. •

'

: ' .

and ,L. High School.

~.

•

..,:W"

..

consisted ot te,ststo· determine tha
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such disbursements and the accounting distribution thereot were
supported by orders issued by the respective school boards.
A total ot eleven recommendations were recorded tor fiscal
~963

ear ended Jurie 30,
follow~ng

and a total ot ten were proposed for the

year.

The eleven :recommendations which apped'ed on two difterent.
audit reports in 1.963 were these:

,\

1. It is suggested that the balance carried in the account
ith local. depositaries be raduced to at least a maximum balance
of $10,..000.00 in each district bank account for protection under
Federal. Insurance accorded depositors in said banks.
2~

It is suggested that a legal opinion be obtained as to
.

the legality ot usingW'orking Cash Fund mone.y for loans to funds
,

.

of the Distriot other than the Educational and Building

Fund~.

3. Itia again suggested that the First Seourity lrust and
avings

eank, ~,

Illinois, who are the

issues tor School Districts
,

-x

p~ying agen*s tor certain

---,

and x. be intor.med that all

paid and oancelled bonds and ooupons, should be r.eturned to the
ownship School. ';'rf:tasurer as soon as praetical. so that his recorda
.
are kept current.
4~

We again wish to stress the importance ot proper ac-

count coding in order to compile accurate reports in aocordance
ith Instructions as stated in the Illinois Financial Accounting
anual pertaining to

schools~

.

5. Attention is directed to the provisions ot the School.
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ode pertainillg to inter-tund loans wherein it is. stated t~t the'
nly loans authorized between Funds are those made bet_ea the
orking Oash Fund, the Eduoational Fund and the Building Fund.
6~ Oonsideration should be given to the installation.ot

ontrolled cash regist.ers to, record sales in the cateteria, booketo.
7. Cash reoeipts tor the sale otmillt shoub.be.remitted

ntact to the Towaahlp
Saho~l Treasurer~ At the present time the
.
.
: -':,{
.
\

,

trom milk sales is being retained and used tor ,the' 'purchase
oream and supplies for varl<1>us school parties" '.,
A cash oontrol. ledge:!' card should be maintained

8~

J

.that

80

d1striot can at all times be apprised ot the cash balance in.'
several tunds on

depo~i t

with the School Treasurer ~ ' .

:,~

, 9. Reoe1pts ot district tunis as well '8.S d1ab~seD.ents
•

'·f

"

",

;

hould .be reoonoiled monthly with the School Treas~i.no~only by
d totals .but b,. the individua1 major categories provided by the
anual ot~ooounting
tor Schools~
,
.
.

:...

.....

, 10. Al.l· diatriot minutes to be considered "otfioial" shoul
J

<

....

instances be properly si.&4 by the:iTesident and; Secretary
Board otEducation.
11. Although we· did not make the audit ot the Stu(en"t Aoi vi ty Fund tor ,this
district (...--',
"x') ,we have noted that .laid Ao~

.)

.

..

. , ' ,

~

~

iv1ty tundsarebeing retained and used as a pett7eash tund tor
district purposes; and 1n .addition these tund.are b.lH·
"'f"

•

,.

,

iVA,

- :'"

f

.advanoe. sums ot. money to teachers and other personnel tor

J-66.
ravel., oonventions, etc. We believe that these procedure's should'
a discontinued. A petty cash tund can be established trom the reolving tund maintained by the District.
The ten reoommendations which appeare4 on two ditterent
reports in 1964 were thase:
l~

We again wish to repeat and direct attention to the im-

ot proper account coding in order to oompil'8'~ccurate reaccordanoe with instructi(')ns as stated in the

=-=-=-.

l'" .

inancial Accountins Manual pertaining to schools •
. 2~ Checks returned to .the local. depositary bank trom

001-

actions made at the school districts tor "Not Suttici.ent Funds."
he non-recovery of these

N~

S. F. ohecks represents a loss ot re-

enue to the school district. It is imperative that steps be taken
o insure that these N. S. F. oheoksare made good and that such
ransactions be kept to a minimum', it possible, perha)s by attach·.
penal ty oharge.
3. It has been noted during the course ot our examination
the operating cash funds ot some School Districts appear to
e insutficient in meeting theop.rating and other required exenditures torthedistriot with the result that additional tunds
required trom the sale ot tax antiCipation

warl"~nts. This deti

tinancing, in our opinion, can be eliminated ,witlithe establis
ent ot a Working
a.sh Fun.d or. increasing the present working cash
. '
~

>

'.

unds by'aespeOial. tax levy provided

sPeciticall~

done',11I. several other sohool districts.

\'

t
I

~
',; \

"\.

"

for this purpose

,

,
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4. It is recommended that all district orders presented to
the Township School Treasurer tor payment be issued to the particular pay.. and not to the Township Sohool Treaaurer and that thos
orders covering a list of approved bills be made oa\

aa follows:

"pay to the orler of individual payees as listed •• ',
5. In 'addition. it is further recommended that the full
, name, of the payee be shown at allt1m.es on distriot orders and not
"Mr. Jones" or "Mrs. Jones" as was ,disclosed by our examination.
6. It is sUggested that more care be exeroisedby t~e respective. school districts to adhere to the instructions given as
te> coding outlined by the Finencial'A.~counting Manual issued by
the Office of the Superinte.ndentof Public' In8truction~,
7. A. cash control leaser card should be maintained so
.

-

.

tha~

,

the district can at all times be 'apprised of the cash balance in
the s.everal tunds on deposit with the School Treasurer.
8. All DistrictMinut •• 'to' be considered "official" should
,

'.

in all inst'ances be properly signed by the President and ,Secretary
the Board of

E4ucation~

9.Consideretion should be given to the inste.l.letien of
,\

controlled' cash registers to record sales of theoaf.te~ia, booketc.
I.O>~ Internal oontrol would, be improved itaeparate UARCO

machineawere used so that continu1:"y of receipts' can be .' Q~~rolle
•

tor both ,student activity purposes and for school
reported to the Township School

~::~ .~,.~.: <:~": .
distrio,~~;~dS
c.' _

",

Treasurer~

.; i

CHAPTER VI
THE CONTENT OF AUDIT REPORTS
INTRODUCTION

In presenting the analysis 01" the tinancial data which the
independent auditors have included in their audit teports tor the
~wo

years under study, a threetold approaoh has been seleoted.

The content 01" the audit reports will be discus.sed under these
three 'headings: (1) an analysis 01" the financial intormation whioh
should appear on those statements reoommended by the Local Governnental Acoounting Committee 01" the Illinois Society 01" Certified
Publio Aocountants; (2) a study 01" the many and varied other ana.l.yses, details, exhibits, sohedules, statements, and summaries
"hich the independent auditors inoluded in their audit reports;
9.nd (3) a review 01" the responses made by the independent auditors
)n the questionnaires whioh were submitted as part 01" the audit

r-equirement.
Previous ret"erenoe. has been made to the fourth tinding 01"
~he

Oommittee on Standards 01" Reporting 01" the Illinois Sooiety,

lllhat 1fthe scope and style 01" the reports varied to such a degree
~s

to pose a considerable review problem tor any authority charge;d

rvith the responsibility 01" appraising the quality 01" reports."l
.

lLetter trom Harry I. Grossman, p. 4 •
. 16.8

lthough the 'term, content, does not appear in the wording ot this
finding, a study otthe questionnaire developed as pert ot the
Committee:' a s.tudy reveala that tourteen ot the thirty-four items
were ooncerned, either directly or indirectly. with the content ot'
the audit

reports~

This questionnaire appears as part ot Appendix

II. Itemsnumberetd trom 19 to 32 sre the tourteen. questions:which
~~

,.

jc

speciticallyregard the content of the reports. Ar.viewot the
responses to the.ae tourteen items Will indicate such 'a h1gh degree

ot variance that one might conclude that the content ot the report
also posed/a "considerablerevie. problem."
As areault of this

t1nding~

the Committee onStandsrds ot

eporting otthe
Illinois Society reoommended
the preparation of
.
.
a model. report torm which would serve as a guide, to the sohool dia
triot auditors in the preparation ot the audit reports. In keeping
with the traditional appealot the Amerioan Insti tut. o:tCertitied
PubliOAccountants/against the excessive unirormity in aUditing

.

procedures, the Local Governmental'Aooounting Committeeot the Il;,

linois Sooietystressed the use ot the model' audi t repOrt drafts

,

r

.'.

.

as a guide to the auditor and not e:ri:nJ:>a~itut. for the auditor's
"','

'.

<

•

individua~ jUdglant in t~e oonduct of the audit orin the :prepara-

tion of the/~udit repor",.2
Gor4on N. Arlett' s 1.962 study ot Calitornia sohool district audit programs reported that ~the tormat ot",Oalifornia au2Letter trom. Robert L. Ooker. p~ l'~

70 ,',

ditsdoesnott'acilitate e.ud1t oomparisons or,

analysis)~3'~nd

he
I,

recommended/a study "or the advisability '?tadopt1nga more standard tormat tor the annual audit report."4

.

Robert ,.W .Zondler· s study 111 the' ssme year 01' the audit"
program. inLo8 J.ngeles County
o

reoo~ended
that
"the.sc~pe
.
'
"
c·,.· .. ' . :
'

quiradcontent 01' the audit and the audit
panded. ~5
.

~thOUgh
thi~
"

and reex-

report~,~,.)e

apparentlY"s'~.~a8edon
. ", t.

recommendation
.
'

i

.'

hi

rindins~ot the pre8(~'loe or absence 01" only eight :.oriter1.~inthe
.
.

.'~

,

; '

:~'\".::'"

~;

seventy-six' audit reports which he1nvestiga~edt' he,'doea,Brpe
. to
".,
.

ii""

8.

"

~

.

,

"re,quired oontent" or' the aud1trepdr-ts~
, The recommendations 01' these three studies
,

,

.

detinite det1ciencyin the. audit'i>reports tor those school di8·,"

tricta which aerved as the basis:"Of' the
.studies. ',This
det'icienc7
' .
..
~

{

could be ,'termed a laek
otunitormltyin the contentot.the
audit
,
.
..
.

.

~

~

'"

reports; '81'en'though thereoCDlDlen4ationa ~ere tor:' (ll~a 'udel
.

audit report; (2)
,

tent~

,

',I,

B

" ' , /~~:f.'·,· .:_~,:r:'l·~:\:'. ~
and (3),' a ,ret.u1red

illoreatein~~~tormat;

:.;;'.?~

"'!

'.>";'"'

'

The ,true b:':;ort 01'. th,as:e recommendations: is be;~under
stood in the context 01' what, the experienoed accountant;~d auditow know about the \,;.uirorm practices which are
to b,eob.8rved . in
" . ' :
.

,,' ,:

"),

,

~,.'

,

the accounting anci aud! ting tunctiw tor cODUller:ci'":lrClll:terprises.

~GOrclon.N~.f.1ol~tt~'

:p.

'19~

"Ibid. t p~ ,:148~ "

"5B~bert :':'i'z;~ndler,' p~" 6~~

"
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as well as in the preparation. of financial statements and reports';'
,:l
!i
1P0r such business organizations. The experienced accountant and
~udi tor

know the many improvements which have resulted in the pre-.

'paration of financial statements from the joint efforts of professional organizations and governmental agencies. Simply stated, uniPormity of accounting practice and financial reporting for commer~ial

institutions does exist, and continued efforts'are being made

1V0 foster even gres.ter e dvances, as the following, statement shows:
The authors by no means suggest that progress in the development of more useful financial statements should cease.
Management and independent public accountants will continue to
strive for improvement in form and content of data furnished
.
to stockholders. 6
Robert L. Leonard admits of the nee.d for continued re~earch.

In contrast',ing the highly developtld system of accounting

practice as found in business organizations with that of governmenlJal agencies', he concluded that: "Government. today needs a system
pf financial management as efficient as that enjoyed by big busip,ess, and administered as competently ~ ,,7 He outlined three steps
Por the. improvement of governmental accounting: "Improve internal
pontrol; bring into government more competent accountants; and reuce the cost, where possible, of the accounting function. ,,8
Russell Taussig proposes the over-all improvement of go~ernmental

financial reports when his research disclosed that:

6Lenhart and Defliese, p. 97.
7"
~

"

.

.',

Robert I.. Leonard, "Accounting Needs of Local Government,"
Journal s:.! Accountancy, '" (November, 1959), p., 57.
8 Ibid' .. 'P. 58.
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"Expansion instate and local governmental operations has·
been,one ot,the most signiticant teatures ot the U. S. economy
in the postwar period • • • • Th~s growth has been attended by
increasing . cri ticism ot governmental accounting, particularly
. published reports. "9
' '. . .
.
These recommendations likewise take on greater sigaiticanc
hen related to the ever-increasing high quality ot the aooounting
nd auditingtunction tor governmental units.,Throu.ghthe etforts
,

f the National Oommittee on Gover.waental Aocountingot the

\

Muni~

ipal Finance Otticers Associationot the United States and Canada
nd it~ advisory oommittees, representative ot nineothe~ major
protessional'issociations one ot1lhich is the American Institute

0

ertitied P.ublio Acoountants, a high degree ot uniformi tyha5 been
Ohieved.IO.;n

1t~I~51Pu~~ioatlon,

Municipal Aocounting and !!!-

ditin '. pri]loiple8 andproceduresitor the aooounting, budgeting,

and! reporting

tunctions: ot sovernmentalUD,i t8 were pro-

The susgestions ottered'bythe Committee resardins munioiaudi tprocedure. cen'tered.around these tour areas ot ,conoern;
,

,

auditing standards; (2) the soope of a general audit;.(3) the
ontentot the audit'report;and(4) the suggested, detalled audit
to be employed in the general aUdit~ll .
. taussel.l: Taussig, "Governmental Acoounting$FWldJ'1owor
ervice,east?" !!l!Accountins Review. XXXVIII, (July~l963)'tP~562

l~unioipal

Accounting end Audit inS', .

llIb1d.i·!p·,,~H.;·

···.'~1.·~:I:.,:0~)~i;·;~A~'.·

.

I

"'L

JL73

Just as there is a marked similarity between the

Committe~
.

:,

position and that of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac·
countants on the entire auditing function, so is there to be observed in the auditing philosophy of the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society in its model audit report drat'u and guidelines for the school district auditor a

defi~

,

.. ~~;

nite dependenoe on the position of the National Committee on Governmental Acoounting of the Munioipal Finanoe Officers Assooiation.
This interdependence and agreement of professional assooia
tions on the recognition of problem areas and on the approaches to
solutions should result in the upgrading of the auditing funotion
for school distriots, just aa their combined efforts have affecte.d
the improved auditing prooess for governmental
A word of oaution is proPQsed

~Y

units~

Arthur N. Lorig against

the imprudent use of the recommendations of professional assoeiations:
Even the reoommendations of authoritative accounting bodies should not be followed blindly. It is always appropriate
and wise to seek to know why a procedure should be followed.
It is possible that a procedure useful to many gove~nments may
not be advantageous to others and hence a wasteful activity
for this latter group. • • • Accounting is merely an art - a
tool for providing useful information. Governmental accountants should constantly look at their work critically and realistically and be ever ready to make changes where improved
results or efficiency would follow. 12
l2Arthur N. Lorig, "Suggested Improvements in Go~ernmental
Aacounting,,· !h! Acc:ountins Review, XXXVIII, (October, 1963) p'.
759.

1'14

.A.l1 analysis.ot thetinancialdate. presented lnan audit ot

a commercial enterprise or a governmental unit would disclose a
re.therhighdegree otunitormtty in the contentotauo~ audit reports. Such aatudy would point

up

many ditterenoes,in tlie torm

and thesoopeot,the audit reports.' depending on'tlle<terms ot·the
auditor t a contract'and the limitations ot thea~dit~'ilnvestlgatlon.
t

• ,

,

_.,'

,

' ~,

_,

~,

_.;

.;;

,

" . ",~, .~' ,

.,'

'

,

How.ver,:the oontent ot the audit report,

. ;1:'

,,'.

";' <

~.

,

statement\;'by,~,at~tement,

'\.;

T,.':; "

would 'obv'iously:tollow the major recommendatlonsot,;:th.~_ric8.n
,

i,

.,'

lasti tute .ot Certitied Public Aco'ountants tor theoo~rc1.al'· en"Co

'

'

•

•

)

,

~

-

:

terpriseand'thesuggestiQns
ottheliunioipal:Finanoe,()t'tl"er~~Aa~
~
~
~
.f
>.... .

.

.....

,',-

;'.'

,

soc4.atlon ot.,the'O'n,it." Sitatea an:d"ana~ tor the' govetmaental,u-.
nita.

.

;.'

"

.,';.

However,,: sinoe the reoommendations ot the,LocaleJoyernmen"

'tal Aooountlng Committee ot the Illinois Societytor.:the';·"ontent
.
,

"

"

"

"

,

ot the sohool distriot audit ,wlth1J1the Stawot
Illl11oie,have
bee
.
.
.
.

so

reoently·prep~ed'

"

: this 'pr,e$entstudy will oonoern,it,seltwith

an analysisot,'the ,content ot .isuOh audit reports tor:,th"·tiso~
year, ended prior to the preparation ot. the
.(

reoommendat~o,na

and tor

i- " '

~

the· tisoali~ar'endedsubsequent to their preparat1.nan~ publioation~
.,."

''rhe ,;intormat10n

1nTable 37 is presented ,to"point out the

manner .in,whioh·theindependent auditors "hevetitled'a'nd,olassi- .
tied' thetinanclEl1'statements included ,in :the audit:repcirts.
A
,
~

\

;,.".,..1

total ot'slx'd1tterent'terms
have beenused-1nthe audltreports,:
...
.
"

'

",

-'

analys es ~'~\deta11.; .:mib its, soliedules •. stat.men ta. ·,and. 8umm.ar~e as ;

1'15

but only three appear in the model audit report drafts: exhibits.
schedules, end statements. From a study of the content of all six
forms of presentation, it is obvious thet many of these terms may
be and are used interchangeably, though no pattern of use of these
terms can be determined. Only om of the terms has been defined in
the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual

~

Local School Systems.

A schedule is defined therein as a supporting, explanatory, or
supplementary analysis accompanying or supporting an aocount or
statement. 13
The intent of the Looal Governmental Accounting Committee
of the Illinois Sooiety seems to be

that:~(l)

a statement repre-

sents the grouping of related accounts for a specifio purpose;
(2) a schedule presents an analysis which supports or explains an
account or a statement; end (3) en exhibit is

8

generio term

,

whioh is used to refer to e statement or schedule, when numbered
according to some pattern.
Accordingly, analyses, details, and summaries seem to be
synonymous with schedules, tor they serva the same purpose as a
schedule. Each exhibit could and perhaps should be fUrther classified as either a statement or a schedule, but for the purpose ot
reference, the term, exhibit, would still be used in much the seme
manner as a page number, table number, or chart number.
l3Illinois Financial Aooounting Manual, p. 129.

Table 37.--Number of analyses, details, exhibits, schedules, statements, and summaries, totals of each for all districts, and total of all for each district, as
contained in audit reports for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
~iscal Year Ended June 30, 1963

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964

Township

Ex~a~ De~y- tails hi-

Ex- Sche- State Sum- ToSehe- State- SUm- To- Ana- Dedu1es menta ma- ta1s 1y
tails hi- du1es ments ma- ta1s
ses
ries
bits
bits
ries

ses
T42-R9
T42-RI0
T42-Rll
T42-R12
T42-R13
T41-RIO
T41-Rl1
T41-R12
T41-R13
T41-R14
T40-R12
T40-R13
T39-R12
T39-R13
T38-R12
T38-H13
T37-R11
T37-R12
T37-R13
T37-R14
T35-R12
T36-R13
T35-R14
T36-R15
T35-R13
'1'35-R14
T35-R15
To·ta1.s

5
3
5
23

8
5
8

4

8

4
8

1
8

17
7
30

4

2
4
2
30

4
1
2
2
10
7
12
4
1
4
19
2
25
17
70

10
10
1
149

32
3
4
248

7
·23

-

14
1
10

6
1
1
10

4
3
5

1

5

2
10
1
4
10

6

:;
1
18

26

106

5
4
8
12
5
4
8
1
1

13
8
13
28
16
12
17
11
34
14
39
8
17
17
54
15
13
28
19
5
30
25

8
5
2

3

8

3
10
4

30
24

12
6
1
1
22

6

2.

8
7

2
30

40

109

21
6
4
4
2
1

16
7
2
8
10

,

p-OO
6

45
1 l5
5
60 60'7

5
2
28
25

2
4
1
30
20
8
10
1
159

14
18
3
4
5
29
2
22
25
72

1
10
1
1
1
4
2
2
1
2
24
6
2.
8

1
1
15

32
2
3
284

1.
83

13
8
30
29
20
-12
22
11
34
8
40
9
18
17
71
1.7
16
31
29
5
26
35
102
42
40
15
4
705

t-J

...:J

m

For fiscal year ended June

30~

1963, a total. of eighteen

analyses, twenty-six details, 106 exhibits, 1.49' schedules, 248
statements, and sixty summaries

was~

found in the audit reports,

for a total of 60'1' such presentations.
For the second year under review, a total of thirty analyses, forty details, 109 eXhibits, 159 schedules, 284 statements,
and eighty-three summarie.s lfaa'e round, for a total or 705 such
presen'tations.
STATEMENTS RECOMMENDED IN MODEL AUDIT REPORT DRAFTS
The two dratts of the model audit reports, entitled rtIlli~ois

School District No. 100 Audit Report," one tor the cash basis

of accounting and the other for the aecrual basis, will serve as
~he
r\

guide for the first analyses of the contents of the audit re-

ports under review.
The first statement which appears for the cash basis of
accounting is entitled the Statement of Assets and Liabilities
Arising from Cash Transactions. The corresponding statement for
the accrual basis of accounting is entitled "Balance Sheet - All
!Funds."
Tabla 38 is arranged in such a manner as to indicate in
Column

~

the'account titles as they appear on the Statement of As-

sets and Liabilities Arising from Cash Transactions. Column 2 pre•

'c:v'

sents the number of township school treasurer audit reports wh10h
contained information of the individual accounts for fiscal year
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ended June 30, 1963,

an(~

column 3 presents the information tor

fiscal year ended June 50, 1964. It should be noted that not all
audit reports for the two years contained a statement bearing this
title. For fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, no statement had this
exaot title. For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, two statements
were so entitled.
Table 38.--Number of t(Y';lship school treasurer audit reports whiob
contained asset and lia~ility account information as recommended
to appear on the Statemant of Assets and Liabilities Arising from
Cash Transactions for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Account Titles

1963

1964

25
21

26

2

1
3

1
1.
2

3
2
1

25

27

Assets
Cash
Investments
Inter tunGI Racei vable s
Land, School BUilding, Equipment

25

o

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Tax Anticipation Warrants
Interf'und Payables
Payroll Deduotions Payable
Fund B8lanoe

.For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963,. twenty-five audit reports presented a cash and fund balance amount; twenty-one

report~

showed investments; two showed intertunds receivable and payroll
deductic:ris payable; one report presented information on tax anticipation warrants and intertund payables. No reports presented information on fixed assets: land, school bUilding, or equipment.

(

~79

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, twenty-six reports
contained a cash account; twenty-five reports showed the investments aocount; only one report showed an interfund receivable;

and

three reports presentad information on f'ixe.d assets. Three reports
showed intormation on tax anticipation warrants. Two reports indioated the amount of interfund payables; one report showed a payroll deduction payable;

[~nd

all reports showed a tund balance ac-

count.The next statement which appears for the cash basis of accounting is entitled the Statement ot Receipts and Disbursements
and Comparison with Budget. The oorresponding statement for the
accrual basis of accounting is entitled Stat,ement of Revenue and
Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance.
It should be noted that the model audit reports present
identioal statements for the following funds whioh are maintained
by the township school treasurer for the sohool districts within
each township: the educational, building, munioipal retirement,
and transportation funds. In addition, the model audit report
drafts for the cash basis of accounting contaim; similar statements tor these 'additional funds: the bond and interest fund and
the working oash fund. Under both bases of accounting, on both
model audit report drafts, identical statements of cash receipts
and disbursements are presented for the student kotivity funds.
In an etf'ort to avoid muoh unneoessary duplication'., and to
'

simplify this phase of the study, the individual funds maintained

r
\
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loy the township sohool treasurer for the looal sohool districts
will not be studied. Rather, as indioated by the oontent of Table
:39, all. tunds will be studied together, and information will be
~resented

to indicate the number of township sohool treasurer's

audit reports whioh contain information whioh is reoommended to appear on the Statement of Reoeipts and Disbursements, regardless of
the number of individual funds maintained.
~able

39.--Number of t~wnship sohool treasurer audit reports which
contained information as reoommended to appe.ar on Statement of Receipts. end Disbursements for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and
1964..

A.ccount Titles
Beginping Balance
~eceipts

.

Revenue Receipts
Non-Revenua Reoeipts
Disbursementis
Operating Disbursements
Non-Operating Disbursements
Ending Balance

1963

1964

26

27

27

27

12
11

16
16

23

27

15
13

15
15

23

27

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, the audit reports of
twenty-six township school treasurers showed beginning balances
and twenty-three showed ending balanoes. A.l1 twenty-seven showed
receipts and twenty-three showed disbursements. Twelve reports
classified oertain receipts as revenue reoeipts end eleven 01assified oertain reoeipt

,:, non-revenue. Fifteen reports. olassified
~'---------------_--J
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disbursements, as operating disbursements and thirteen classified
certain disbursements as

non~operating.

For the second year under review, all twenty-seven reports
showed a beginning balance, receipts, disbursements, and ending
balances .. Sixteen reports distinguished between revenue and nonrevenue receipts, and fifteen reports did the same for operating
and non-operating disbursements.
Table 40 summarizes the Statement of Receipts and Disburse
ments still further. In both model audit report drafts, a supplementary statement is presented which classifies in detail the
major acoount classifioations which appear in the disbursements
/

section of this statement. The recommended title for this statement is Statement of Disbursements and Comparison with Budget. As
an illustration, the acoount title, Administration, whioh would
appear on the Statement of Reoeipts and Disbursements reappears
on the Statement of Disbursements as a control aocount, made up of
these subsidiary acoounts: salaries. contractual services, supplies, stationery, and other expense. For eaoh of these subsidiary
aooounts, both budgeted and actual figures are shown, as they were
shown for the control aocount on the Statement of Receipts and
Disbursements.
Tabl.e 40, therefore, summarizes the number of township!
school treasurer audit reports which contained additional information on the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements and the Statement of Disbursements.
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Table 40.--Number of township sohool treasurer audit reports which
contained additional information as recommended to appear on the
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements and the Statement of Disbursements for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Additional Information

1963

1964

Detailed Statement of Disbursements:
Included in Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
Appeared as a Separate Sohedule
Total of Suoh Statements

6

5

10

16

16

21

27

10

27
8

6

1

Other Data regarding Both Statements:
Use of Specific Account Titles
Use of Ao'count Numbers
Oomparison of Budget with Actual

For fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, a total of sixteen
audit reports oontained a detailed Statement of Disbursements, and
ten of these appeared as a separate schedule; the remaining six
were inoluded in the Statement of Reoeipts and Disbursements.
Moreover, the audit reports for only six township sohool treasurers oompared aotual receipts and disbursements with budgeted figures. All twenty-seven reports showed specific aooount titles for
each receipts and disbursements acoounts, whereas only ten audit
reports presented the aooount number for the aocounts, although
the use of the aooount number is not required in terms of the reoommendations of the model audit report drafts.
For the seoond year under review, a totel. of twenty-one
audit reports oontained a detailed Statement of Disbursements:
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five of these W&re included in the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements, and sixteen appeared as separate schedules'. The audit
~eports

for seven township school treasurers compared the actual re-

peipts and disbursements with the budgeted figures. All twenty-se~en

reports used account titles for each receipt and disbursement,

but only eight reports used account numbers.
Table 41 summarizes the number of township school treasurer
~udit

reports which presented information relativ& to Student Ac-

:vivity funds for the two years under review. Section 10-20.19 of
~

Sehool

~

M.. Illinois authorizes the establishment of such

f'unds:
It shall be lawfuli for the school board by resolution to
establish revolving funds for school cafeterias, lunch rooms,
athletics, petty cash or similer purposes. provided such funds
are in the custody of en employee who shall be bonded as provided in Article 8 of this Act for bonding school treasurers
and who shall be responsible to the board and to the treasurer
subject to regular annual audit by licensed public accountents
and other such examinations as the school board shall deem advisable and kept in accordance with regulations prescribed by
the Superintendent of Public Instruction.~4
Table 4l.--Number of township school treasurer audit reports which
contained information on Student Activity funds for fiscal years
ended June 30, 1963 end 1964.
r.rype of Data
bwnership of Funds Explained

1963

1964

1

2

4

4

2
1

1
3

Information
Presented as:
,
Separate Schedule.
Included in Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
Specifically exclUded from Scope of Audit
..L~Illinoi8t

~chool

.Q.ode of Illinois, 1963, p. 93.
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For fiscal year ended dune 30, 1963,

twenty~audit

reports

made no mention of the student activity funds, one report explicitly excluded such funds from the scope of the audit, and of the six
Ireportscontaining an audit of such funds two reports included the
information within the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements, anc
Ifour presented the information as a separate schedule.
For the second year under review, seventeen reports failed
~o

mention student activity funds, three reports excluded such

founds from the scope of the audit, and of the remaining seven reports one report included the information within the Statement of
Receipts and Disbursements, and five presented the information as
a separate schedule.
Table 42 studies the number of township school treasurer
audit reports which contained information relative to Student Activity funds as reoommended to appear on suoh a report by the Local
}overnmental Aocounting Committee of the Illinois Sooiety.
Pable 42.--Number of township school treasurer audit reports which
information as recommended to appear on the Statement of
pash Receipts and Disbursements: Student Activity Funds tor fiscal
years ended dune 30, 1963 and 1964.

~ontained

~ccount

Titles

~eginning Balance

1963

1964

6

7

3
3

4
4

~ransactions

Receipts
Disbursements
Transfers
Ending Balance

1

o

5

6
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For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, six reports showed the
Deginning balance of the funds, three reports presented the details
jf

receipts and disbursements, one report indicated the transfer of

pertain assets from the funds, and five reported an ending cash
palance.
For the second year under review, seven reports gave the
~eginning

balance of the funds, four reports presented the details

pf receipts,and disbursements, and six reports showed the ending
~ash

balance.
The first schedule contained in the model audit report

drafts is entitled Bonded Debt Data. This schedule contains two
sets of information. The one concerns the individual bond issues
Ifoor the school district and includes..tor each issue the following
~nformation:

date of issue, interest rate, interest dates, the

amount originally issued, the amount outstanding at the beginning
of the fisoaL year, the amount issued during the year, the amount

paid or retired in the year, and, of the amount outstanding at the
plose of the year, that amount which is payable in the next fiscal
year and in subsequent fiscalL years. In addition to this informa;vion ooncerning each bond issue, e statement of Legal Debt Margin
s included.
Tab~e

43 summarizes the bond and interest data included in

I"he audit reports for the two years under study, as reconnnended to
~ppear

in the statement of Bonded Debt Data. As stated

earl~~F'

in

:~.-::,.

Chapter IV, each audit report oontained some information on bonded
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debt tor the two

years~

Table 43~--Number of township school treasurer audit reports which
contained intormation as recommended to appear on the Bonded Debt
Data schedule tor fiscal years ended June 30, ;lJ~65 ana; 1964.
of Data

,1.964

1963

Date ot issue
Interest rate
... /

Inter~8t 4a~~
ount originally issued
,

:;:17

ount outstanding July 1, 19__

",,22

ount'issued'this current fiscal year
ount paid or'ratired this current 'fiscal
year
,',
ount outstanding' at yaarendl:,

" i8

Fisc,a! year is;i5ued
Fiscal year dtH.
Both risoal ye.ar issued and fiscal year
due '

10

~".

.

<:'l

~o

Payable in next fiscal year only
Payable in subse~uent riscal years
Retirements in future year" in terms ot:

,19

9

"3

:

For'ft4ce.; ~,ear ended June 50, 1963, twenty"; tour. reports
/':' I

\

,,.'

;

•

indicated the datt" of issue; 'twenty-three shoWe,din1ter.est rates;
thirteen, stated in~,;;;rest payment etes; sixteen shoW<ed the amoUnt

ot bonds which

weI'.;:

originally issued; fifteen indic'ated the/'• ..;.

ount o:t'bonds o~:": tanding at the ).~.~~~~~e ot the, current riscal
yeari twenty ... two showed the tota1.'amount of bonds issue4 in the

1.67

current year; nineteen showed the amount which was paid or retired
in the current year; and twenty-six Showed the amount of bonds
outstanding at the end of the current year. Of the twenty-six reports which indicated the amount of bonds outstanding at the end
of the fiscal year, .nineteen reports showed the amount ot bond retirements which would be due in subsaquent

years~

For the second year under revieW. all twenty-eeven reports
indicated the date of issue; twenty-four showed interest rates;
sixteen showed interest dates; and the same number indicated the

.

amo~t

originally

iss~ed

for each issue. Seventeen reports indica-

ted the bonds outatanding at the beginning of the current year;
twenty-two showe.d the total. bonds issued for the current year;
twenty-one showe4 the amount of bond retirements for the ourrent
year. All twenty-seven reports showed the total. bonds outstanding
at the end of the current year, and 'tWenty-two of theae indicat,ed
the anticipated bond retirements in tuture years.
The Debt Limitation Act; ias stated in

!h!

School Code .2!

Illinois. reads as tollows:
Exc-ept as hereinafter provided in this Aot. no county having'a population of less than 500,000 and no township, sohool
district or other municipal corporation having a population of
less than 300,000 shall become indebted in any manner or for
any.,purpose to an amount, including existing indebtedness, in
the aggregate exceeding two and one-half per oentum (21%) on
the value of the taxable property therein, tQ be ascertained
by the last assessment for State end· county taxes, previous to
the incurring of such indebtedness.15

. Tll~ JlQ.del audit report dratts suggest the inclusion of a
'".

>

' "\:

15Ibid~

-'

.

p. 394.,

!.
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statement of

Lega~

Debt

Mar~in

which includ&.s the following compu-

tations: the. assessed valuation multiplied by the legal debt limitatiGn of two and one-half per cent provides the debt limit for
the school district; from this debt limit is subtracted the bonded
indebtedness of the school district to provide the legal debt margin. Table.44 studies the audit reports for the two years which
\

included a Legal Debt Margin schedule.

Table 44.--Number of township school. treasurer audit reports which
c'ontained information as recommended to appear on the Legal Debt
Margin schedule for fiscal years ended June 30. 1.963 end 1964.
Type of Data

~963

ot assessed value

Assessed valuation as of
Debt limit:

~

Less: Bonded indebtedness
Lega~

debt margin

~964

.2

2

2

2

2

.2

2

2

.,

For

tisca~

year ended June 30. 1963, only two audit re-

ports presented a Legal Debt Margin schedule. Both schedules were
presented in the torm recommended by the Local GOTernmentai

~c

counting Committee ot the Illinois Society.
For tiscal year ended June 30, 1964, the same two district audit reports presented the suggested intormation in the recommended torm.
The se,cond schedule contained in the model aUditt'~~f.t
....

~

.,;..,

..

",' .
~'

drafts is entitled Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements in
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Future Years. The recommended content ot this schedule is a representation tor each tis cal year subsequent to the current year of
the amount ot bonds maturing, the interest requirements, and the
combined totals ot bond maturities and intere.st requirements.
Table 45 presents a study ot those audit reports which contained
this intormation.
Table 45.--Number ot township school treasurer audft reports which
contained intormation as recommended to appear on the Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements in Future Years schedule tor tis cal
years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Type ot Data
.

Interest Requirements in Future Years

1963

1964

0

1

18

19

1

3

.

Requiremen ts due to Matur i ty in Future Years:
~

Interest and Maturity Requirements in Future
Years

report~

For 11scal year ended June 30, 1963. eighteen audit
c

showed the amount ot bonds maturing in subsequent years and only
one report showed the interest requirements tor these years.
For the seoond year under review, nineteen reports showed
the amount ot bonds maturing in subsequent years, and three reports showed interest and maturity requirements tor tuture years.
One report showed only interest requirements tortuture years.
The third schedule contained in the model a.udit report;';.
drafts 1s entitled

T~

Bates, Extensions, and

Colleetions~
~

".J~' .

The re.'

•

commended torm ot this schedule lists the total assessed valuation

1.90

current year, as well as the tax rates tor each tundand
~e

total tax rates tor all tunds. !he extended taxes are shown

tor each tund as well. as in total tor all tunds. Tax
are then related to tax collections made prior to the
beginning ot each tiscal year and during. each tiscal 7ear. !ax
,

.

~.

collections are shown also· as a per cent ot the tetal. taxes which
,.

• ere extended tor ea.ch tiscal year, and the uncollected balance
each levy year is also indicated. !able 4& summarize. the
,

ot township.. school treasurer audit reports which contained
~-

tormationon

Tax~ates,

Extensions, and Coll&.etiens tor the two

Tabla 46.--Number ot township school treasurer- audit reports w:b.
oontained intor-mation as recommended to appear on the Tax Rates,
Extensions, and Collections schedule tor tiscal years ended June
. 30, 1963 and.1964.

Total Assessed Va1ba
,
For Each Fund·
For All. Funds

,

1963

1964

8

10

'1
'1

10

5

8
9
1.0

,

'1

Taxes Collected:
Total Taxes Extended
Collected - Prior to Julr 1, 19__
Current Year
- Total tor Jear
" ".
Cumnl.ative per· cent ot Taxes Collected as
Related to Taxea Extended
Uncollected Balance

s·
'1
6

11

5

6

6

8
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For fiscal year ended lune 30, 1963, eight reports showed
total. assessed valuation; aeven showed tax rates tor e.ach 'lund and
for all tunds. AS tor tax collections, 'live reports showed total
taxes extended; three showed collections prior to the beginning ot
the riscal year; seven showed collections during the current

tisca~

year; and 'live indioated the cumulative per cent ot taxes'colleota~
as related to taxes extended. Six reports showed the' balance ot
uncolleoted taxes.
For the seoond year under review, ten reports showed total
assessed valuation. Ten showed tax rates tor each tun4,. and seven
presented rates tor all funds. Eight reports showed total taxes
extende.d; nine indicated collections made prior to the beginning
of the fiscal year; ten showed oollections during the current fiscal year; and six showed the oumulativel'per cent ot taxes colleoted as related to taxes extended. Eight reports showed the balance
of. unoollected taxes.
The tinal schedule contained in the model audit report
dratts is entitled Statement ot Assessed Valuation, as Equalised.
This statement simply shows the assessed valuation ot real property, persona1 property, railroad, and other property, and total
assessed valuation as equalized by the State Department of Revenue. Table 47 summarizes the number ot audit reports which included the reoommended

i~tormation.

For fiscal. year ended June 30, 1963, only one audit report
:.'

contained a Statement ot Assessed Valuation as

Equalized~

It in-
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dioat.ed the value ot real, personal, and railroad property, and
the total assessed valuation, as equalized.
Table 47.--Number ot township sohool treasurer audit reports whioh
contained intormation as reoommended to appear on the Statement ot
j.s.sessed Valuation, as .Equalized tor tisoal years ended June 30,
1963 and 1.964.
Type ot Data
Raal Property
Fersonal Property
Raliroad Property
Other
Total Assessed Valuation

,

J

1963

1964

1
1
1

2

0

1

2

2
0
2

For the seoond year under review, two audit reports oon,"'.

tained this statement, and.showe<i the value ot real, persow,.l, and
railroad property, and total assessed valuation as equalized.
OTHER FINANOIAL DATA INCLUDED IN AUDIT REPORTS
Since this study is oonoerned with the annual audit progrruawithin Cook County, Illinois, the only Olas. II oounty school
unit within the State,.mention must be made ot the oontent ot the
two tunds which1are unique to Oook CQunty: the township distributive and the township loanable .tunds. A discussion has already
been presented in Chapter I and Chapter IV ot the nature ot these
tunds and the audit requirements tor both tunds. It is now necessary to study the content ot the statements which summarize the
transactions involving these tunds as presented in the township
sohool treasurer's audit reports tor the two years under study.
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Table 48 summarizes the information contained mn the audit
reports for the township distributive fund.
Ta.ble 48.--Numbe~ of township school treasurer audit reports Which
contained information pertaining to the township distributive fund
for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
1963

1964

21"

27

l=teceipts

2l

25

Disbursements

21

25

7

6

18

25

13

18

16

20
7
5

~ce.ount

Titles

~eginning

Balanca

Transters
Ending Balance
Other Data:
Detailed Source of Transactions
...
Desoription of Ending Bal.anoe: Cash
Seourities
~one

6
2

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, twenty-one reports
showed a beginning balance'a.s well as receipts and disbursements~
Seven reports indicated some transfers from this

fund~

Thirteen

ireports. showed the details of transactions. Eighteen reports showe
an ending balance. Of these eighteen, sixteen showed the balance

as cash, or partly cash, six showed some securities, and two did
~ot

describe the balance as either cash or securities.
For the second year under .review. ell twenty-seven report.s

showed a beginning balance, and twenty-five showed receipts and
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disbursements. Six showed transfers from the fund. Twenty-five

::'!,

showed the ending balance. Of these twenty-five, twenty reports
showed the balance as made up of cash, and seven mentioned some
securities owned; five reports did not describe the ending balance
as cash or securities.
Ta.ble 49 summarizes the information contained on the audit,
reports for the township loanable fund.
Table 40.--Number of township school treasurer audit reports which
contained information pertaining to the township loanable fund for
fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
1963

1964

1'7

22

Receipts

8

9

Disbursements

8

9

20

26

15
16

16

4

9

Account Titles
Beginning Balance

Ending Balanc;e
Other Data:
Description of Ending Balance: Cash
Securi ties
Non.e

1'7

For fiscal year ended cTune 30, 1963, seventeen reports
showed the beginning balance of this fund. Eight reports showed
both receipts and disbursements, and a total of twenty reports
showed the ending ba1anoe. Of the twenty reports which indicated
the ending balanoe, fifteen reports showed the amount of cash, six
teen reports 'showed the amount of securities held, and four re-
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ports did not describe the ending balance as either cash or securi
ties.
For the second year under review, twenty-two reports

showe~

the beginning balance; nine reports showed receipts and disbursements, and twenty-six showed the ending balance. Of the twenty-six
report.s which indicated the ending balance, sixteen reports showed
the amount of cash, seventeen reports showed the amount of securities owned, and nine reports did not describe the ending balance
as either cash or securities.
In addition to those statements which are recommended to
appear in the auditor's report by the Local Governmental A.ccounting Committee of the Illinois Society" many audit reports which
were reviewed as part of this study contained separate analyses,
details, exhibits, schedule., statements, and summaries, other
than those previously mentioned in Chapter IV.
An arbi trary

classific~,t1()n

of these statements has. been

made into: (1) those which partain to asset accounts or transactions which normally give rise . to assets; (2) those which pertain
to liability accounts or transactions which normally give rise to
,

liabilities; and (3) miscellaneous types of statements, which
~ould

explain an asset,. liab'ility, or fund balance account.
Table 50 summarizes the titles of these additional state-

ments of the asset-type transaction which were included in the
township school treasurer audit reports for the t\\9' years under re
view.

Ili.1

II
Table 50.--Titles of statements pertaining to asset accounts or
asset-type transactions which were included in the township school
treasurer audit reports, other than those previously referred to
in conjunction with the reoommendations of the Illinois Society,
for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Titles of Statements

1963

Activities find Impres,t Fund
Cash on Deposit.
Changes in Investments
Detail of U. S. Government Obligations Held as
Schooi District Investments
Imprest Fund
Insurance Coverage
Insuranoe Coverage - School Treasurer
Investments
~ Investments - General Fund
Investment of General Fund in U. S. Treasury"
Bills
I Landi Building, and EquJ.pment - Summary of :·h~·;>l.
Memorandmn Cost Data and Replacement
Location of Cash and Securities Owned
Other Re.venues:
·.·.Governmental Aid
Student and Community_ Services
Property Taxes
.
Schedule of Ins.uranoe and Fidelity Bonds
Schedule of Surety Bonds and Insurance
Securities Pledged to Secure Sehool District
Funds
Statement of Fixed Assets
Statement of Investments and l.nvestment l.ncome
Summary and Analysis of Investments Made in
U. S. Treasury Bills end Bonds
Summary of Cafeteria Cash Re.ceipts and Disbursements
Treasury Surety Bonds
U. S. Government Securities Owned
!

Total

~964

0
JL
1

1
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0

.1
1
0
1
1

1

0

1
1
4
4
4
1
1
1

0
1.
4
3
3
0
·1
1

0
0
0

1
1
S

1

0

0
0
1

1
1
0

24

26

~

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, a total of twentyfour such statements were presente.d in the audit reports.
"

.'

19?
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1964, twenty-six such
statements appeared, and. of these, twelve bore titles different
from those of the previous year.
Table 51 summarizes the titles of the additional statements of the liability-type transaction which were included in the
audit reports for the two years.
Table; 5l.--Titles of statements pertaining to liability accounts
or liability-type transactions which were included in the township
school treasurer audit reports, other than those previously referred to in conjunction with the recommendations of the Illinois Society, for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Titles of Statements
Analysis of Interfund Loans Made, Repaid,
and Outstanding
Analysis of Warrants Issued, Retired, and
Outstanding
Brief Summary of Obligations Outstanding
Changes in Bonded Debt
Chan,ges in Interfund Balances
Changes in .L.ntertundi .Loans
Educational. Bonds Payable
Intertund Loans
New Bond Issues Sold
OutstandinR Tax Anticipation Warrants
School.. Building llonds .l:'ayable:
Summary of Intertund Loans
Summary of Recorded Obligations Outstanding
Summary of Tax Anticipation Warrant Indebtedness
Tax Anticipation Warrants
'l'ax Anticipation Warrants Issued
Tax Anticipation Warrants: Payable
Tax Anticipation WarT'ants Retired
Unpaid Ob1igations Not Appearing in the Budgeted Expenditures on the Cash Basis
Total

1963
1

1

o
o

1
1.

1
1
1

1964

o
o
1

1

o
o

o

1

o

o
1
o

1

1

o

C

1
2

1
5
1

1

o

1

16

10

o

a

1

o
a
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For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, a total of sixteen
such statements was presented in the audit reports.
For fiscal yeer ended June 30, 1964, only ten such statements appeared, but, of these, eight bore titles different from
those of the previous year.
Table 52 s'U.I!Lllarizes the titles of the additional statements of the miscellaneous-type transaction which\were included in
the audit reports for the two years.
For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, a total of sixteen
such statements was presented in the audi t reports.
For fiscal year ended June 30" 1964,. eighteen such statements appeared in the reports, e.nd, of these, eleven bore titles
different from those of the previous year.
Table 52.--Titles of statements pertaining to the miscellaneoustype transactions which were included in the tovmship school treasurer audit reports, other than those ~eviously referred to in
conjunction with the recommendations of the Illinois Society, for
fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
Titles of Statements
Analysis of Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Analysis of Transactions in Working Cash Fund
Assessed Valuation and Rates
Bank Reconciliations
Bond Paying Agents: Summary of Deposits Made
and Securities Paid
Budgeted Expenditures
Comparative Summary of Educational Fund and
Building Fund Expenditures and Budgets
Computation and Analysis of Income and Expense
of Township Distributive Fund Allocable to
School Districts and Net Distribution thereof
Deficit Transfer between Funds
Investment Transactions for the Year

1963

o
o

°
2

1964
1
1
2
1

1.
3

o

1

°

1

1
1
2

2

r

o

o
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Table 52.--Continued.

Titles of Statements
Comparative Summary of riece.ipts and Disbursements for Two Years
Notes to Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Proration of Township Treasurer's Compensation
and Office Expense
Review of Bonds Redeemed
Summary of Fund Balances
Summary of Imprest Fund.'lransactions
Summary of Investment Transactions
Summary of Per Capita Cost and Teacher Salaries
Tax Levy Data
Transfers and Loans
Treasurer's Balance Sheet
Summary of Interest Distribution

1963

1964

0

1

0

1

1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

\

Total

0

1
1
0

2

0

0
1
0

0

1

16

18

~

CONT:&"JTS OF Q.UESTI01r:NAIRE
The ttQ,uestionnaire to Be Completed by School District Audi tors" (1962-1963) and the t''iuestionnaire to Be Completed by Auditors of the Township Treasurers of School Districts" (1963-1964)
are reprinted in Appendix IV. This latter questionnaire contains
three changes: (1) question three has been replaced by a two-part
question; (2) question nineteen has been omitted; and (3) question
twenty-one has been. added. A discussion of the method of filing
the questionnaires has been presented in Chapter IV. It is now
necessary to review the contents of the questionnaires in those
areas which are of concern to this present study.
Of the twenty-one questions which appeared in the question

-
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naires. Ina.ny of which contain more thaD.:.'one specific question, a
total of thirteen questions have been salected tor consideration.
-rhese questions were selected on the basis of their

appl~cability

to: (1) the soope of the audit investigation, and report; (2) the
audit standards and procedure.s employed in the conduct of the audit; and (5) the opinion rendered by the independent auditor.
The thirteen questions which were selected are grouped into this threefold classification. The responses to these questions
for the two years under review are presented in the next three tables. The question, as it appeared on the

questio~aires

is stated

-rhe 1963 and 1964 responses are then shown in the two columns to
the right. Explanatory remarks. when presented by the independent
auditor. are quoted in their entirety in the accompanying text material, first for fiscal year ended dune 30, 1963, and then for
fiscal year ended dune 30, 1964.
Seven questions directly concerned the scope ot the audit
investigation and the audit report. These questions and their responses are studied in Table 53.
For fiscal year ended dune 30, 1963, twenty-one reports
indicated that all funds were included in the audit and three reports indicated that certain funds were not included. These funds
were. in each of the three cases, those funds which were audited
by other CPA's.
It should again be

~entioned,

as previously, in Chapter

IV, that only twenty-four questionnaires were filed with the Coun-
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uy Superintendent of Schools for fiscal year ended June 30,
~s

opposed to twenty-seven, or all, for the second

1963~

year~

~able 53.~-Auditors' questionnaire responses to the seven quesvions regarding the scope of the audit investigation and the audit
~eport for fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.

_.

statement ot Q.uestion
Ware all funds included in the audit?

.. 1963
l'Jo
Yes
. 2l.

5

18

4

15

11

16

0

26

1

2

22

1

26

19

2

2l.

6

°
22

27

your opinion are the accounts maintain- {t
ed by the district adequate?
24

~l'e

investments properly segregated by
funds of ownership?

In your examination of investments, did
you determine to your satisfaction that
the district received all interest that'
should have been received?
22
'Nas there any undue delay in the deposit
of interest received?
~n your opinion, did the Activity Fund

reflect the

de~osit

of district money?

l'Jo

22

Did you prepare the School Dis trict Annual '
Financial Re~ort?
9

Was there any delay in depositing money
received?

Yes

3

Did you audit the underlying records of
the School District?
~f you audited the underlying recor.ds o·f
the Sehool District. were all funds
included in the audit?
List exceptions:

~n

1.964

°
5

°

°

27

17

As state,d earlier, the question concerning the inclusion
,"

of' al~

funds in the audit was changed to a two-part question in

the form of the report tor tiscal year ended June 30, 1964. To the
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irst part of the question, twenty-two reports indioated that the
uditor audited the underlying reoords of the sohool distriot.
our of the five reports whioh answered in the negative to this
uestion explained the ,response as follows: (1) "the other disriots were audited and separately reported on. by other CPA's;" (2)
we audited the underlying records of sohool distriots

~

and

x

nly;" (3) "see our audit report dated November 10, 1·964;" and (4)
exoept distriot number -!-." The fifth report failed to exlain the "no" response. The seoond part of the question is this:
If you audited the underlying reoords of the sohool distriot,
ere all funds inoluded in the audit'?" Eighteen of the twenty-two
eports answered in the affirmative. The four negative answers
ere explained by these exoeptions: (1) "aotivity, imprest, and
ther misoellaneous funds for distriots -!-, -!-' -!-, and -!ere audited and spearately reported upon by other publio aooountnts;" (2) "oafeteria fund;" (3) "imprest fund 8.udited by
PA;" and (4) "imprest funds were examined by other independent
ooountants; we examined their reports."
For fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, nine auditors prethe School Distriot Annual Finanoial Report, and fifteen did

For the following year, eleven aud! tors prepared the reand sixteen did not.
All auditors responded that the aocounts maintained by the
distriot were adequate for fisoal year ended June 30, 1963.
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For the following year

1

twenty-six of the twenty-seven re-

ports indioat,ed that the aooounts were adequataly maintained. Ona
auditor oritioized the oash aooount with this oomment: "Cash aocount should be maintained on a basis so as to faoilitate easie:c.;
comparison."
To the question, "Was there any delay in depositing money
reoeived?" only two auditors answered affirmatively tor fiscal
year ended June 30, 1963. Their explanations for this delay were:
(1) ~eceipts of the distriot are minor in amount and 'are deposited at least weekly or sooner if suffioient funds have been aocumulated;" and (2) "None came to our attention. However audit scope
does not

oo~template

a review of deposit dates for the entire

year."
For the seoond year under study, only one audit report indioated an affirmative answer, but this was explained with the
exact phrasing as item two above, "None oame to our attention.
However audit soope does not contemplate a review of deposit dates
for the entire year."
To the, question, "Are investments properly segregated by
funds of ownership?" nineteen auditors answered affirmatively, two
in the negative, and three gave no answer, for fiscal year ended
June 30, 1963. The two "no" responses were explained: (;) "All invested funds are merged to obtain maximum rate of return;" and (2)
ttAl though funds are pooled for investment purposes, aooounting
therefor is by fund of ownership."
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For the s'eoond year under review, the r'eports indioated
that twenty-one investment aooounts were properly segregated by
fUnds of ownership. The six negative answers were explained as
follows: (1) "The township sohool treasurer invests funds of the
total General Fund applioable to all

sohoo~

distriots and distri-

butes to eaoh distriot their applioable share of all inoome from
said investments after the olose of the fisoal year;" (2) "Invests
J

available cash in direot obligations of the U. S.; interest on
Construotion Fund oredited to that aooount; interest on other
funds oredited to Eduoational Fund;" (3) "Certain pooled funds are
invested in the name of the township sohool treasurer only;" (4)
"The treasurer invests for all distriots in proportion to the total oash available in U. S. Treasury Bills;" (5) "Investments are
in the name of the treasurer for the distriot;" (6) "Interest received is oredited to the fund of ownership; however, at thefiscal year end (June 30) the total interest earned on the invested
funds of eaoh sohool distriot was radistributed to the Eduoational
and Building Funds of the related distriot based on the 1963 tax
levy for the respeotive funds. This was done by the township

schoo~

treasurer on instruotions from the Board of Eduoation of eaoh
sohool district and is consistent with the prooedure of the previous year. It
Only one two-part question related to the soope of the audit investigation for the first year: (1) "In your examination of
,

.

investments, did you determine to your satisfaotion that the dis-
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~rict

reoeived all interest that should have been received?d and

2) WWas there any undue delay in the deposit of interest received?~
~orl

fisoal year ended June 30, 1963, there were twenty-two reports

~hich

Jut

indicated that each district reoeived all interest due with-

delay~

and two reports failed to indioate an answer.

For the seoond year under review, all twenty-seven reports
ndioated that all investment interest was reoeived without delay.
The final question whioh applies to the scope of the audit
nvestigation and report is: "In your opinion, did the Activity
reflect the deposit of district money?" For tiscal year ended

~nd

une 30, 1963, five auditors answered affirmatively, seventeen in
~he

negative, and two gave no answer. Ot the five atfirmative an-

~wers,
~y,

only two were explained, and these as tollows: (1) "Activi-

imprest, and other miscellaneous funds tor Districts -!-' -!-,

x , -"eX .. , . .and
-....-.
,-,

-x

were audited and separately reported upon by

)ther public accountants;" and (2) "Receipts for books and milk
Mere deposited in the activity fund at the end of each month; one
~heck

was prepared transferring the amount colleoted to the treas-

lrer's account. As ot 1963-1964 school year this practice was dispontinued.
This question was omitted for the report due for fiscal
~ear

ended June 30, 1964, as has been explained earlier.
Three questions pertained to the audit standards and pro-

~edures

emplo,-ed in the conduct ot the audit. These questions and

~nswers

appear in Table 54.
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Table 54.--Auditors' questionnaire responses to the three questions regarding the st~ndards and procedures employed in the conduct of the audit for fiscal years ended June 30,. 1963 and 1964.

Statement of Q,uestion
In your opinion, are the internal control end internal check procedures
in use adeqUate in the circumstances?
Are the Accounts generally ma~nta~ned
in accordance with the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local
School Districts?
--Has the district handled its Imprest
Fund in accordance with the Illinois
Financial Accounting Menual for Local
School Districts?

1964

1963

Yes

No

Yes

No

22

2

24

5

0

27

0

°

26

1

--

,-

24

FOT fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, there were twenty-two
affirmative answers end two "nott answers to the question: "In your
opinion, are the internal control and internal check procedures
in use adequate in the circumstances?" The two "no" answers were
explained as follows: (1) "Cash received by school office should
be controlled by uniform receipt forms in numerical sequence supported by more orderly files; It and (2) "Secretary of Board of Education keeps the books, prepares the checks, and is a check signers. 'l'he district could take advantase of the data processing system available at the township treasurer's office and have the Superintendent prepare a pre-list of bills and compute the payroll,
to be scrutinized by the Board. f1
For the second year understudy, there were twenty-four
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af:fil-mative answers and three "nott answers. The negative responses
were explained as follows: (1) ~Bank aooounts were not reoonoiled
,.

during the year under review;" (2)

~The

need for tightening of in-

ternal oheok on oash reoeipts at the s,o:hool level is indioated.
Reoommendations are being made to improve this oondition;" and (3)
"Cheoks are re,turned to sohool distriots for distribution to payee
in lieu of the preferred prooedure of being forwarded direotly to
the payee by the treasurer."
There was a unanimous, affirmative answer to the question,
I

tlAre the aooounts generally maintained in aooordanoe with the. Illinois Finanoial Aooounting Manual for Looal Sohool Distriots?"
for fisoal year ended June 30, 1963.
For the seoond year, there was onoe again an affirmative
answer indioated on all twenty-seven of the reports.
To the question, "Has the distriot handled its Imprest
Fund in aooordanoe with the Illinois Finanoial Aooounting Manual
for Looal Sohool Distriots?" there were twenty-two affirmative answers, and two auditors failed to respond, for fisoal year ended
June 30, 1963.
For fisoal year ended June 30, 1964, there were twenty-six
affirmative
,., answers; one auditor failed to respond.
,

Three questions on the questionnaire related to the opiniOIlL rendered by the independent auditor. These questions and the
responses which were provided by the auditors are presented in
Table 55.
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Table 55.--Auditors' questionnaire responses to the three questions regarding the opinion rendered by the independent auditor fo
fiscal years ended June 30, 1963 and 1964.
1964

~963

Statement of .Question
Yes
Does your report contain an unqualified

·No Yes

No

24

o

27

o

Does your report specifically deny an
op.inion'?

o

24

0

27

Did your examination and tests of the
acc·ounting records disclose any evidence of fraud or dishonesty'?

o

24

0

27

o~inion'?

For fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, all aUdit reports. werE
unanimous in the responses to the three questions. Each report con....
~ained

an unqualified opinion; no reports denied an opinion; and

the examinations and tests of the accounting records disclosed no
evidence of fraud or dishonesty.
For the second year, all twenty-seven reports responded
unanimously to the three questions, indicating: (1) that an unqualified opinion had been rendered; (2) that an opinion was not denied; and (3) that there was no evidence of fraud or dishonesty.

CHAPTER VII
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND REC01&1ENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This study has analysed the audit reports of the township
s.choo1 treasurers t offices in Cook County, Illinois fQr fiscal
years ended June 30, 1963 and June 30, 1964. The comparative study
specifically concerned the form,. the scope, and the content of the
audit reports for the two years, as filed in the office of the
County Superintendent of' Sahool.s" Cook County, Illinois.

A~though

the recurring question throughout the study sought to determine
whether the audit reports for the second year under study showed
a greater degree of uniformity than did the audit reports for the
first year, as regards form, scope, and content, three specific
questions were asked:
1. Will a comparative study of the audit reports

o~

the

financial records of the township school treasurers of Cook County, Illinois, for fiscal years 1962-1963 and 1963-1964 indicate a
uniformity or lack of uniformity in form, scope, and content?
2. What specific changes will occur in the form, scope,
end content of the audit reports for fiscal ye.ar 1963-1964 as the
result of the work of the Committee on Standards of Reporting and
the Committee on Local Governmental Accounting of the Illinois 50209
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ciety of Certified

Pub~ic

Accountants,

8.S

summarized and circula-

ted by the Society in letters dated December 18, 1963 and May 27,
1964?
3. Will these changes produce greater uniformity in. the
form, scope, and content of the audit reports for fiscal year
1963-1964 as compared with fiscal year 1962-l963?
FINDINGS
The first two of these questions have already been answered in the development of this study in Chapters IV, V, and VI.
The findings relative to the third question which have been demonstrated throughout the study are summarized below. These findings
are presented in terms of their relation to the form, the scope,
end the content of the audit reports.
That phase of the study which concerned the form of audit
reports was developed in terms of: (1) the unique characteristics
of the Class II county sohool unit; (2) the general characteris'tics of the audit reports whioh were reviewed; and (3) the oomplianoe or non-oompliance with the suggestions of the Looal Governmental Aooounting Committee of the Illinois Sooiety of Certified
Public Aocountants. The summary of the findings of this study
relative to the form of audit reports will follow this same pattern of development.
The, unique:Joharaoteristios of Cook County, as a Class II
oounty sohool unit, create for the auditor oertain problems re-
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garding the form of the report which are not confronted in the audit of a local school district. Ohief among these problems are the
following:
1. The local school. district boards ere required by law to
have an annual school district audit, just as is the office of the
township school treasurer. The township school trustees and the
)

local school district boards are free to selec"t an independent auditor to perform these audits. As illustrated in Table 5, Ohapter
IV, the auditor of the township school treasurer's office is not
always the same auditor who is selected by the local school district boards to perform the audit of the local school district.
For both years under review, the auditors of the township school
treasurer's office have performed at least one local school district audit within the township and an increasing number of local
school district eudits:were performed by the auditor of the township school treasurer's office. The increase rose from 66.44 per
cent in the first year, to 70.47 per cent in the second year.
2.. Since there is no required form for the preparation of

the audit report for the township s.chool treasurer's offic e, the
independent auditor is free to select anyone of the following
three forms of report: (1) a combined form for the township school
treasurer and the local school district; (2) a separate audit report for the township school treasurer and for each local school
district; and (3) a separate audit report for the township school

r
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treasurer and a combined report for all local schoo.l districts
within the township. Table 6, Chapter IV, disclosed no appreciable
difference in the auditors' choice of form for the second year.
However, one additional audit was submitted in a combined form for
the township and each s.chool district for the second year, as opposed to a separate report for each school district in the first
year.
3. A third problem which results from the unique organization of the Cook County SchooltSystem is that the auditor of the
township school treasurer's office must choose for oertain

st~te

ments or schedules oontained in the report one or more of the following forms of data presentation: (1) for all funds for all local
districts; {2) tor all funds for each local distriot; (3) for each
fund for all local districts; and (4) for eaoh fund for each local
district. Tables 15, 17, and 20, Chapter IV, present comparative
studies on the ohoioes made by the independent auditors relative
to the organiZation of data on the several statements. A study of
each of these tables indioates a tendenoy on the part of the auditors to express the data for the second year in suoh a manner as·
~o

faoilitate comparisons between the individual school distriots

within the township, although there is by no means any semblanoe
of uniformity of practice.
4. The fourth problem oreated by the unique organization
of the sohool system is to·be noted in the method of filing the
questionnaires which are oompleted by the auditors. As indicated
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in Table 24, Che.pter IV" the auditors are free to choose: (1) to

file the questionnaire with the township school treasurer's audit
re.port with one questionnaire for the township or one for each
school district; (2) to fi1e the questionnaire with the local
school district district audit report; or (3) to file the question
naire with the School District Annual Financial Report. A comparative study of the method of filing the questionnaires indicates a
tendency away from filing them with the local school district audit and toward filing them either with the township school treasurer's audit report or with the School District Annual Financial
Report.
5. The final problem encountered in auditing the township
school treasurer's offices in Cook County concerns the township
distributive and the township loanable funds. A study of Tables 25
and 26, Chapter IV» will indicate a tendency for the auditor to
include a separate schedule for the financial statements relative
to thes.e funds, although no uniform practice has been followed.
Tables 48 and 49, Chapter VI, indicates that twenty-six audit reports for the second year under review, as opposed to only twenty
for the previous year, showed the ending balances of these funds;
and, although less than this number indicated beginning balances,
receipts, and disbursements for both years, the second year statements were generally more detailed.
A study of the general characteristics of the audit reports which were reviewed indicates no appreciable trend toward
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uniformity, although certain audit reports showed a more thorough
and ade.quat,e report for the second year, and one repor't, iIlL particular, followed the suggestions of the Local Governmental Accounting Committee in every facet of the model audit report drafts.
From the findings presented in Tables 7 to 13, Chapter IV, the
following summary s.tatements are- proposed:
1. Fifteen different titles of the audit reports were used

for both years with the title, audit report, used most trequently.
2. The descriptive data appearing on the cover, frontis-

page, or both, of the audit reports for the two years showed a
tendency for the cover to include more information on more reports
for the: second year.
3. The letter form was the unanimous choice of style by

the independent auditors for the second year, and one additional
re.port was submitted as a long-form report for the second year,
although the short-form was the choiee of twenty auditors.
4. One additional report for the second year contained a

table of contents or an index, leaving only one report which
failed to include either. Placing the table of contents or index
in front of the scope and opinion section of the report was still
the most frequent choice, eighteen cases, for the second year as
well.
5. Special comments were included in one additional report
for the second year, and, contrary to the more frequent practice
of the previous year, these oomments were included within the
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scope seotion in twelve of twenty-one oases.
6. Indioative of the more thorough and adequate reporting
for the seoond year is the inorease in the median number of total
pages of the audit reports from twenty-six for the first year to
forty for the seoond year.
7. The ino·reased number of

[~a.na.lyses,

details, exhibits,

sohedules, statements, and summaries, from a total

o:f

607 for the

first year to 705 for the seoond year and from a mean of 22.45 for
the first year to 26.11 for the seoond year and from a median of
fifteen for the first year to twenty for the seoond, is likewise
indioative of a more thorough and adequate audit for the seoond
year under review.
The. oontent and purpose of the, model audit report drafts
prepared by the Looal Governmental Aooounting Oommittee of the Il
linois Sooiety of Oertified Publio Aooountants have been desoribe
in Ohapter III. It was the intent of this oommittee. that these
drafts would serve as a guide to the auditor as regards the form,
soope, and oontent, ot the audit reports for fisoal year ended
June 30, 1964 and thereafter. Tables 14 to 23, Ohapter IV, list
the findings of this study relative to the form of the audit report in terms of the suggestions of this oommittee. The following
summarization of these findings will indioate a minimal oompliano.
with the suggestions:
1. Although two audit reports for the seoond year contained a statement bearing the reoommended title, Statement of As
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~ets

and Liabilities Arising from Cash Transaotions, statements

~earing
~or

twenty-eight different titles, as opposed to twenty-three

the previous year, were used to present the required informa-

tion.
2. Similarly, two audit reports for the seoond year oonueined a statement be6ring the recommended title, Statement of
pash Receipts and Disbursements and Comparison with Budget. Although the words, reoeipts and disbursements, appeared in a total
of thirty-f'ive diff'erent titles, a total of twenty-three diff'erent
~itles,

as opposed to fourteen for the previous year, was used

for the required information.
3. The reoommended Statement of Detailed Disbursements ap~eared

in only twenty-one reports for the seoond year, as opposed

to twenty f'or the previous year, and, of these, sixteen appear.ed
as a

separa~e

statement.

4. The Bonded Debt Data statement, as reoommended, bore
eighteen different titles for the seoond year, as opposed to fifteen previously, but there was some required information inoluded
in all audit reports for the seoond year, whereas all but one. had
some information for the previous year.
5. Only sixteen reports, three less than the previous year
had information oonoerning Bond Maturities utiFuture Years and

onl~

three re.ports, two more than the previous year, followed the reoommended statement of Bond Maturities and Interest Requirements
in Future

Years~
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6. Eighteen reports, two more than the previous year, con-

tained information on Tax Rates, Extensions, and Collections, but
only one report used the recommended title for this statement.
7'. Only two reports, as opposed to one for the previous

year, contained the recommended Statement of Assessed Valuation,
as Equalize.d, and both reports used this title.
That phase of the study which concerned the scope of the
audit reports

r~lated

the analysis of the reports to three sets
I

of criteria: (I) those which stem trom the wording of the standar
short-form report.; (2) those which were developed from the recommended short-form report for local school districts; and (3) those
which were proposed as the result of an analysis of statements
made by the independent auditors in their audit reports. The summary of the findings of this phase of the study will be stated in
terms of the fifteen propositions which were developed from these
criteria, as indicated in Tables 27 to 36, Chapter V.
Proposition 1. For both years under 'review, every audit
report stated that an audit

inv~stigation

preceded the preparatio

of the report ~
Proposition 2. In twenty-five reports for the second year,
as opposed to twenty-four previously, mention was made that the
customary audit standards were observed •.
Proposition 3. In twenty-three cases, as opposed to twenty-two for the previous year, general audit procedures were mentioned, but in only three cases for both years were specific audi
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prooedures described.
Proposition 4. Twenty-six reports, as opposed to twent,ytwo for the previous year, mentioned the tests of aooounting records.
Proposition 5. For both years, every audit report expressed an opinion on the finanoial statements.
Proposition 6. Similarly, for both years, every audit report oontained a statement that the financial position and operating results were fairly presented.
Proposition 7. For the seoond year only seven reports, as
opposed to eight previously, mentioned that the finanoial statements were based on aooepted prinoiples of aooounting.
Proposition 8. Eight reports for the seoond year, as op,;"
posed to nine for the first year, stated that aooounting prinoipIes were applied on a basis oonsistent with that of the previous
year.
Proposition 9. Seventeen different wordings were ohosen
by the auditors for the finanoial statements on whioh an opinion.
was rendered, as opposed to fifteen suoh wordings for the previou
year.
Proposition 10. For both years under review, every audit
report tully desoribed the township

sohoo~

distriot whioh was au-

dited, but the looal school districts were desoribed in only nine
teen. reports for the seoond year, as opposed to only sixteen reports for the first year.
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Proposition 11. Comments and

statistica~

data were pra-

sented in twenty-two audit reports for the second year, as opposed
to only eleven reports for the first year.
Proposition 12. For the second year under review, only
thirteen reports mentioned that the township loanable fund and the
township distributive fund were included within the scope of the
audit, as opposed to twelve reports with such a statement for the
previous year.
Proposition 13. In only six cases for the second year, as
opposed to eight for the previous year, was mention made that
School

~

~he

.Q.f. Illinois was used as a criterion by the auditor in

the formulation of his opinion.
Proposition 14. For both years, the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local School Systems was mentioned in seven re
ports as hav1il:g3.served as a criterion for the auditor's opinion.
hoposi tion 15. In eighteen reports for the second year,
as opposed to-only sixteen previously, the auditors made explicit
mention that the cash or accrual basis of accounting was used.
However, from the titles of the statements contained in the audit
reports, it was readily determined that the cash basis of accounting was emp~oyed in all districts for the second year under review
as opposed to only twenty-five cases in the previous year.
Included in the discussion of the scope of audit reports,
Chapter V" was a study of the limitations, exceptions, explanations, and recommendations as stated by the auditors for the two
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years under review. The chiaf finding of this phase of the study
is that for both years under review there ware twenty audit reports which failed to define the limitations of the scope of the
individual audit. The implications of this failure on the part of
so many auditors to express the limitations of the scope of their
audit present inferences which might well serve as the basis of'
questioning the over-all compliance with the school audit law of
the State of Illinois which calls for an audit of all school accounts. Moreover:
1. There Were five audit reports which contained

exception~

to accepted accounting principles for the first of the two years,
and a total of seven such reports with exceptions stated for the
s'econd year.
2. For the first of the two years, there were only two
audit reports which contained explanations of certain aspects of
the audit investigation, but there were six such reports for the
second year.
3. Only two audit reports for each of the two years ,contained specific recommendations for changes either in internal
controls, accounting practices, or the reporting function. For the
first of the two years, seven recommendations applied to internal
controls; two, tos;ccounting practices; and two, to the reporting
function. For the second year, seven applied to internal controls;
two, to the accounting process; and one, to the reporting function.
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That 'phase of the study which concerned the content of a.udit reports presented a threefold approach to the analysis of the
content of the audit reports: (1) an analysis of the financial information which should appear on those statements recommended by
the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society; (2) a study of the other analyses, details, exhibits, schedules, statements, and summaries which the independent auditors in
cluded in their reports; and (3) a review of the responses made by
the independent auditors in the two forms of questionnaire completed by the school district auditors. The summary of the findings
of this study will be stated in terms of these three approaches.
In analysing the content of the audit reports for the second year in terms of the suggested content of the

indiv~dual

statements as proposed by the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society, there was found to be only two reports which consistently followed the model audit report drafts.
However, as illustrated in Tables 38 to 47, Chapter VI, there was
an over-all, although slight, trend toward more reports including
more of the suggested data. Specifically:
1. The suggested content of the Statement of Assets and

Liabilities Arising from Cash Transactions was adhered to strictly
in only three cases, although one additional report for the second
year contained cash information, for a total of twenty-six; four
additional

repo~ts

included investment information,for a total of

twenty-five; and two additional reports contained individual fund
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balanoe information, for a total ot all twenty-seven reports.
2. The reoommended Statement of Reoeipts and Disbursements
~as
~han

tollowed quite extensively. All twenty-seven reports, tour more
the previous year, showed beginning balanoes, reoeipts, dis-

bursements, and ending balanoes. Sixteen reports, tour more than
~he

previous year, distinguished between revenue and non-revenue

~eoeipts.

Fitteen reports, the same as for the previous year, dis-

ruinguished between operating and non-opera.ting disbursements.
~oreover,

a total of twenty-one reports, five more than the pre-

vious year, oontained a detailed statement of disbursements; and
seven reports, one more than the previous year, oontained oompari~ons

ot budget with aotual figures.
3. One additional report, for a total of only seven re-

ports,.. presented a statement. of the audit of the Student Aotivity
Funds, with only four reports, one more than the previous year,
presenting the details ot reoeipts and disbursements.
4. The intormation reoommended on the Bonded Debt Data
~chedule

was included on more reports tor the seoond year. All

twenty-seven reports, as opposed to only twenty-tour for the previous year, oontained some information. Sixteen of these, as opposed to only thirteen previously, oontained all the suggested information.
·5~

Nineteen reports, one more than previously, showed the

amount of bonds maturing in subsequent years; three reports, as
opposed to none previously, showed both Bond Interest and Maturity
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Requirements in Future Years; and one report, as previously,
showed only interest requirements for future years.
6. Ten reports, as opposed to only eight for the previous
year, presented information on Tax Rates, Ext.ensions, and Oolle,c..;-::
tiona, a.lthough not all ten reports contained all of the suggested
detailed data.
7. However, only two reports for both years contained the
details suggested to appear in the Statement of Legal Debt

M~rgin.

8. Only two reports, one more than previously, contained
the recommended information on the Statement of Assessed Valuatio'n
as Equalized.
Tables

50~

51, and 52 show the organization of additional

statements contained in the audit reports for the two years, arbitrarily classified as: (1) those which pertain to asset accounts
or transactions which nor.mally give rise to assets; (2) those
IWhich) pertain to liabilities or those which normally give rise to
liabilities; and (3) miscellaneous types of statements. These
t'indings are proposed:
1. Of the twenty-six statements which were of the assettype transaction, as opposed to twenty-four for the previous year,
twelve bore titles different from those of the previous year.
2.

or

the ten statements which were of the liability-type

transaction, as opposed to sixteen for the previous year, eight
~ore

titles different from those of the previous year.
3. Of the eighteen statements which were of the miscel1a-
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neous type, as opposed to sixteen for the previous

year~

eleven

bore titles different from those of the previous year.
Thirteen questions were seleoted fromithe questionnaires
oompleted by sohool distriot auditors beoause of the ir direot,
bearing on this study. These questions were seleoted on the basis
of their applioability to: (1) the soope of the audit investigation and report; (2) the audit standards and prooedures employed
in the oonduot of the audit; and (3) the opinion rendered by the
independent auditor. Tables 53. 54, and 55, Chapter

VI~

analyse

these questions and responses.
Seven questions dir'eotly oonoerned the soope of the audit
investigation and report. A summary of these questions and their
re.sponses follows:
1. Onl.y twenty-one report.s for the first year and twentytwo for the seoond year indioated that all funds were included in
the audit investigation.
2. All auditors responded that the acoounts maintained by
the district were adequate for the first year, and all but one so
responded for the sec'ond year.
3. For the first year, nine auditors prepared the School
District Annual Finanoial Report, as opposed to eleven for the
seoond year.
4. Two reports for the first year,and one report for the
second year indicated a delay in depOSiting cash receipts.
5. Nineteen reports for the first year, as opposed to

!
I
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twenty-one for the second year. attested to the proper segregation
of funds.
6. Twenty-two reports, as opposed to all twenty-seven for
the second year, indicated that each district received all interes
due without delay.
,. The final question, omitted in the questionnaire for
fiscal year ended June 30. 1964. indicated that five'reports for
the first year stated that the AC'tivity Fund did not reflect the
deposit of district money_
Three questions were related to audit standards and procedures employed in the conduct of the audit. A summary ot these
questions and responses tollows.
8. Twenty-two reports, as opposed to twenty-tour tor the
second year, stated that internal controls were adequate.
9. For both years there was a unanimous. affirmative answer to the question, "Are the accounts generally maintained in
ace.ordance with the Illinois Financial Accounting

Manual_~

Local

School Systems?"
10. Twenty-two reports, as opposed to twenty-six tor the
second year, approved of the method of handling the Imprest Fund.
Three questions pertained to the opinion rendered by the
independent auditor. In all cases, tor both years, the same
answers were given:
II. Each report contained

•
~

unqualitied opinion.

12:. No reports denied an opinion.
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13 .• There was no evidence of freud or dishonesty.

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this study, based on its findings, follow the pattern of development throughout, in terms of the form,
scope, and content of the audit reports which were reviewed. However, c'ertain conclusions which are equally applicable to all
phases of the study are stated first. The conclusions are:
1. The unique characteristics of the Cook County School

System, as the only Class II county school unit in the

St~te

of

Illinois, call for special provisions of the school audit law to
guide and direct the auditor in his investigative and reporting
function.
2. Under the leadership of the township school tTustees,
positive effort should be initiated to review the present practice
of the employment of auditors by the local school district boards
and by the township school trustees to effect the mutual selection
of an independent auditor responsible for the township school
treasurer's audit and the audit of all records and funds of each
local school district within that township.
3. The almost universal disregard for fiscal year ended
June 30, 1964 of the mOdel audit report drafts, intended as a
guide for auditors, may point up the need for certain revisions of
these drafts or for further time to allow auditors the opportunity
of reviewing the suggestions outlined there in.
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4. The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instructio'n
should continue its work in. upgrading the auditing function by
sponsoring further research, jOintly undertaken by professional
organizations, school officials, and independent practitioners, in
developing a standard and uniform reporting format which would be
of maximum usefulness to all interested parties. without tending
to destroy the auditor's initiative and resourcefulness.
5. The uniform and standard format which is developed for
the annual school district audit should be extended so as to include special provisions applicable to the unique characteristics
of the Olass

n c.ounty school unit, relative to form, scope, and

content of audit reports, so as to ensure the compliance with
State Law as regards the audit of all school district funds.
6. The instructions issued by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction relative to the questionnaires whioh
the auditor submits must include more thorough and more adequate.
instructions relative to the 8.udit of school dis·tricts of the
Class II oounty school unit organiz"ation. Oonsideration should be
given to having this required questionnaire become an integral
part of the complete audit report.
7. The uniform and standard format of a reporting form.
should include the requirement of compliance with those general
characteristics of form. of presentation considered necessary to
facilitate comparisons of such reports. The uniform and standard
format should encompass the following chara.cteristics:,the title.
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the table of contents, the scope and opinion sections, the special
comments section, the titles of analyses,

details~

exhibits, sche-

dules, statements, and summaries.
8. The.uniform end standard format of the reporting form
should contain a carefully worded scope section wherein the auditor would explicitly state the scope of his audi t

i~ves.tigation

and report. The wording would be the result of the recommendations
contained in: (1) the wording of the standard short form report;
(2) the model audit report drafts of the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society; and (3) the suggestions proposed by the joint efforts of professional associations.
school officials, and independent practitioners. The fifteen propos·i tions developed as part of this study should be considered as
essential to such a statement of scope.
~.

should be

The uniform and standard format of the reporting form
50

extensive as to include not only the titles of state-

ments which should be contained in the audit report,but also the
details to be included in each of the statements. The model audit
report drafts, developed by the Local Governmental Aocounting Committee, should be carefully reviewed as the basic source of the
content of each of the recommended statements.
RECOW~ENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER STUDY

In t;erms of the conclusions proposed as a result of this
study, the following recommendations for further research are ad-
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vanoed:
1. Basic to the agreement of all interested parties to the

essential information to be included in the s.udi t report of a local school district is the realization of the varied functions
served by the audit investigation and report. Researoh studies
should be initiated to de;termine, at each level, the use which the
looal school boards, the oounty boards of trustees, and the Offioe
of Superintendent of Publio Instruction make of suoh reports. Suoh
researoh might well inolude a oonsideration of what effeot the improved audit report would have on the future usefulness of the audit report as a publio information tool, as the basis for oomparative studies, and as the one, final, end perhaps all-inolusive finanoial dooument of the sohool unit.
2. With purpose determined through oooperative researoh,
further studies should be undertaken under the leadership of the
'Superintendent of Publio Instruction, with the partioipation of
professiona~

associations, sohool officials, and independent prao-

titioners, to develop a uniform and standard reporting format
which would safeguard the independent auditor's initiative and resourcefulness, in expressing his findings to the looal school district board and guarantee the requirements of maximum utility at
all levels of school unit organization.
3. Continuous research should be encouraged by the joint
and independent efforts of state agencies, professional associations, and others interested in the upgrading of the auditing
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function. This research should continue to be reviewed, appraised,
and summarized in professional journals so that those who are most
concerned will have

~~ediate

knowledge of the most recent trends

and developments.
4. Specifically, research studies should be initiated immediately, so as to determine the most suitable measures to:
a. Amend the provisions of the school audit law so that
it will become equally applicable to the Class II county school
unit.
b. Review employment practices in the selection of an
independent auditor responsible for the audit of both the township
school treasurer's office and the local school districts.
c. Develop

8.

uniform and standard reporting format

which would allow for specific, extensive, and detailed requirements as to the form, scope, and content of audit reports while
still providing for the independent auditor's freedom to address
and express a meaningful audit report to the local school district
board.

r
i

t
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APPENDIX I
CORRESPONDENCE
duly 21, 1964
The Honorable Ray Page:
Superintendent ,of Public Instruction
State of Illinois
Springfield, Illinois
Dear Mr. Page:
My planned dissertation topic in the Education Department
of Loyola University, Chicago, is in the area of school accounting
and auditing.
The following publications of your office will be helpful
in my study:
1. The Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local
Sehool Systems~March, 1961. Any additional informatIOn or a copy
of the Revised Manual. would likewise be helpfu1.

2. The School District Annual Financial Report for fiscal
year 1963-1964, Cash Basis and Accrual Basis.
3. nQuestionnaire to Be Completed by School District Auditors ~ 1963-1964. I'
If your offioe has available the copies of these two studies of the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants, I
would appreciate your sending them to me:
1. The December 18, 1963 statement resulting from the Society's review of 222 audit reports for fiscal year ended June 30,
1962.

2. The May 27, 1964 letter and accompanying audit guidelines and model audit report drafts of the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society.
Since there is such a growing interest in the entire area
of school accounting and auditing, your office may be planning
256
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further studies. A statement of any information of these proposed
studies would prove quite helpful.
Piease send the above to: Mr. Patrick F. Ahern
(address)
Sincerely yours,
Patrick F. Ahern/;sl

c
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State of Illinois
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
Springfield
August 4, 19&4
Patrick F. Ahern:
(address)

Mr'.

Dear Mr. Ahern
!vIr. Pa.ge aske'd me to send you the items you requested in
your letter of July 21, 1964. I want to assure you that we want to
assist you in your project.

I am mailing to you the following:
1. The Illinois Financial Accounting Manual
School Systems, March, 1961.

~

Local

2. A copy of a proposed revision of the above manual.
3. School Dis:trict Annual Financial Report forms for the
1962-1963 and 1963-1964 school years, both Cash and Accrual Basis.
In addition I have written to the IlLinois Society of Certified Public Accountants and asked them to mail direct to you copies of the two studies they have prepared regarding auditing of
Illinois public schools.
The proposed manual does not yet have in it the sections
on budgets and on the accrual basis. These are now being written.
However, the manual does include a complete section on cash basis
accounting. I shall be glad to have your personal thoughts regarding the proposed revision as we are anxious to obtain suggestions
and criticisms before the final copies are printed.
Pleas,e let me know if I can be of further assistance to
you.
Sincerely,
Allen F. Dye Is/'
Assistant Director
Finance and Statistics
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The Illinois Society of Certified Public Aocountants
208 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
August 10, 1964
Mr. Patrick F. Ahern
(address)
Dear Mr. Ahern:
We have received a letter from Allen F. Dye" Assistant
Director, Finance and Statistics, for the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, telling us of your request for certain material we
have prepared. In conversation with Professor Meier at Loyola, I
learn that you are writing your doctoral dissertation in education
and that these documents would be used as referenoe'material in
that
conneotion only.
,
We are glad to enclose a' copy of our letter of December
18, 1963 to Superintendent Ray Page, and a copy of our audit
guidelines and model reports for school districts. I must caution
you that the latter are wholly tentative first dre.fts and that we
have limited distribution of them to our own members, with the request that our members forward to us any suggestions they have for
improvement. We will then undertake the preJ;>aration of a revised
model report and guidelines, at which time (probably next Spring)
some distribution may be made to sohool district Officials.
As an example of the need for more uniform school district
acoounting, a:q.d of the responsibility assumed by our Society,to
develop material useful to both CP. .\.' s and school officie.ls, these
documents may prove helpful to you. I assume that any quotation
which you might make in your dissertation would be properly annotated to indicate the tentative draft status of these reports at
this time.
Yours very truly,
Jeannette M. Cochrane /s/
Executive Director
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August 12, 1964
11r. Allen F. Dye
'ssistant Director, Finance and Statistics
ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
~tate of Illinois
pringfield, Illinois
ear Mr. Dye:
I wish to thank you for your kindness in forwarding to me:
he Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local School S~stems,
copy of the proposed revision as well asthe School DistrJ.ct Anual Financial Report Forms. Your further consideration in writing
to the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants in my bealf is likewise appreciated.
My research in the area of school audit analysis is progre sing quite well. At the moment I am particularly interested in the
se to which your office would put the audit reports of the Certified Public Accountants both for School Districts in the Class I
rganization and for the tClwnship school districts in the C~ass II
rganization.
I have already written a section on the benefits accruing
o the local school district. to its officials, and tp the public
t large as the result of the audit by the independent auditor. I
ould like to include a section in the dissertation on any tollowp evalUation, interpretation, or use of such audit reports at the
'"'tate level.
Perhaps the state office has a written policy on such procedures. This policy, or a brief statement thereof, would be most
elpful. If there is no written policy, may I ask that you forward
y request to the person or persons responsible for such studies.
I am deeply appreciative of the assistance you have thus
ar provided, and I strongly hope that this will be my last reques
directed to you.
Sincerely,
Patrick F. Ahern /s/
(address)
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State of Illinois
Office of the Suuerintendent of Public Instruction
Springfield
•
August 25, 1964
Mr. Patrick F. Ahern
(address)
Dear Mr. Ahern:
I ~ pleased that you received the accounting manuals that
we sent you and also the reports from the Illinois Society of Certified Public Account8nts, We are most anxious to be of help to
you with your project.
Since 1961-1962 was the first year that all school dis-.
tricts were required to have an indenendent audit made of their
financial records, the quality of the eud it reports for that year
was quite varied. This concerned us and ~rompted the evaluation of
the audit reports by the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants. At that time the Society recommended that we accel't all
audit reports that appeared to be in keeping with the guide-lines
for audits that had been distributed. With our cooperation, the
Society prepared a model audit report and this report is now being
studied and tested by Certified Public Accountants throughout the
State. When this model is finalized, we plan to use it as somewhat
of a guide in determining the adequacy of the audit reports for
most districts in the State. Of course, some consideration must be
given to the size of the school district as it must be expected
that a large school district would have a more detailed audit report than a small one.
As audit reports are filed with our office, we evaluate
them and follow through on those points in the audit report that
we feel should be given special emphasis by our office. Vie do feel
that the audit report should be used by the school board in analysing its financial condition and this is really the primary purpose of the audit report rather than being a report to the Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
It is our plan to expand our steff so that we m8Y be of
more assistance to schools with their financial problems, and the
audit reports will be the basis for our studies and reco~~enda
tions.
We feel that during the 1961-1962 school year most auditors had a very difficult time in trying to audit school district
accounts. In many cases, they h8d to actually rebuild the books tc
comply with the accounting manual.

1'\
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The audit reports for 1962-1963 were, in my opinion, much
better organized and meaningful. I am anticipating that an additional improvement will be apparent in the 1963-1964 audits.
I am not too certain that this has given you the information that you wish. If you have specific questions regarding the
handling of these audit reports, please let me know.
Sincerely,
Allen F. Dye /s/
Assistant Director
Finance and Statistics
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October 7, 1964
~etter

addressed to:

~uperintendents of Instruction
~tates of Kansas, Minnesota,

~ebraska,

and South Carolina

pear Sirs:
My planned dissertation topic at Loyola University, Chicagc,
be concerned with school district auditing. One chapter of
this dissertation will be designed to indicate the reoent trends
in the state-wide adoptions of audit programs.
'
~ill

I am seeking information concerning your State and asking
that your office assist me in the gathering of data for your State.

On the attached sheet I have indicated the type of information which is of ooncern to me. Would you kindly refer this brier.
questionnaire to the officer best suited to respond.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is attached for your
response.
I wish to express my sinoere appreciation for your oooperation in this effort.
Sinoerely yours,
Patrick F. Ahern /s/
(address)
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~uestionnaire

1. Name of State

Concerning State-wide Audit Program

--------------------------------------------------i

2. Does State Law require individual school district audits in

this State? Yes or No ________________________________________

~

It yes, when has this law become effective? Fiscal year
beginning: (month)
(yea.r)
If no; a. What per cent of school districts in this State submit audit reports to the State Department of Educa- rlf
tion' Estimate of per cent
70
b. Do such reports come principally from large, small,
average-sized, or varied-sized school districts' The
reports come from
sohool distriots.
3. The following questions apply only if the answer to question

number "2" was YES.

',all or only some school districts sub ject to the audit
law't
Please indicate all or some

,e.."~.r,e

------------------------------t

b. If only some are subject, please characterize these districtf
as:

1. large, small,
2. city, town, or
c.

aver~ge-sized,
rura~

or varied-sized ____________~

___________

~

____________________

indicate how frequently these audits are required by
checking one of the following:

P~ease

Annually
----- Biennially
2 to 4 years
----- Continuously
____ Other, please specify:
d. Please indicate the auditors who are designated to perform
this function by State Law:
1. A state or governmental agency or official:
title of agency or official,
2. A non-governmental accountant or auditor:
~lease

indicate requirement, such as CPA, etc.

~

APPENDIX II
LETTER" CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF REPORTING OF THE ILLINOIS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
DECEMBER ~8, 1963
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants
208 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Decenber 18, 1963
The Honorable Ray Page
Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of Illinois
Springfield, Illinois
Dear Mro Page:
In response to your request, the Illinois Society of Certi
fied Public Accountants has undertaken a review of aum t reports
on school districts in the State of Illi~ois for the year ended
June 30, 1962. These reports had been filed with your office pursuant to the provisions of the Illinois School Code and the regula
tions thereunder.
Such review was conducted under the auspices of the Society's Committee on Standards of Reporting and was directed principally to the ascertainment of compliance with the standards of reporting enunciated by the ~~erican Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and with the regulations pertaining to the issuance of
such reports under the provisions of state law. Our review was
made on a test basis. For this purpose, we selected 222 reports
out of a list of reports received from your office containing the
titles of approximately 1,500 reports filed for the year ended
June 30, 1962. Our selections were made with the view of obtaining
a wide geographic representation in the test field and of includin~
at least one report of each accounting firm or practitioner involved in the audit of school districts, in Illinois during the yea
under review.
After selection of the reports to be examined, the committee enlisted the services of twenty-seven members of the Society
from various sections of the State to participate in a two-day int,ensive review session conducted at quarters engaged by the Society at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago on September'" 9, and 10,. 1963.
245
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Messrs. John L. Kirby and Allen Dye of your office were present
throughout the review session. The Society members invited to participate in the review were certified public accountants experienced in the audits of governmental subdivisions, particularly
school districts, and were seasoned in supervisory and review
functions within their own firms.
In order to provide for some uniform pattern in the scope
and arrangement of the evaluations to be presented by the reviewers, a check-list was developed for the use of the reviewers in
scoring their evaluations. A copy of such check-list is appended
hereto and is marked Exhibit "A". In the main, the check-list was
so designed as to require a "yes" answer for compliance with standards and regulations, and aoHno" answer for noncompliance.
The over-all objective of this review project was declared
to be essentially educational in character. The over-all results
of the review, we understand, are not only to be studied by your
office, but are also to be disseminated among CPA's engaged in the
audits of school districts as well as to the members of the Society at large. Furthermore, we understand that they may afford a basis for possible revisions in current regulations and the issuance
of informative releases, all directed to the end of improving reporting practices in connection with the financial examinations of
school districts in Illinois. Bearing in mind these broad objectives, the review check-list was devised not only to reveal violations of generally accepted reporting standards and nonoonformanoe
with requirements of Illinois law and regulations, but also to develop oertain general information which may be helpful in drafting
instructional material to be issued by your office to CPA's engaged in school district auditing.
For your information, and in order that any lay reader of
this report may have a clear understanding of the criteria against
which the reviewers measured the reports for compliance with the
profession's reporting standards, there are presented below the
four standards of reporting contained among the Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards adopted by the membership of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants:
1. The report shall state whether the financial statements
are presented in accordance with generally accepted principles of
accounting.
2. The report shall state whether such principles have bee
consistently observed in the current period in relation to the pre
ceding period.
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3. Iilf'ormative disclosures in the financial statements are
be regarded as 'reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated in
the report.

~o

4. The report shall either contain an expression of opinion regarding the financial statements taken as a whole, or an assertion to the effect that an opinion cannot be expressed. ~Vhen an
over-all opinion cannot be expressed, the reasons therefor should
be stated. In all cases where the aUditor's name is associated witl
financial statements, the report should contain a clear-cut indicat.ion of the character of the auditor's examination, if any, and thE
degree of responsibility he is taking.
Many school districts maintain their financial records and
issue their statements on the cash basis of accounting. This basis
pf accounting and statement preparation requires appropriate references in the auditor's report as cash basis reporting normally will
~ot yield financial statements presented in accordance with gener~lly accepted principles of accounting.
In treating with the applicability of reporting standards
in special circumstances the American Institute of CPA'~ had this
to say. regarding reports on the cash basis in a monograph publishec
in 1960 under the title IISpecial Reports":
Cash basis statements ordinarily do not purport to present
either the financial position of an enterprise S.t a given date
or the results of its operation for a given period of time. A
statement of assets and liabilities on a cash basis (reflecting" as it frequently does, only assets and liabilities resulting directly from cash transactions and sometimes not even
that) is not, except by coincidence, an adequate statement of
financial position. A statement of revenues collected and expens.es paid is not, in most instances, the equivalent of a
statement of income or of operating results and should not be
construed as such.
In reporting on these statements special care should bE
taken to avoid misleading inferences. The wording used to desc'ribe cash basis statements should indicate clearly what the
statements do represent and should avoid implications that the
statements purport to present financial pOSition, operating
results, or anything beyond that Which they should be expected
to cover.
• • • Cash basis statements merely summarize cash transactions. It is the fairness with which they present the cash
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transactions, rather than the inclusion of all pertinent information based on generally accepted accounting prinoiples,
which has significance. Referenoe to generally acoepted accoun
ing principles ,in an opinion relating to such statements is in·
appropriate, except, of course, where the amounts omitted are
not material, in which c'ase the statements may be said to present fairly the financial position and results of operations.
Because of the number of reports reviewed by us which were
on the cash basis of accounting, it would be well for school district accounting personnel, CPA's engaged in school district audits, and those charged with the responsibility of reviewing schoo
district audit reports to be aware of the special reporting problems entailed in the expression of opinions on cash basis statements. To· determine their reporting responsibilities under such
circumstances, auditors should make reference to Chapter 13 of the
Alnerican Institute's "Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 33"
published December 10, 1963.
The reviews here conducted were, of course, limited to the
disclosures contained in the reports exa~ined. Failures of compliance with reporting standards were determined solely from the text
of the reports examined. Formal compliance with reporting standards in any aase did not necessarily assure compliance with general auditing standards nor with standards of field work. This
subject matter was beyond the scope of our inquiry.
At the outset of the review session each reviewer was presented with a group of reports, varying from seven to nine in number, upon which he was to render his analysis and evaluation. The
group of reports assigned to each reviewer was carefully assembled
in advance of th~ session to assure, on the basis of the information available to us, that there would be no conflict of interest
in any case and that reviewers WGuld not be assigned reports issued by auditors practicing within that community from which the
reviewer carried on his practice, except in certain cases involvin
the Ohicago metropolitan area.
Following the completion of the general review session an
ad hoc committee consisting of three supervising reviewers was appoi'Ii"t9d under the chairmanship of the chairman of the Committee on
Standards of Reporting to assimilate and summarize the 222 reviews
conducted at the general review session and to present this report
on the reviewers' findings. The summary findings of the Society's
review are as follows:
1. A substantial number of the reports reviewed in the
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test reveal a failure to comply with some of the reporting standards although relatively few reveal noncompliance with all of the
reporting standards.
2. Aside from the matter of generally accepted standards
of reporting, a number of reports reviewed appeared to lack information required to be presented under the rules and regulations of
your office.
3. A number of reports failed to present other information
which is deemed important to the ot'ficials responsible for the administrp.tion of the financial affairs of school districts.
4. The scope and style of the reports varied to such a degree. as to pose a considerable review problem for any authority
who may be charged with the responsibility of appraising the quality of reports against any set of standards recognized by your office as a proper instrument of evaluation.
5. In a few cases we ob.served that audit reports were issued by persons not qualified to render opinions on financial
statements under the laws of this State.
In view of our findings and with the object of improving
the quality of audit neports of school districts required to be
filed with your office, we respectfully submit the following recommendations:
1. That the findings of this report be disseminated among
public accountants authorized to engage in the audits of school
districts in the State of Illinois and among the members at large
of the Illinois Society of CPA's.
2. That the audit instructions for school districts in Illinois issued out of the office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction be revised to include information, guidelines, and requirements designed to promote compliance with reporting standards
and uniformity in the presentation of data deemed essential for
the purposes of school district officials and the Superintendent
of Public Instruction.
3. That a model report from be developed as a guide available to school district auditors in achieving the reporting objectives sought by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. (Sucb
a suggested model report is :presently being drafted by the Illinois
Society Committee on Local Governmental Accounting.)
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4. That there be added to the staff of the Superintendent
of Publio Instruotion one, or more, oertified publio aooountants
knowledgeable and experienoed in the matter of sohool distriot auditing who would be responsible for administering a program of
oontinuous review of sohool distriot audit reports to determine
oomplianoe with the law, professional standards, and the rules of
your offioe pertaining thereto.
In conduoting a oritioal review projeot of the type here
assigned to us, partioular;iy where there has been no monitoring of
performanoe in the past and where-the absenoe of olea.rly defined
formal requirements of the publio authority has resulted in a
great variety of reporting preotioes, it is perhaps natural that
the report of findings emphasize the inoidenoe of shortoomings
rather than highlight oases of exoellent performanoe. ~he Sooiety's Committee on Standards of Reporting is primarily interested
in eliminating substandard reporting and aocordingly addressed itself to those aspeots of the review project whioh would serve to
achieve that objeotive. Nevertheless, it should be noted that in
the oourse of our review we observed a good nmnber of reports of
high quality among those seleoted for test.
The nature of our findings and the inoidence of positive
and negative e:valuations are indioated on the attaohed form of review oheok-list (Exhibit "Aft) whioh oontains a sUmmary of the reviewers' sooring on eaoh question posed in the oheok-list. Questions whioh reoeived preponderantly negative responses indioate
areas to whioh speoial attention should be paid in any eduoational
program to be undertaken or sponsored for the purpose of upgrading
reporting praotioes.
Some of the reporting defioiencies frequently noted by the
reviewers inoluded the following:
1. The report oontained no statement of ohanges in bonded
debt during the year, only ending balanoes.
2. No asset, liability or fund balanoe data were presentee
where the distriot reoords and the reporting wexe on a oash basis.
3. No budget information was inoluded in the report.
4. Statements were referred to as being "in oonformity
with generally aooepted aooounting prinoiples" notwithstanding
that the statements were on the oash basis of aooounting.
5. No referenoe was made to the existenoe of aotivities

-7fUnds nor to the examination thereof.
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6. Opinions referred to ttaooompanying statementstf without
further identifying suoh statements.
7. Standard terminology was not used in setting out the
soope of the examination and the auditor's opinion.
~ith

8. No direot referenoe was made with respeot to oomplianoe
generally aooepted auditing standards.

9. The use of general qualifications in the presentation
of the opinion such as "subjeot to," "with the foregoing explanation," eto., serve to oast doubt on the exaot nature of the opinion.
10. Disbursements were not olassified by objeot or purpose
oodes within the major oode groups.
11. Certain sohe~ules were inoluded in the report without
any indioation with respeot to the responsibility whioh the auditol
assumed therefor.
12. Statements were represented 8S being on the basis of
"reoorded oash transaotions," a referenoe which serves to limit
the effeotiveness, if it does not put in question the validity,
of the auditor's opinion.
Examples of reviewers' oomments relating to these types of
reporting defioienoies are oontained in the a ttaohed Exhibit "B".
These oomments relate to specifio oases and are presented as part
of this report for the eduoational value which we believe them to
offer.
The quality of the aocounting oarried on by each sohool
district, its financial oapabilities, and the interest displayed
by its offioials are bound to have some effeot upon the finanoial
reporting for the distriot as well 8S the oharaoter of the auditor s
examination into the finanoial affairs of the distriot. Nevertheless, we believe. that s.n eduoational and review program sponsored
by your offioe, oonsistent with the reoommendations made in an
earlier part of this report, would serve to upgrade the general
quality of audit reporting for sohool distriots in Illinois. Suoh
a development should also, in turn, exaot a salutary influenoe
upon the aooounting praotioes of the distriots.
We appreoiate the opportunity to partioipate in this public
servioe project and trust that our findings will offer some measurE
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of assistanoe to you and your staff in administering the sohool
distriot audit program.
Respectfully submitted,
William A. Froehlioh
Robert H. Kuhn
Irving Richardson
Harry I. Grossman, Chairman,
Committee on Standards of
Reporting

EiHIBIT "Art
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ILLINOIS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
C01tflT'I'EE ON STANDARDS OF REPORTING
CHECKLIST l"OR REVIE\¥E.<iS OF AUDIT REPORTS
ON ILLINOIS SCHOOL DISTRICTS
School District ______________________ Dist. No. ________________
Auditor________________________________ County

--------------------i
N.A.**

No
Answer

Yes

No*

196

24

1

examined the financial statements
(appropriately identified) rather
than "books and records," "cash
transactions," or similar vague
references?

96

124

2

3. Does the Accountants' Report indicate that all tunds have been included in the examination?

144

76

2

4. Is the period covered by the examination adequately identified?

212

7

Items

ACCOUNTANTS' REPORT
1. Is the district being reported upon
adequately identified?
2. Does the auditor state that he has

5. Does the auditor represent that his
examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing
standards?
183

I

I

I
I
I

l

6. Has the auditor stated that he has
performed all audit procedures
considered necessary in the circumstances without exception? (If
"no" give resume of nature of exceptions under ffcom..'Uents" or on
attached sheets).
.

-

3

.,
38

1

174

46

1

1

39

31

150

2

7. Are exceptions, if any, to general-

ly accepted auditing standards or
procedures clearly expressed in a
manner which should be understandable to the reader?

~

EXHIBIT itA" CONTINUED
Items

254
Yes

No* N.A.**

No
Answer

AOOOUNTANTS' REPORT (CONT'D)
8. Is the Accountants' Report sUbstanti-

ally in the standard short form?

1

134

86

mentary letter refer to conformance
with the requirements of thenIllinois Financial Accounting Manual for
Local School Systems?"
160

61

1

10. Did the auditor's report or a supplementary letter make comments on internal control and accounting procedures and his recommendations relating thereto?
142

79

1

11 .. Does the auditor express anunqualified opinion on the financial
statements?

143

77

1

1

37

41

137

7

127

93

1

48

172

1

1

15. If the district is on t~e cash basis,
has the accountant represented that
the statements present a summary of
the cash transactions without such
qualifying words or phrases as "re158
corded cash transactions,n etco?

45

16

3

1

9. Did the auditor's report or a supple-

12. If an unqualified opinion has not
been expressed by the accountant~
has he clearly indicated the reasons for a denial of opinion, or
his exceptions to an unqualified
opinion?
13. Has the accountant made a representation as to conformance with generally accepted accounting principles?
14. Has the accountant made reference to

consistency of application of accounting principles or clearly expressed his exceptions thereto?
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BIT "An CONTINUED

No
Answer

Yes

No*

N.A.**

In the opinion paragraph of the Accountants' Report, has the acoountant olearly identified those finanoial statements on whioh his
opinion is expressed?
~5?

59

4

2

7. Has the accountant refrained from
use of such general qualifications
as "subject to," Itexcept for';" or
"with the foregoing explanations,»
as would tend to cast doubt on his
opinion?
l54

53

11

4

8. Were appropriate exceptions taken to
the opinion where the acoountant's
comments included in his report
indicated deficiencies of such nature as should require exc'eption?

30

40

147

5

15

9

194

4

20. If the district is on a cash basis,
is there presented somewhere int·)) ')
the report a statement of assets,
liabilities and fund balances?
29

177

14

Items

CCOUNTANTS' REPORT (CONT'D)

FINANCIAL 'STATEMENTS
9. If the district is on tha acerual
basis, do the financial statements
include a balance sheet, a statement of revenues and expenditures
and a statement of changes in fund
balances?

21. Is the statement of income end expenditures or cash reoeipts and
disbursements presented in sufficient detail to be meaningful?
(That is, are separate amounts reported for revenues from taxes,
other governmental divisions, student and community services, fines,
interests, investments, etc., and,
as to disbursements, for administration, instruction, attendanoe,

EXHIBIT

»A~

CONTI~UED

Items

256
Yes

No*

health, operation of plant, transportation operations, maintenance, fixed charges, student and
community services, etc.)
200

21

N.A.**

No
Answer

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)

22. Does the audit report contain a
comparison of actual amounts of
revenues and expenditures or cash
receipts and disbursements with
amounts budgeted?

47 173

23. Is a schedule pertaining to transactions between funds and interfund balances presented in the
report?

28

24. If the statements indicate that
there have been transactions in
tax anticipation warrants or
teachers' orders during the year,
does the report include a sUmmary of these transactions together with beginning and ending
balances outstanding?

1

1

1

169

23

2

23

53

145

1

25. Does the report inclUde a statement
of bonded debt outstanding and
changes therein during the year? 1Q7

101

13

1

26. Does the report include a statement
of cash receipts and disbursements for the activities' funds
of the district or make reference
to a separate report covering
these funds?
118

83

21

23

1

27. Is there included in the report de-

tailed schedules setting forth
receipts and disbursements in approximately the number of categories used on the official budget form for school districts?
197

1

257

EXHIBIT "A" CONTINUED

N.A.**

No
Answer

23

1

1

82

138

1

1

30. If the district is on a cash basis,
can it be determined from the content of the financial statements
or schedules whether or not the
district was holding investments
in United States Treasury bills or
other legal forms of investment
as of the end of the year and the
amount thereof?

84

89

46

3

31. Does the statement of revenues and
expenditures or receipts and disbursements differentiate between,
and present subtotals of, revenue
and nonrevenue receipts and operating and nonoperating expenditures
or disbursements?

145

74

2

1

32. Has the auditor been careful throughout the report to maintain the distinction between his primary representations in the Accountants' Report, and the district's primary
representations which are the financial statements upon which he is
reporting?
164

52

2

4

Items

Yes

No*

28. If the statements indicate that significant revolving funds have been
created, does the report indicate
an audit thereof?

197

29. Does the audit report include information with respect to assessed
valuation and property taxes as to
the current levy, such as amounts
levied, amounts extended, amounts·
collected and ra:lles as compared
with legal limits?

FIN/JlfCIAL STATEi\1:ENTS (COlfr' D)

GENERAL

33. Other than as indicated in answering
the above, does this audit report

EXHIBIT "A" CONTINUED
Items
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Yes

No*

-

No
N.A.** Answer

GENERAL (CONT'D)

taken as a whole present:
A. The accountant's findings clearly and adequately?
153
B. Adequate disclosure of basic
financial information?
115
)

10

59
95

1

11

34. If there are any other features of

this report which you considered
to be particularly good, bad, or
interesting, please indicate their
nature.

163

59

*All "noll answers should be accompanied by a brief explanation.
**Not applicable.

EXHIBIT "B" CONTINUED
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In his scope paragraph, the eudi tor makes the e.nomalous
statement" that the examination was made in accordance with instructions published by the office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction. In the same vein, the auditor's opinion states: "The
accompanying statements of cash receipts and disbursements and
schedule of bonds outstanding present fairly the financial results
of operations of the School District for the year ended June. 30,
1962 and its present position in respect to its long-term obligations."

The auditor does not state whether significant payables
existed at the beginning or end of the reporting period, nor whether any examination was made including them. School districts on
a cash basis of reporting sometimes hold 'back on the payment of
bills in order to affect the presentation of cash balances on
their financial statements.

Certain information of value has been omitted, particularly in the areas. of tax levies, investments, bonded indebtedness,
and interfund transactions.

The auditor states that he exsmined the several funds presented in the report. The law requires that all funds should be
examined. If ell tunds were not examined, the-8uditor should make
definite statements to that effect. If all funds were examined,
the auditor should make an unequivocal statement that all funds
were examined.

The accountant's opinion states: "In our opinion, the attached statements provide full information as to the receipts and
disbursements of • • • tt No reference is made with respect to the
accountant's opinion regarding the fairness of the representations
contained in the statements,.

The wording of the accountant's op1n1on is contusing. It
states: "In my opinion, with consideration given to comments in
the three preceding paragraphs • • • " It is not clear whether the
auditor intended to utter an exception to the opinion. The "three
preceding paragraphs" do not appear to contain exceptions.

EXHIBIT "Btt CONTINUED
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The school district under re~view maintains its records on
a modified accrual basis. No mention is made in the report as to
adherence to generally accepted accounting principles nor with respect to consistency in the accounting underlying the financial
statements.

The auditor refers to "generally accepted cash fund auditing standards." There are no such "generally accepted" standards.

In voicing an exception in the opinion section, the aUditor states: "Our examination did not include tests of current and
delinquent taxes receivable by direct correspondence with taxpayers." The district has no direct responsibility or records relating to the tax collection function, and hence this procedure would
not be reasonablv required nor practicable in the circumstances.
The voicing of such an exception in the opinion, to the exclusion
of othe~ could give rise to the unwarranted inference that in all
other respects the audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.

The a udi tor's opinion foll ows ten pag es of narra ti ve, much
of which does not pertain to the opinion on the financial statements, some of which raise questions as to whether the accountant
can even render an opinion on the subject matter, and some of
which cover subject matter upon'which the auditor is not ~ualified
to pass judgment. The over-all affecti veness of the opinion seems
to be lost in a sea of confusion.

The report presents a great deal of detail. There is much
repetition particularly with respect to information contained in
the text of the report which is also contained in the statements
and schedules. 'l'he sheer mass of data and manner of presentation
do not encourage study of the report.

From the review of this report, it would seem that the audi tor should not have had to refer to "recorded transactions"
which qualifies an otherwise fine 'report.

I
.,

EXHIBIT "Bn CONTINUED
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The accountant renders his opinion of "results of operations", but the statements present only cash receipts and disbursements. Cash receipts and disbursements do not show results of
operations.

The auditor uses the words "recorded cash transactions,"
thereby raising a. question as to what he did to determine that
there were no unrecorded transactions.

The audit report does not present findings olearly and
opinion is clouded by being made "subjeot to" extensive! (nine pages) comments.
adequat~ly. ~he

APPENDIX III
LETTER" CHAIRMAN, LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ACC;;OUH'l.'ING COMvIITTEE OF THE
ILLINOIS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS"
1lJAY 27, 1964
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants
208 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
May:27'~ ·1964
To the Members
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants
208 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen:
The enclosed audit guidelines end model audit reports for
school districts have been prepared by the Local Governmental Accounting Committee of the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants to be used by members of the Society. It should, of
course, be recognized that these guidelines and statements are
only guides and that of necessity individual judgment will be required in individual cases. The committee felt strongly that the
accrual basis of reporting should be advocated wherever possible 9
It is recognized, however, that the vast preponderance of school
districts in the state maintain their accounting records and file
reports on the cash basis of accounting, and for this reason the
cash basis statements are included.
Certainly the independent certified public accountant is
in an excellent position to explain the advantages of accrual basis reporting to individual school districts. It is hoped that
present cash basis reporting should be considered merely as transitional, and that with proper education all school districts
eventually will be reporting on the accrual basis.
The Committee would welcome your comments relative to experience in using the attached drafts and your suggestions for improvement. Our present thinking is that a final draft will be prepared in the future giving consideration to comments received.
Again, it should be emphasized that these audit guidelines
263
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-2~nd model audit reports are only guides and are in no way to be
~onsidered
~n

as covering all possible eventualities that might occur
a particular school district.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. Coker, Chairman /s/
Local Governmental Accounting
Committee

APPENDIX IV
STATE OF ILLINOIS
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
RAY PAGE. SUPERINTENDENT
QUESTIONNAIRE TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DISTRICT AUDITORS
(1962-1963)
The person or firm perfor:n.ing auditing services for school districts as required in Section 3-7 of the School Code of Illinois,
1961, must attach one copy of this questionnaire to each of the
two audit reports filed with the County Superintendent of Schools.
Two additional copies are furnished herewith, one for the school
district and one for the auditor.
1. District

County
Number
Name
Street
City
2. Auditor
Name of Firm.
Street
City Person to whom correspondence should be addressed
No
3. Were all funds included in the audit? Yes
• (This
includes Activity Fund, Imprest Fund, Trust Fund, and all District Funds.) If,answer is "No", explain exception and give
ree son for omission.

4. Did you prepare the School District Annual Financial Report?

Yes

No

•
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266
-25. Does your report contain an unqualifie d opinion'? Yes
No
•

6. Does your report specifically deny." an opinion'? Yes
If "Yes"~ state reason briefly here.

~.

No - '

Did the district allow any fund to reflect en overdraft in the
fund cash amount at the end of any month'? Yes
No
•
If "Yes", have you advised the district to continue the practice'? Yes
No
•

8. Heve any inter fund loans been made other than between the Edu-

cational Fund and the Building Fund'? Yes
ttyes" , give brief summary below:

No

• If

9. a. We.re all interfund loans that were in existence on July 1,
1962, repaid'? Yes
No
•
b. It "Yes", were they repaid within one year trom the date of
,
the loan'? Yes
No
•
c. If the answer to either tfa" or. I'b" is "No", give brief summary below:

10. In your opinion, are t·he internal control and internal check

procedures in use adequate in the circumstances'? Yes
No
• If "No", give brief summary below:

p-1. In your opinion, are the accounts maintained by the district
adequate'? Yes
No
• Briefly, list improvements needed.

267
-3-

12. Are the aooounts g'enerally maintained in aooordanoe with the
Illinois Finanoial Aooounting Manual for Looal Sohool Distriots? Yes
No
• List exoeptions:

13. Was there any delay in depositing money reoeived? Yes

No

• If "Yes"" explain briefly.

14. Were all investments owned at any time during the year in aooordanoe with the regulations outlined in "Investment of Publio Funds," Page 450 of the Sohool Code of Illinois, 1961?
Yes
No
• List exoeptions:

15. a. Are all investments in the name of the >,distr:lot? Yes
No
•
b o Are they under the oustody of the treasurer? Yes
No
•
0

0

If the answer to either "a" or "bit is "Nott, list exoeptions

16. Was all interest oredited to the fund of ownership? Yes
No
• List exoeptions:
\

17. Are investments properly segregated by funds of
Yes
No
• List exoeptions:

~wnership?

-.
~8.

a. In your examination of investments, did you determine to
your staisfaotion that the distriot reoeived all interest
that should have been reoeived: Yes
No
Explain

.

r
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18. b. Was there any undue delay in the deposit of interest rec'eived? Yes
No
• If "Yes", explain briefly: _

p-9. In your opinion, did the Activity Fund reflect the deposit ot
district money? Yes
No
• .E:x:plain if answer is "Yes".

2O. Did your examination and tests of the accounting records disclose any evidence of fraud or dishonesty? Yes
No
If "Yes"~ state particulars in summary form and pages in audit
report where. details are set forth.
0

21. a. Has the district handled its Imprest Fund in accordance
with the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local
• If "No", l.ist exce:pNo
School Districts' Yes
tions:

b. For what amount was the Imprest Fund created $
c. Was the Imprest Fund returned intact to the district treasurer on or before June. 30, 1963? Yes
No
•
Signed

Date
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT Olf PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
RAY PAGE" SUPERINTENDENT
Q,UESTIONNAIRE TO BE COMPLETED BY AUDITORS OF THE TOWNSHIP TREASUR';:'
ERS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
(1953-1954)

IThe person or firm performing auditing services for school districts as required in Section 3-7 of the School Code of Illinois,
~963, must attach one copy of this questionnaire to'each of the
two audit reports filed with the County Superintendent of Schools.
Two additional copies are furnished herewith, one for the school
district end one for the auditor.
1. a. District
County
Number
Name
Street
City

,.,/

:Q. Treasurer
Township
Range
Name of Treasurer
Street
City
2. Auditor

Name of Firm
Street
City
Person to whon correspondence should be addressed
3. a. Did you audit the underlying records of the school district?
~ If answer is HNo", list the name and
Yes
No
address of the auditor who examined the district records:

270

-2~.

b. If you audited the underlying records of the school district,
were all funds included in the audit? Yes
No
•
List exceptions:

4. Did you prapare the School District Annual Financial Report?
Yes
Nq
•
5. Does your report contain an unqualified opinion? Yes
No
•
---

6. Does your report specifically deny an opinion? Yes
No
• If "Yes", state reason briefly here.

7. Did the treasurer allow any fund to reflect an overdraft in the
fund cash amount at the end of any month? Yes
No
•
It ~~es"~ have you advised the district to continue the practice? Yes
No
•
~.

Have any interfund loans been made other than between the Educational and the Building Fund? Yes
No
• If "Yes",
give brief summary below:

9. a. Were all interfund loans that were in existence on July 1,
1963, repaid? Yes
No
•
b. If "Yes", were they repaid within one year from the date ot
the"loan? Yes
No
•
c. If the answer to either "a" or "b" is nNo" , give brief summary below:

10. In your opinion, are the internal control and internal check
procedures in use adequate in the circumstances? Yes
No
• If "Nott, give brief summary below:

271
-311. In your opinion, are the accounts maintained by the district
adequate? Yes
• Briefly, list improvements needNo
ed.

12. Are the accounts generally maintained in accordance with the
Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local School Systems?
Yes
No
• List exceptions:

13. Was there any delay in depositing money received? Yes
No
• If nyes", explain briefly.
'.

14. Were all investments owned at any time during the year in ac-

cordance with the regulations outlined in 'tInvestment of Public Funds," Page 478 of the School Code of Illinois, 1963?
No
• List exceptions:
Yes

150 a. Are all investments in the name of the treasurer? Yes
No
•
b. Are they under the custody of the treasurer? Yes
No
•
c. If the answer to either "a" or nb" is "No", list exceptions

16. Was all interest credited to the fund of ownership? Yes
No
• List exceptions:

17. Are investments properly segregated by funds of ownership?
No
Yes
• List exceptions:
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-418. a. In your examination of investments, did you determine to

your satisfaction that the treasurer received all interest
that should have been received? Yes
• List
No
exceptions:

15~

Was there any undue delay in the deposit of interest recei ved,? Yes
No
• If' "Yes rt • explain briefly:

19. Did your examination and tests of the accounting records dis-

No
close any evidence of freud or dishonesty? Yes
•
If "Yes". state particulars in summary form and pages in aUdit
report where details are set forth.

20. a. Has the district handled its Imprest Fund in accordance witl
the Illinois Financial Accounting Manual for Local School
.Systems? Yes
No
• If "No", list exceptions:

b. For what amount was the Imprest Fund created? $
Co

Was the Imprest Fund returned to the district treasurer on
or before June 30, 1964? Yes
No
•

21. Was the Township Loanable Fund included in the audit?
Yes
No
•

Signed

Date
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